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Abstract 
Celebrity Ghosts in the Machine: Mourning the Famous Online 
Ashley Blake Pattwell  
 
 
 
 
Like other forms of traditional social ritual, mourning practices are replicated in 
online settings, but also supplemented and altered in meaningful ways. This 
dissertation explores online mourning in the aftermath of a high-profile celebrity 
death. Using case studies of six celebrity deaths I reveal the similarities between the 
ways that fans mourn celebrities and the ways that social media users mourn non-
celebrities.  
 
The dissertation proposes two possible roots of why celebrity mourning resembles 
other online mourning. First, when a celebrity dies, the loss feels intertwined in many 
ways with our own identity. Fans must make sense of the world, and their own 
identity, without that person in it. The second explanation draws on the ways that 
celebrity/non-celebrity connections have been theorized as parasocial relationships. 
Although fans likely have not met the celebrity, or have what would traditionally be 
considered personal relationships, an emotional connection, familiarity, and even 
feelings of ownership can be built up over time and repeated mediated exposures. 
Because of this connection, a celebrity death can feel shocking, immediate and 
profound in the ways that it would if the person was an actual social connection.  
 
This work is primarily interested then in what digital media might mean for this 
parasocial relationship posthumously. I investigate the ways that grieving behavior 
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reveals a quest for continued connection to the celebrity, how fans communally 
grieve celebrities, and the ways in which SNS users literally and metaphorically 
consume markers of celebrity to maintain the parasocial connection. I suggest that the 
concept of presence—both the continued presence of the celebrity online, evoked 
through mourning practices, as well as the presence of other mourners—is useful in 
understanding how mourners sustain parasociality.  
 
Studying celebrity online mourning brings together issues of social media and 
identity; fandom and virtual communities; consumer culture; and mediated 
memorialization. When grieving moves into the mediated sphere of celebrity and 
fandom, it opens up an avenue of understanding other significant shifts taking place 
in today’s media environment and makes visible new possibilities for researchers of 
popular culture, celebrity, posthumous fame, and digital media. 
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Chapter 1. #RIP 
 
Introduction 
When Robin Williams died on August 11, 2014, the media, interested in not 
only eulogizing a prolific entertainment career but also documenting the public 
reaction, did not immediately send news crews to his home in Paradise Cay, CA or to 
his star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame. Instead, reporters looked to social media for 
the expressions of grief so often found at these offline sites of mourning. Headlines 
read, “Robin Williams Leaves Touching Look at Life, Legacy on Instagram” 
(Duerson, 2014) and "Celebrities Mourn on Social Media" (Lansky, 2014). My own 
Facebook and Twitter newsfeeds were filled with outpourings of profound emotional 
sadness for several days after the news broke as friends grappled with the loss of 
someone so central to our entertainment memories. Where in the past, fans came 
together at the gates of Graceland, Neverland Ranch and Buckingham Palace, the 
more immediate place to turn and find comfort and community was social media.  
In the hours and days following a high profile death, social media platforms 
become massive repositories of memorials and grief. They house quickly quilted 
together timelines of a life. For celebrities this means highlight reels, tributes, 
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celebrations, and eulogies by thousands and thousands of authors. Even when fans 
eventually do convene at physical memorial sites, like the house made famous by 
Mrs. Doubtfire or the bench used in filming Good Will Hunting, these became 
mediated experiences, shared through social media geolocation check-ins, selfies at 
memorials, and other merging of ‘real-world’ mourning practices with digital media.  
What was in the past a more haphazard, dispersed, or die-hard fan practice, is 
now a more coalesced exercise. There is even a sort of script that has emerged in the 
way people respond to high-profile deaths and mourn collectively. When news is 
starting to break most posts aim to disseminate the information further within a 
network, with shared stories on Facebook from traditional media outlets or retweets 
of the news on Twitter. First posts are infused with shock and disbelief: a “no,” 
“damn,” or “RIP,” followed by the celebrity’s name. These posts convey a need to 
immediately participate in the ritual, perhaps even as the information is still being 
processed. But they are rather quickly replaced by the posting of pictures, clips, 
songs, quotes, etc. featuring the celebrity. A single video or piece of content 
sometimes emerges as particularly resonant and is shared en masse. With Robin 
Williams’ for example, it was a quote from his role in Dead Poets Society (“O 
Captain! My Captain!) and for Prince, who died nineteen months later, it was video of 
a scene-stealing performance of “While My Guitar Gently Weeps.” The last piece of 
the script is, for some, a more formulated, well-thought out post sharing the personal 
impact the celebrity had. These move beyond just an acknowledgement, replacing 
simple reposting of other content with original, often quite emotional sentiments.  
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In the intervening time since his death, we have come to look back on 
Williams as a marker of what celebrity online mourning now looks like. It was a 
cultural ‘pause’ button where everyone—from online users, to traditional media, to 
academia—seemed to notice that something was suddenly different. There was of 
course online mourning before Williams, for non-celebrities and celebrities alike, but 
the swiftness, volume, and, most notably, the poignancy of the content marked a 
turning point that has instructed the reaction of ensuing mourning of high-profile 
celebrities.  
For instance when David Bowie died, hundreds of thousands posted videos, 
chose meaningful photos and quotes, shared and streamed songs, wrote heartfelt 
thank you notes, recalled their first Bowie memories, and recounted legendary Bowie 
concerts. Like Williams, social media in the days following January 10, 2016 became 
predominately about what Bowie meant and what he will continue to mean. In these 
cases, the collective consciousness of the loss is often so great that direct references 
to the person who died aren’t even present.  
We have been acculturated into this ritual via social platforms like Facebook, 
Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, and Tumblr. We see a shared language and mode of 
expression for online grieving, shared values and aesthetics, and—essential for 
ritual—times and spaces dedicated for transitioning through this life experience. Of 
course the ways that this content comes to have some shared resemblance in multiple 
cases is a product of social learning and symbolic interaction, but also the affordances 
and algorithms of the social media platforms where most mourning activity takes 
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place. Even though these digital spaces influence sharable content, format, character 
length and various other measures that produce a shared system, there is still the 
variance you would expect in personal mourning and posts range from the simple, 
poetic, or emotional, to the crude and silly.  
When ‘RIP’ becomes a hashtag, it is easy to lament the sacred as superficial. 
The practice of any sociality in online settings that was once the sole reserve of 
offline worlds produces resistance. In fact, a significant contingent of reactionary 
journalists over the past several years have drafted think-pieces on the inappropriate, 
narcissistic, troubling nature of online grief, symptomatic of larger cultural deficits in 
our society. Teenagers taking selfies at funerals was particularly stirring, causing 
journalists to proclaim that a “Tumblr site shows new self-absorbed low” (Wells, 
2013). This year articles fretted that “our public grieving over dead celebrities has 
reached insufferable levels” (Proud, 2016) and told people “that thing you’re feeling 
about Bowie – it isn’t real grief” (O’Neill, 2016).  
Still others want proof of fandom before mourners purport to profess their 
sadness, accusing many of the grief tourism common in contexts like the sudden 
death of a teenager (Jackson, 2010; Petersson, 2010; Walter, 2008) or of jumping on a 
grief-bandwagon without having achieved some former “authentic” fan status. I will 
take up this popular debate over the merits of cybermourning in the last chapter, but is 
it really surprising that this social ritual has followed the rest of our lives online? 
After all, social practices and technological affordances are mutually constitutive (van 
Dijck, 2013).  
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Social media blurs the boundaries between the public and private spheres of 
personal life (van Dijck, 2013) and the publicness inherent in most forms of online 
mourning makes it a rather distinct practice from other bereavement practices in 
Western cultures. But social media offers a logical space for grieving, which involves 
engagement with others and the deceased, identity construction and performance, and 
culturally-based customs. Cybermourning means that this practice is mediated and 
networked (Castells, 2010) and, in the case of celebrities, situated within a complex 
web of mass media, promotional intermediaries, consumer culture, intellectual 
property, and technologies of circulation. Of networked technologies, Papacharissi 
(2010) writes:  
The architecture of the technology that belies these networked 
platforms of interaction rests upon the principles of convergence, 
which enable multiple and overlapping connections between 
varieties of distinct social spheres. The social platforms or spaces 
sustained by convergent technologies accentuate confluence, 
flexibility, and reflexivity of media content….Jenkins emphasizes 
that convergence references several common ideas, including the 
flow of content across media platforms, overlap between media 
industries, financing that serves the interest of combined processes 
of media production, migratory behavior on the part of audiences 
that virally follow content, and of course, the ability for audience 
to interact with content as both consumers and producers. (p. 305).  
Celebrity mourning via digital technologies is a process embedded in this 
convergence of new media. There are multiplicitous and migrant audiences that, 
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through acts of mourning, consume celebrity and also produce tremendous amounts 
of content.  
Celebrity mourning is not just about the loss of one life. As a celebrity is 
mourned online, their death becomes about us too—about our relationship to the 
celebrity, our associations to the categories of pop culture and celebrity in general, 
and our connection to each other. Commenting on the authenticity of online celebrity 
grief, journalist Megan O’Rourke (2014) writes, “This is what culture means after all: 
A shared set of experiences that go beyond our private lives that nonetheless inflect 
our sense of self and mold the way we relate to our own personal history” (n.p.).  
And so celebrity death as a topic of scholarship sits at the intersection of 
several fields. It brings together issues of social media and identity; fandom and 
virtual communities; consumer culture; and mediated memorialization. When 
grieving moves into the mediated sphere of celebrity and fandom, it opens up an 
avenue of understanding other significant shifts taking place in today’s media 
environment and makes visible the new possibilities for researchers of popular 
culture, celebrity, posthumous fame, and digital media.  
Understanding celebrity cybermourning 
In 2005, Julie Andsager (and more recently a similar argument was put forth 
by Anu Harju, 2014) wrote that fans mourning the death of a beloved celebrity 
convened online because they experienced disenfranchised grief – very real grief that 
could not otherwise be expressed publically for fear of ridicule at not knowing the 
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deceased. A sense that a meaningful relationship with a famous person was shameful 
resulted in a lack of community that drove these fans online to seek the solace 
mourners find in friends and family through more traditional mourning rituals. 
Andsager was marking early online expressions of the type of celebrity mourning I 
will explore much further. 
But now, as I will demonstrate, social media platforms have become not 
closeted mourning outlets, but culturally significant public spaces to express grief, 
and fans are no longer disenfranchised by this emotional experience. By showing that 
online celebrity mourning is closely aligned with the online mourning of ordinary 
people, not only am I exhibiting that we have become ritualized into this practice—
that is that traditional forms of mourning are being augmented, expanded and 
replaced by new media—but also that the emotional content of this grief is authentic 
and legitimate.  
The goals of this project are two-fold. The first is to map the territory of 
online celebrity grief, exploring and documenting the ways in which mourning for 
celebrities is manifest online. Before the implications and meanings can be 
delineated, it will be important to detail the practices themselves. And second, an 
analysis of online celebrity mourning to understand how it is mediated and, further, 
what these mediated interactions reveal about fan-celebrity relationships, mourning 
communities, and digital identity.  
Academic inquiry has grown up around online mourning in recent years (see, 
for example, Marwick & Ellison, 2012; Brubaker, Hayes, & Dourish, 2013; Cann, 
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2014; Carroll & Ramano, 2011). Yet research on the phenomenon in celebrity 
contexts is less established. By comparing cases of celebrity cybermouring with the 
data from studies of ordinary grief I will show that there are meaningful similarities, 
demonstrating that users are experiencing the loss of something meaningful.  
When celebrity mourning is compared to the more robust literature that exists 
on the digital mourning of non-celebrities, there are a lot of similarities. Of course, 
losing a friend or family member is a profoundly different experience than a celebrity 
dying, but the expressions of grief are actually related. The content, for the most part, 
reads as authentic sharing of emotion, pain and sadness.  
The data reflects two possible roots of why celebrity mourning resembles 
other kinds of online mourning. First, when a celebrity dies, it feels intertwined in 
many ways with our own identity, either in nostalgic longings and remembrances, or 
as part of a fan-based identity, which can be even more important in online settings. I 
will address this first possibility in Chapters 3 & 4.  
Modern celebrity culture trades on interest, devotion, and even worship. 
Declaring allegiance or proclaiming fandom makes a celebrity a part of us, a piece of 
our identity. To declare “I am a Prince fan” aligns with certain meanings, and these 
can vary by audience. To claim fan status, even in small ways but especially 
meaningful ones, means that when a celebrity dies, we lose a part of ourselves. These 
feelings are often also intertwined with nostalgia, so mourners might be grieving the 
passing of youth, perhaps a meaningful cultural moment, or a past era. If the 
entertainer’s work evokes specifics memories, the grief can be both for the celebrity, 
but also for an idea. Just like in other contexts of loss, it is an absence of meaning that 
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can pitch our worldview, however temporarily, into question. Fans must reorganize 
and make sense of the world, and their own identity, without that person in it.  
The second explanation draws on the ways that celebrity/non-celebrity 
connections have been theorized as parasocial relationships (Horton & Wohl, 1956). 
Although fans likely have not met the celebrity, or have what would traditionally be 
considered personal relationships, an emotional connection, familiarity, and even 
feelings of ownership can be built up over time and repeated mediated exposures. 
This experience is heightened on social media where celebrities reveal personal 
details about their life. Because of this connection, a celebrity death can feel 
shocking, immediate and profound in the ways that it would if the person was an 
actual social connection.  
Taking that as a starting point, I can investigate what digital media might 
mean for this parasocial relationship posthumously. To this end I look at ways that 
grieving behavior reveals a quest for continued connection to the celebrity, how fans 
communally grieve celebrities, and the ways in which SNS users literally and 
metaphorically consume markers of celebrity to maintain the parasocial connection.  
A parasocial relationship that can produce feelings of grief can also drive fans 
to look to continue the connection and emotional bond after death. I will argue that 
social media has replicated some aspects of offline posthumous celebrity mourning, 
but extended and augmented it in other ways. Mainly, mourners find the presence of 
the celebrity online as well as the presence of other mourners in mourning 
communities a way to sustain parasociality.  
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I will further elaborate on the multiple meanings we can develop from the 
term ‘presence’ later, but principally I use presence to describe a self that can be 
engaged. When we are present to or with someone, we are experiencing a meaningful 
interaction and viewing them as an entity to engage with. Buber (1970) 
conceptualized this difference as an I-It relationship, between a self and an object, 
and an I-Thou relationship, between two individuals. In the case of digital mourning, 
presence can exist in varied ways, but centrally between or among mourners and 
between or among mourners and the deceased.  
I argue that mourning practices are aimed at evoking presence, a way to make 
the deceased a still-engageable self. It is an effort to evoke a presence that was there 
before death; presence does not come into being posthumously, but the ways it is 
engaged with do change somewhat. For instance, mourners use social media to be 
present for each other, they interact with the digital presence of the deceased, and 
they even engage in narrative storytelling to evoke the deceased’s presence in a 
spiritual sense. Of course, these rituals and interactions are mediated in various ways, 
but what is essentially being mediated is the engagement between enageable selves.    
While I am concentrating on the short period after a celebrity dies and how 
this solidifies and shapes their image, this period is setting the stage for longer-term 
memorialization. By way of social media this has become a more democratic process, 
a tapestry of thousands of memories and stories that both deconstruct and reconstruct 
image, reputation, and presence. 
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In the celebrity case, as casual users, fans, and other celebrities participate in 
mourning, interactions online are further complicated by issues of fame, authenticity 
and authorship. To the extent that it can be controlled, a celebrity’s digital identity is 
a purposefully constructed presence with input not only from the celebrity 
themselves, but often a fleet of managers and publicists. But digital presence goes 
beyond this and is co-constituted by mass media practitioners, journalists, fans, and 
even haters.  
In fact, online mourning has become an important period of visibility for still-
living celebrities in the construction of their own fame through public expressions of 
grief. The media script on celebrity death is now infused not only with the typical 
panegyrics, but consistently includes the tweets, Instagrams, and online tribute posts 
from other celebrities. Without diminishing the emotion in these posts, we can also 
understand this as a way to attach their own brand to that of the deceased, whose 
currency spikes in death.  
The Internet affords sites for mourning that conjure community in varying 
degrees and forms. ‘Memorialized’ social media profiles, online obituaries with built-
in comment threads, live-streaming funerals, web-based shrines and memorials, and 
in-game funerals are just a few of the channels through which mourning communities 
share grief and transform ritual. In the case of celebrity mourning, microcommunities 
of mourners form on the various different platforms where people share and perform 
their grief.  
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Meaningful communities often can also be found where fan communities were 
already in existence. Fans are especially protective of both the celebrity’s image and 
posthumous reputation, but also their connection to other fans. Their co-presence in 
these spaces facilitates mourning and provides the sort of communal support 
Andsager (2005) theorized. I consider how the Internet returns us to a time of 
communal death and mourning, and how these communities function as liminal 
(Turner, 1969) spaces.  
Fandom is a spectrum, however, and many who are posting on social media 
after the death of a celebrity may not fit traditional definitions of ‘fan.’ Because I 
cannot, nor is it my interest to, assess the degree of fandom I do not use this as a 
measure of legitimizing grief. The right to grieve, when grief is socially sanctioned, 
and who gets to say what type of grief is allowed (Butler, 2010) are all certainly 
questions on the periphery of my work, but ones I cannot take head-on in this work. 
Instead I am interested in the content that best describes users who are grieving via 
new media and gives the most holistic picture of their practices. When I make 
assessments or arguments about ‘online grieving’ I am speaking to those users who 
choose to engage in this practice, though I recognize that this is not a universal 
practice.  
While I am concentrating on the short period after a celebrity dies and how 
this solidifies and shapes their image, this period is setting the stage for longer-term 
memorialization. By way of social media this has become a more democratic process, 
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a tapestry of thousands of memories and stories that both deconstruct and reconstruct 
image, reputation, and presence. 
In the celebrity case, as casual users, fans, and other celebrities participate in 
mourning, interactions online are further complicated by issues of fame, authenticity 
and authorship. To the extent that it can be controlled, a celebrity’s digital identity is 
a purposefully constructed presence with input not only from the celebrity 
themselves, but often a fleet of managers and publicists. But digital presence goes 
beyond this and is co-constituted by mass media, journalists, fans, and even haters.  
In fact, online mourning has become an important period of visibility for still-
living celebrities in the construction of their own fame through public expressions of 
grief. The media script on celebrity death is now infused not only with the typical 
panegyrics, but consistently includes the tweets, Instagrams, and online tribute posts 
from other celebrities. Without diminishing the emotion in these posts, we can also 
understand this as a way to attach their own brand to that of the deceased, whose 
currency spikes in death.  
Methods 
To reiterate, in approaching the topic of online mourning, there is a dual need 
to describe the phenomenon in more detail as well as address some of the larger 
theoretical issues like identity and community. This is a not a matter of hypothesis 
testing, but instead an exploratory and theoretical work, where themes emerged out of 
the data and my own experiences within online mourning spaces.  
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To this end, this work employs a qualitative case study methodology, 
punctuated by discourse analyses of the ways in which users post both individually 
and the ways they interact with each other. These case studies allow me an in-depth 
look at my topic while being able to draw illustrative, empirical examples into 
theoretical discussions. In using this method, I am not looking for patterns across a lot 
of cases as much as the textual nuance and narrative within each case. Although I 
sacrifice generalizability, my interest is more intensive, watching for themes to 
emerge and only drawing comparisons across cases to highlight broad similarities or 
differences.  
The six case studies and their corresponding chapters are as follows:  
Chapter 2 – Robin Williams & Joan Rivers 
Chapter 3 – Paul Walker & Leonard Nimoy 
Chapter 4 – David Bowie & Prince 
When a celebrity dies, there are various forms of content generated, from 
sophisticated television tributes to web-based fan memorials to short mentions in 
routine social media. This content takes spoken, textual, and visual forms. Some of 
this material, particularly because of the volume and nature of social media platforms 
is rather ethereal. It can disappear quickly. I am most interested in the immediate 
aftermath of a celebrity death, at the height of mourning activity, which is usually 
over quite quickly in comparison to other instances of mourning. Therefore, while I 
address how this activity may start to influence posthumous celebrity identity, I am 
not theorizing about the lasting impact or the long-term memorialization of a celebrity 
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(say the way Marilyn Monroe was vilified around the time of her death but through 
the work of mediated memory and memorialization has since been canonized). 
For this reason, all data was collected in real time in each case except for Paul 
Walker. I immersed myself in the social network platforms where grief was 
concentrated—spaces like trending Twitter hashtags, celebrity Facebook and 
Instagram profiles, and Facebook trending feeds—which gave me a deep 
understanding of each case and a point of comparison. This method also led me to 
choose which data to archive as the most representative of the mourning happening in 
that case. Each post selected for this work was indicative and illustrative of many 
more like it.  
I chose these cases for several reasons. First, with the exception of Paul 
Walker, every case fell within my collection window, 2014-2016. This meant I could 
monitor the mourning practices in real time to ensure that the case was workable for 
this research and provided rich enough content to draw from. I added Paul Walker 
because he was the closest deceased celebrity to my collection window that had a 
large and established fan community (the Fast and the Furious franchise).  
Second, I looked for cases where the celebrity was quite well known and 
whose fame extended across boundaries (e.g. geography, demographics) and where 
the death was substantially covered by the media. Robin Williams and David Bowie 
were the most influential and well-known celebrities that died during my collection 
window. Although certain celebrities are more privileged in media than others, which 
could drive mourning volume, I do not mean to argue that these sorts of cases mean 
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that the celebrity was any more important than others who died in the same window, 
for instance movie star Omar Sharif, but that the volume and type of content in social 
media spaces proved more illuminating of mourning practices.  
Paul Walker and Leonard Nimoy certainly don’t have the same level of fame 
as Williams or Bowie, however the real strength in these two cases is that they 
involve well-defined and long-standing fan communities, which speaks to both the 
fame and community aspects of my work and provides interesting counter points to 
the others. Similarly Joan Rivers’ death being very close to Williams’ provides not 
only useful illustrative examples, but draws comparisons between the two successful 
comedians, which was even evident in the mourning posts.  
The main sites of data collection were the three largest social media 
platforms—Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter—which often are the main sites of 
celebrity presence online, especially in interacting with fan communities. Ideally, to 
complement my more descriptive approach, data would have been collected in full 
and archived so that a random sample of comments could be curated for other forms 
of analysis. However, given the restraints of the platforms, particularly the way 
information is displayed and restricted through search algorithms, as well as the 
financial and time constraints of getting a full dataset, archiving in this way proved 
too difficult.  
For my qualitative and theoretically driven work, I believe this data provides 
sufficient content for good illustration of the concepts I discuss while also empirically 
showing the ways in which celebrities are mourned online. I also collected pertinent 
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mass media coverage for a brief discussion of media discourse in Chapter 5. Below I 
outline each source of data in more detail:  
Facebook 
I looked at content from the celebrity’s verified account including status updates, 
photos, and recent activity like check-ins or profile changes. I also manually collected 
comments on the one or two posts pre-death as this is a site where people tend to 
gather first. This precluded random sampling, but amounted to hundreds of pieces of 
text to analyze. Facebook also tracks and aggregates trending topics now, which 
provides another avenue to content. Although constrained by the algorithm, it did 
function like a virtual snowball sample and lead to further comments and posts. The 
main strength of the case study method here is that I am not limited in what I collect 
and include in my sample. So if a trending hashtag lead me to a Facebook fan 
memorial site, I collected data there. Finally, the comments on relevant news stories 
posted by outlets like BBC, NYTimes and Buzzfeed are another common area for 
fans to gather and I collected from these discussion threads as well.  
Instagram 
Similarly, on Instagram, I began with the celebrity’s official account content and 
comments directed at the last 1-2 posts. Like Twitter, Instagram uses hashtags, which 
was useful in collecting fan generated content. For example, Instagram is a common 
place to share fan art, which added a visual dimension to my analysis.  
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Twitter 
With Twitter I mainly utilized hashtags to access and collect relevant content. 
Although there were often multiple tags for a given event, one tended to become most 
prominent (e.g., #RIPDavideBowie). I collected relevant tweets, particularly those 
that provided new types of data or insight into the community. Like the other social 
media platforms, Twitter’s algorithms were a limitation both in collecting in real time 
and also accessing dated material (the site keeps only private archives). Finally, I 
focused on other celebrities’ activity on Twitter throughout the mourning period. 
Tweets from famous peers are often the most covered piece of mourning by the 
mainstream media.  
Top fan sites  
Particularly in collecting data for Chapter 3 of the dissertation, I sought out pre-
existing fan communities to chart how they responded to the death. These were 
mainly found by Google searches of Fast and the Furious and Star Trek fan sites. I 
particularly focused on postmortem updates to the group sites and guestbook areas 
where mourners could write to each other.  
Traditional media coverage 
In the past, mass media set the narrative through formal eulogies for celebrity 
mourning. Of course, these articles are still important and also become a space for 
fans to share their own mourning content in the comment sections. Therefore I looked 
to the discussion threads accompanying news stories announcing the death or 
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eulogizing the celebrity. Facebook has become a significant media distributor where 
people access their news and other web content through the SNS. So I also looked for 
media outlets to post these stories on Facebook and collected data from the comment 
threads there. Early on in my data collection, I also became interested in the ways 
traditional media outlets cover celebrity death as it pertains to social media and how 
this might influence popular understandings. Again, here, I did not aiming for an 
exhaustive collection, but I curated and analyzed relevant articles that discussed 
social media mourning activity.   
All methodologies involve a tradeoff. In this case, what I gain in depth of 
description and narrative, I conceded in representativeness. One significant limitation 
of my approach is that my cases were dictated largely by media industries, that is, the 
cases that I perceived as producing the most significant impact on social media. In the 
end this meant that, of the six, only one case was a woman and one a person of color; 
the rest skew male and white. Though I am not looking to generalize these findings to 
every case of celebrity death, the celebrity deaths within the time period of my 
research regrettably didn’t produce sufficient evidence for a more diverse data set.  
A future study might look into the racial and gender politics of remembrance 
online and why both traditional and social media seem to react more robustly to the 
death of white celebrities. The algorithms that shape our interactions with 
technologies used in mourning could also be racialized and gendered in ways that 
endorse certain forms and types of memorialization over others. There are important 
questions about whether microcommunities based on race or gender identities might 
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exist separate or within the larger, collective mourning witnessed in my account, but 
weren’t prominent enough to enter my data set. 
A note about ethics 
Ernest Becker (1973), in The Denial of Death, writes that most people live in 
avoidance of death and humans refuse to acknowledge their own mortality. Many 
other psychologists assert that the fear of dying drives most human behavior. So it’s 
not surprising when people hear about my work that I am often met with a mixture of 
disgust and fascination. This juxtaposition has made me even more aware that the 
topics I am writing about are particularly sensitive and emotionally laden, even in 
celebrity contexts.  
This line of research raises a few serious ethical considerations, which are 
consistently top of mind as I consider the social meaning, the emotion of the 
mourners, and the fact that each “case” represents the death of a person—a beloved 
celebrity for some. Even undertaking the project put me in an awkward place 
methodologically as I waited for celebrities to pass away to begin monitoring the 
ensuing grief.  
Whenever qualitative work is conducted online there are concerns about 
consent, anonymity, and privacy (Markham & Baym, 2009). These are especially 
pointed in spaces of heightened vulnerability or emotion, like grief. Although I didn’t 
interact directly with anyone in the process of collecting data, I remained sensitive to 
the nature of this work throughout data collection and reporting. Given the high 
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profile nature of the celebrities, these comments were all culled from public pages. I 
do use direct quotes to preserve the integrity of the data, however I have removed 
identifying markers such as user name and site information.  
Often the social media activity I draw on is dismissed as pathetic, over-
indulgent over-sharing. While acknowledging the debates over the legitimacy of 
online mourning as relevant, I am cognizant of the very real emotion people may be 
sharing in these contexts and the ways these practices provide avenues to work 
through legitimate grief. I also could not scorn it because I experienced it throughout 
my research. As a communication researcher I love popular culture and am 
consistently immersed in it, so some of these cases, especially as I had to wade 
through hundreds of sad social media posts, had an emotional impact on me. I even 
found myself posting on my own social media accounts after the deaths of Bowie and 
Prince, having to navigate that researcher/participant grey area.  
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CHAPTER 2. Celebrity Cybermourning & Posthumous Parasociality 
As genius as he was on stage, he was the greatest friend you could ever imagine—
supportive, protective, loving. It’s very hard to talk about him in the past because he 
was so present in all of our lives. For almost 40 years he was the brightest star in a 
comedy galaxy. But while some of the brightest of our celestial bodies are actually 
extinct now, their energy long since cooled. But miraculously, since because they 
float in the heavens so far away from us now, their beautiful light will continue to 
shine on us forever. 
(Billy Crystal, tribute to Robin Williams, 66th Annual Primetime Emmy Awards) 	
 
When I die (and yes, Melissa, that day will come; and yes, Melissa, everything’s in 
your name), I want my funeral to be a huge showbiz affair with lights, cameras, 
action...I want Craft services, I want paparazzi and I want publicists making a scene! 
I want it to be Hollywood all the way. I don't want some rabbi rambling on; I want 
Meryl Streep crying, in five different accents. I don't want a eulogy; I want Bobby 
Vinton to pick up my head and sing "Mr. Lonely." I want to look gorgeous, better 
dead than I do alive. I want to be buried in a Valentino gown and I want Harry 
Winston to make me a toe tag. And I want a wind machine so that even in the casket 
my hair is blowing just like Beyoncé's. 
(Joan Rivers, I Hate Everyone...Starting With Me) 
 
 
A brief note about structure: Each chapter of the dissertation is focused on two 
case studies that most align with the thematic aspects of that chapter and/or draw 
comparisons with each other.  
This chapter uses the mourning of Robin Williams (RW) and Joan Rivers 
(JR), who died within a short time of each other and drew comparisons because of 
their comedy, to map the phenomenon of celebrity online mourning. As Chapter 3 is 
focused on mourning communities, I have chosen Paul Walker (PW) and Leonard 
Nimoy (LN), who both—as actors and the characters they played—were part of 
cohesive and dedicated fan cultures, the Fast and the Furious franchise and Star Trek, 
respectively. Chapter 4 looks at the cases of David Bowie (DB) and Prince (P), music 
industry icons who also passed away within a short time frame of each other, to 
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examine the ways in which consumer culture manifests during mourning and what 
intersections this has with digital identity.  
Each chapter begins with a brief overview of the cases, specifically the 
celebrity’s main body of work and the events of their death/mourning, for context. 
Data from those two case studies is marked throughout the chapter with the 
abbreviations listed above. Although the focus is on the two main case studies, in a 
few instances I bring in examples from the other four if they are germane to the topic.   
 
Cases: Robin Williams & Joan Rivers 
As an actor, comedian, director, writer, and voice artist, Robin Williams’ 
talent spanned genres and mediums. He sustained a decades-long boisterous stand-up 
comedy career alongside success as a dramatic actor, even winning an Academy 
Award for his role in Good Will Hunting. Among his most iconic roles, he played 
Mork from Ork on the sitcom Mork and Mindy, a radio personality in Good Morning 
Vietnam, the voice of Genie in Disney’s Aladdin, and took a turn as a nanny in drag 
in Mrs. Doubtfire.  
Williams took his own life on August 11, 2014 at his home in Paradise Cay, 
California amidst struggles with depression, anxiety, and addiction. It was also 
revealed soon after his death, and after intense media speculation, that he was 
suffering the early, though debilitating, stages of Parkinson’s disease.  
Reaction to his death was swift and far-reaching; fans and other celebrities 
saturated social media with shock and grief, the President and his family released 
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formal statements, the lights on Broadway were dimmed, and memorials sprung up at 
sites meaningful to his fans. Much of the mourning activity online was about 
Williams’ celebrated career, his impact and spirit, and the grief fans were 
experiencing. However because his illness was undisclosed, and his death a shock, 
there was a lot of talk about addiction, mental illness, and suicide as well. Williams’s 
wife, Susan Schneider, wrote, “This morning, I lost my husband and my best friend, 
while the world lost one of its most beloved artists and beautiful human beings…As 
he is remembered, it is our hope the focus will not be on Robin’s death, but on the 
countless moments of joy and laughter he gave to millions” (Itzkoff, 2014). She 
added in a later statement, “Since his passing, all of us who loved Robin have found 
some solace in the tremendous outpouring of affection and admiration for him from 
the millions of people whose lives he touched” (Roterman, 2014).  
Only about a month after Williams’s death, a fellow boundary-pushing 
comedian, Joan Rivers, also died. Known for her outrageous and trailblazing comedy 
stylings, Rivers was one of the first female comics to appear on late night television, 
coming to prominence as a frequent guest on The Tonight Show with Johnny Carson. 
She went on to also act, write, produce, and host several television shows including 
The Joan Rivers Show and Fashion Police. She was best known for her red carpet 
interviews with her daughter Melissa that showcased both her self-deprecating humor 
and her cutting remarks about celebrities.  
On September 4, 2014, at the age of 81, Rivers was taken off life support 
following complications from a minor medical procedure two weeks prior. After an 
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investigation, federal officials determined that the clinic made a number of mistakes 
both before and during the surgery and Melissa Rivers subsequently filed a 
malpractice suit.  
Many media outlets drew connections between the two comedians and the 
close dates of the their death. Fans also took to social media to mourn Rivers’s 
passing, however because of her acerbic comedy and outspokenness on controversial 
political issues there was a strained, confrontational tone that emerged in some 
spaces. Other celebrities, particularly comedians, used social media to pay tribute to 
the ways in which Rivers’ had been influential on the field and their careers. 
Mourning digitally 
 Mourning is a manifestation of the emotion of grief, most commonly 
associated with the death of a loved one, but also present with many different types of 
loss (Harvey, 1998; DeSpelder & Strickland, 2005). Cultural practice turns mourning 
into a ritualized event meant to repair the social fabric damaged by death (Hertz, 
1960) and bring the group together to heal (Gennep, 1960). Anthropologists 
understand grief as a disorientation stemming from a loss of meaning (Robben, 2004; 
Metcalf & Huntington, 1991). Thus, mourning is a transitional process to renegotiate 
meaning and reorganize life without the deceased (Turner, 1969).  
Traditional theories of the form and functions of mourning are rooted in 
psychological, sociological, and anthropological literatures. Freud’s (1917) work in 
Mourning and Melancholia is often thought of as the most traditional model, which 
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conceives of the purpose of grief as returning people to a stable, normal state so they 
can move forward and leave the deceased ‘behind’. For Freud, mourning is something 
to be quickly “worked through” in order to rid the mind of dangerous, potentially 
pathological attachments to the dead.  
In another seminal work, On Death & Dying, Kübler-Ross (1969) suggested 
that those who are faced with death undergo five stages of grieving as a pattern of 
adjustment – denial, anger, bargaining, depression, and acceptance. More recently, 
she applied this same model to those grieving another person’s death (Kübler-Ross & 
Kessler, 2005). She also tells us that those in grief experience intense feelings of 
isolation, often as the result of their own withdrawal from friends and family. In many 
ways the five-stage model has become axiomatic, however some social psychological 
theories allow for a wider range of grief expression and individual experience and 
critique Kübler-Ross’s model as rigid and outdated (Konigsberg, 2011).  
As more and more of our social practices in life are supplemented or mediated 
by new media technologies, so too are our social practices surrounding death (Cann, 
2014; Roberts, 2006; Brubaker, et al, 2013, Kern et al., 2013). What was once a very 
private communication space—secluded grief among close family and friends or 
communing privately with the deceased—finds a very public forum on virtual 
platforms. And in a larger sense, where mass media once afforded space for ritual 
communication (Carey, 1992), now social media facilitates spatial and temporal ritual 
settings.  
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Grief represented digitally can have profound impact on our sense of the scale 
of death and mourning. The one thing all Facebook users have in common is their 
mortality. In fact, about 10,000 users die every day (Hiscock, 2015). This means that 
death within a person’s online network is rather unavoidable. We must regularly 
confront tragedy as death-related notifications, posts, and shares fill our newsfeeds 
and algorithms push updated content, each post introducing the death anew.  
Mourning takes place in several online spaces and takes on a variety of forms: 
digital obituaries with comment sections; virtual gravesites; web shrines and 
memorials; social networking profiles; massive online multiplayer games like Second 
Life; funeral home websites that stream physical world funerals; and many others. 
Social networking sites (SNS) expand the range of grieving spatially, temporally and 
psychologically (Brubaker et al., 2013). Practices like live-streaming funerals can 
collapse geographical distance between mourners, creating a spatial connection even 
for mourners not physically together. A continuing online presence via SNS profiles 
and the narratives created by the mourners can extend connection with the deceased. 
Social media encourages sharing, public expression of grief, and synchronous 
communication and support, which can restore the sense of lost meaning through 
connections with the mourning community.  
Utilizing digital and social media for mourning both supplements, extends, 
and sometimes even replaces, traditional cultural rituals. The literature focusing on 
the functions of online mourning indicates that some elements are continuous from 
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offline practices, but many scholars focus on the additional motivations or benefits 
for going online after the loss of a loved one.   
Samson (2009) frames the participation in online mourning spaces in terms of 
the characteristics of the behaviors that users exhibit. In what is one of the more 
significant effects of mourning carried out in public online spaces (versus private, 
offline rituals), comments and conversation are directed to, not about, the deceased. 
This finding, prevalent in much of online mourning literature, is significant because it 
marks one of the very clear departures from traditional mourning where speaking 
directly to the deceased in public settings is taboo. Samson also finds posts 
confessional in nature, which she describes as “blurring the line between public and 
divine domains” (p. 145). However, personal disclosure and intimacy are normative 
on SNSs, particularly Twitter (Marwick & boyd, 2011b). 
Mourning activity doesn’t just take place on the profile pages of the deceased. 
In some cases users create separate “RIP Pages” as a designated site for mourning. 
When non-celebrities profiles are transitioned to memorial mode, Facebook’s 
posthumous profile setting that allows comments but freezes the rest of the profile, 
they are only open to those already in the deceased’s network. Dedicated RIP pages 
are public and therefore attract close relations and SNS acquaintances, but also a 
wider community coming to offer condolences. Although these people are sometimes 
accused of ‘grief tourism’ (Jackson, 2010; Petersson, 2010; Walter, 2008a), Klastrup 
(2015) found that those seeking out these pages, often after seeing news coverage of 
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the death, might be experiencing a parasocial connection (more on that later) but 
authentic connection and grief.  
One of the better attempts at spanning past work, mapping the online 
mourning environment, and suggesting a framework for moving forward comes from 
Brian Carroll & Katie Landry (2010). They chart the way that technological advances 
increase the geographical reach and depth of information available about the 
deceased. Online memorialization provides opportunity for facilitation of grieving 
across geographic distance, providing a means for emotional expression, 
demonstration of continuing bonds with the dead and personalization of ritual 
(Roberts, 2006). However, their arguments about social media are technologically 
determinist. They position the Internet as the next logical step in the evolutionary 
process of memorializing, after village gathering for funerals then newspaper and 
radio obituaries. Of course, given that so much of our lives takes place with and 
within digital technologies, it makes sense a ritual like mourning would too. But it is 
reductive to say online mourning occurs simply because the Internet is there.  
Carroll and Landry (2010) found that the posts on the pages of deceased 
MySpace users could be described by five themes, with many posts fitting more than 
one category. The themes are: visible symbol of grief; mode for praise and 
admiration; method of petitioning for help; narrative or biography of the deceased; 
and a discursive surface on which to write of values and beliefs of deceased. 
Although other scholars have identified additional functions, I am going to use their 
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formulation as a jumping off point to juxtapose non-celebrity mourning with content 
common in my celebrity case studies.  
Below I have included a piece of data from Carroll and Landry’s study in each 
category and also illustrative examples from one of my own research (RW or JR) of 
the type of mourning they identified. To start they identified posts that were visible 
symbols of grief:  
“i miss you adam, i wish you could come back but since you can’t, i wanted to say that i 
love you very much, we all miss you, ♥courtney” (p. 345) 
Posts such as these are public expressions of loss and symbolic solidarity. Below are 
similar posts from my case studies:  
RW: “Robin. I can’t believe you’re gone. A piece of my world is gone, but you will 
always live in my heart. May you sour with the angels. Deepest and most profound 
condolences to your beautiful family. May you be finally at peace.” 
RW: “#RIP Robin Williams. so sad *sad face emoji*” 
JR: “So sad to lose one of the greatest female comedians ever *crying emoji, heart emoji* 
#RIPJoanRivers 
Very brief messages acknowledging the death of a celebrity, usually containing the 
phrase RIP (or writing just “RIP”), were by far the most common mode of grief 
expression. Thousands and thousands of users posted this simple grief construction, 
often accompanied by a hashtag (e.g., “RIP #RobinWilliams” or 
“#RIPRobinWilliams, you will be missed”). Though cursory, these posts 
acknowledge the loss and let others know that the poster is aware of, and participating 
in, the grief ritual. The above SNS posts reveal the disbelief and sadness that 
Williams’s and Rivers’s deaths caused.  
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Though simplistic, when taken en masse, the volume of these types of 
messages can be vast and lead to top trending rankings on Twitter and Facebook. 
Often these are also a first post, expressing shock along with grief, and users will 
contribute additional, more composed, posts shortly after.   
The second theme to emerge was praise and admiration of the deceased. 
These posts focus on flattering descriptions of a person or their achievements:  
“I also think about the strong, confident, loyal man you grew into! Of course, you were 
always all of those things. You make me so proud. I feel so blessed to have had you as a 
friend. I just wish so much you wouldn’t have gone so soon. The world needs more 
people like you, and instead we have one less” (p. 345). 
Online mourners, just like traditional obituaries mostly follow the old adage, ‘Don’t 
speak ill of the dead’. Eulogizing, celebrating, and other epideictic speech is 
especially common in celebrity mourning. Celebrity culture in America deifies, 
celebrities so it is not surprising that there is a wealth of this material to draw on 
posthumously:  
RW: “What a horrible loss. Robin was like sunshine to watch. He is one of the best 
entertainers of our generation and would do anything to get a laugh. We need more of 
that in the world and now we have less.”  
JR: “No!!!!!!!!! I loved Joan. She was so inspirational and showed everyone that you 
could be a firecracker and tell people what’s what and still be a success.” 
These type of posts rave about the celebrities’ accomplishments, their best work, their 
responsibility as role-models, and their impact on fans and audiences. Of course, not 
everyone gushes about celebrities, which makes for contested spaces and memories, 
but fans often attempt to drown out these detractors, or confront them directly. I will 
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explore the community boundary policing that goes on when a poster doesn’t offer 
praise and admiration in Chapter 3.  
In Carroll and Landry’s study, users also came to memorialized profiles to ask 
the deceased for guidance or petition for help:  
“hey angel. As you probably know this weekend is cheersport, and everyone will be 
praying to you now more than ever. They have all had a rough year and are going through 
ups and downs in their lifes. I cant be there to do my part in helping the whole weekend 
because i made a promise to be there for another very special person who is remembering 
someone they lost a year ago this week. We all miss you, and please be there for each of 
them. We all miss you like no other and will be looking to you for help” (p. 345). 
Below, posts following the deaths of Williams and Rivers:   
RW: “Still crying over this picture…u look like my father and now that you’re also gone 
and in a very tragic, unexpected way…i will no longer have pictures of you or movies to 
look forward to in the future… i know now that all you’re pain and sadness are gone and 
you are in a better place… watch over us and send us a laugh. i will surely miss mr. 
Williams, your death unexpectedly have served a purpose for all the people suffering like 
you do, for their families to not ever ever give up on a person suffering depression or 
addiction….” 
JR: “*heartbreak, sad face, prayer emojis* I feel like I lost my mom, my heart is torn yet 
at the same time I know The Lord will remind you of the laughter the most awesome and 
genuine mother you were blessed to have. May The Lord give you infinite strength in the 
hardest moments and gut busting laughs at how awesome and truly funny of a momma 
you even in her passing will always have. I give you a sisterly hug of comfort bcuz I miss 
her as if she were my mom and big big hugs to Cooper as well. She will always be the 
best *rose, sun, heart emojis*” 
This category resonated the least with the mourning for the celebrities in my cases. 
The two excerpts above are rhetorically framed like prayers, asking either Robin 
himself or The Lord to watch over those experiencing grief. It was rare that a post 
asked the deceased person for help directly, but this may be because I am mainly 
interested in the time immediately after death. In Carroll & Landry’s study, the above 
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plea to help with a cheerleading competition was written almost two years after the 
death of her friend.  
As mourners share stories they become pseudo-authors of the deceased’s 
biography, at least as much as one is stitched together through these mediated 
memories (van Dijck, 2004). This evolving process of negotiation results in a co-
constitutive posthumous identity. However, the public nature of SNS memorial pages 
means that the bereaved are engaging in efforts in impression management of the 
deceased (Marwick & Ellison, 2012; Micalizzi, 2010). Through narrative, mourners 
subtly jockey for their memories to show how well they knew the deceased.  
In collecting posts that create a narrative or biography of the deceased, Carroll 
& Landry write, “these contributions reveal a tension between the need to 
prominently and uniquely include oneself in the narrative of the life being 
remembered and the shared goal among posters of uniting in communal grief” (p. 
345). Below is an example of this type of post:    
“My favorite memories with you: 
1. Launching kids into the air and into the water yelling “sacrifice!” 
2. Hitting up kids for the good snacks at lunchtime 
3. Driving you home from taco tuesday and having colorful discussions 
4. Jamming with you all day and playing Mr Blue Sky 
5. Heckling you from the dolphin cabana love and peace, nick” (p. 346) 
Constructing a narrative post-death is an important part of the sense-making that goes 
on in a mourning community. The so-called ‘Irish wake’, not actually Irish or 
particularly wake-like, is a tradition of gathering with family and friends to drink and 
tell stories about the deceased following a funeral. Sharing stories simultaneously 
invokes community among the mourners and functions to create meaning where it 
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might be lost due to the death. Below are examples of biographical posts in the 
celebrity context:  
RW: “I musta watched mrs. doubtfire a million times as a kid. When Robin smashed his 
face in the cake it would always have me rolling on the floor. I remember one day being 
real sad after school and watching the movie over and over and just laughing at Robin. It 
wasn’t just that movie, there were so many, Robin meant so much to me, I just can’t 
believe it.” 
JR: “So very sorry that you and Cooper have lost your beloved mom and grandmother. 
She have [sic] all of us so much laughter, but it was her family that gave her the greatest 
job. May she rest in peace.” 
Narrative construction during mourning is part of early legacy building and 
memorialization for a celebrity. This ability for fans to co-construct a narrative on 
SNSs strengthens a sense of ownership over the celebrity, fosters a continuing bond 
with both the celebrity and/or other mourners, and builds collective memories. 
Above, users frame Williams as a childhood inspiration and Rivers as a mom and 
grandmother above an entertainer. Fans might see themselves in these narratives or be 
interested in participating in the continuing narrative of a celebrities life—I explore 
both of these possibilities further in Chapter 4.  
The last theme Carroll and Landry identify is using SNS spaces as a 
discursive surface on which to write the values and beliefs of the deceased thereby 
reinforcing these attributes:  
“I’m so proud of you for following your dreams . . . so many people fall short...but not 
you...you lived them to the fullest regardless of what anyone said. You pushed through 
and you succeeded . . . like we always knew that you would. Looking back, I admire the 
type of person that you were the most. You were so compassionate. You genuinely cared 
about everyone . . . and your love for animals was just as strong. You never held grudges 
or stayed angry for very long. You said that life was too short for those things. You 
always told us to tell people how we feel. I’m sorry that I didn’t tell you more often that I 
missed you . . . and how proud of you I was” (p. 346). 
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Like offering up praise and admiration, drawing attention to values or beliefs is a 
common theme in celebrity mourning. Below a mourner writes to Williams about his 
charitable values:  
RW: “We all smiled more because of you. You were my childhood hero and even though 
I have never met you it feels like I lost a friend & a very special person in this world. 
Thank you for all the joy, humour, smiles, and knowing that you were someone with a 
good heart & soul doing so much for the world & for the helpless and your charitable 
support. The world is gonna miss all of the good that you do but I will try and do good 
things too and carry you on in spirit. You are my hero. It breaks my heart knowing that 
we all will not see you again and that you decided to leave the world. You will remain in 
all our hearts…My most deepest and heartfelt condolences & thoughts are with your 
family, children & friends. May your soul rest in peace, Robin Williams. You are now a 
star looking down on us from heaven.” 
Here the focus is on Williams as a charitable figure who has inspired the poster to 
adopt these attitudes. Several posts in mourning spaces dedicated to Williams focused 
on his Bob Hope-like dedication to touring and playing shows on military bases and 
his participation in the famed Comic Relief charity drive. Rivers’ often lambasted her 
own values and beliefs in playing up her comedic persona. But fans actually 
appreciated her sarcasm and no-nonsense approach and spoke of how she inspired 
these attributes in their own lives. Later I will discuss some of the ways in which 
identification with celebrities can result in the adoption of issues and values perceived 
important to them.  
Brubaker and Hayes (2011) also search for emergent themes in their data on 
mourning on social media sites and find that intended audience, temporal patterns, 
and a desire for a continuing connection were all present in their study of Facebook 
mourning. I have also matched their examples of data with content that resembles 
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these themes in the case of celebrity mourning to show the similarities with mourning 
for ordinary people.   
The scalability of SNSs—that there are quite large and varied potential 
audiences—means that users must manage their self-presentation to appeal to these 
separate audiences, sometimes simultaneously (Marwick & boyd, 2011b). A 
Facebook post on a memorialized profile or tweeting about a loss opens grief up in 
very public ways, but can also be a negotiation of several different audiences: the 
users own social network, a wider audience of fellow mourners, detractors from the 
mourning, and even the deceased themselves. Brubaker and Hayes find that many 
posts address the deceased directly, a quite notable difference in online vs. offline 
mourning, at least in so far as it is done publicly:    
“Man what I would give right now to tell you I love you and say goodbye...” (p. 126). 
“Ashley...you can see already how much you've meant to everyone....there are so many 
people who cared about u....look at all these comments....” (p. 126).  
Particularly on SNS profiles, but even on Twitter in the case of celebrities, it is 
common for the space to be perceived as still having the presence of the deceased. 
These posts the users are managing context collapse by simultaneously addressing the 
dead but having an intended audience of other mourners. Brubaker and Hayes find 
some variance in whether users actually think their message will reach the dead. 
Addressing a celebrity directly and assuming or hoping that they will receive 
the message is also extremely common: 
RW: “Hi legend. *hand waving emoji* I hope although you’re no longer with us in 
person, you will be somehow able to read this. So as you can see there are a lot of people 
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very sad about your death and you know.. I’m one of them *sad emoji* i hope you found 
your peace and I hope you’re happy now. I also just wanted to say a massive thank you 
because.. You’re the man who strived to provide happiness to others, when he needed it 
the most.. those people are rare in this world and you were one of them.. You will be 
great [sic] missed, rest in peace” 
RW: “*10 crying face emojis* Robbin [sic], why did you leave? I’m sure there is a better 
way to solve any issue then to kill yourself! Please, don’t you see? Harming yourself is 
never the way. I guess I’m talking to no one. It’s too late. Why is everyone sending 
messages to him on Instagram?! It is a social app. Not a rest in peace place. Who am I 
kidding, I’m being a selfish beatch! I shouldn’t say any of this I’m sorry. I’m so very 
sorry for his family. And their loss.” 
In the first post on Williams, the poster addresses him as “legend”, directs her entire 
message to him, and even articulates her hope that he will be able to read her note. 
The second example of direct address is self-conscious about this practice, 
simultaneously recognizing that Williams cannot read hers or any other mourners 
social media posts, yet still directing her pleading sentiments at him.  
Since grief is often thought of as a process to be worked through over time, 
the authors were interested in temporal patterns of mourning. They found sequentially 
that the first posts, like the one above, contained the shock and denial Kübler-Ross 
identified in her stages. Posting frequently continued through the funeral and then on 
special dates like birthdays and anniversaries. As time progressed so did the stages of 
Kübler-Rossian grief that the posts revealed, eventually coming to terms with, or 
accepting, the loss. 
 “i don't even know what to say ryan.. i can't believe you're gone” (p. 127). 
“They put you in the ground today, with your mom. I know you were already with her 
though, but it was hard seeing you go. I realized today that this was all real. Everything is 
going to be hard without you” (p. 127).  
A post about Robin Williams is quite similar in shock and disbelief to the reaction of 
the death of an ordinary person:  
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RW: “He seemed to have it all together. It’s just so hard to believe.”  
Though the shocked early posts hold similarities to celebrity mourning 
behavior, the temporal speed is vastly accelerated. The volume, immediacy and 
proliferation of mourning in a celebrity case mean that what might take place over the 
course of weeks or months for a non-celebrity death might be over in the length of 
one news cycle.  
Even in moving away from the formulation of grief stages, there is still a 
rather standard script that is emerging in the ways that cybermourning temporally 
functions. In each case study, the posts followed a temporal wave pattern with three 
crests: initial posts of shock, accompanied by spreading of the news itself, were 
replaced by retweets and sharing of favorite clips and quotes, which finally coalesced 
into tributes of grief, loss, and appreciation.  
Similar to the narrative impulse identified earlier, the last theme that emerges 
here is a desire for continuing connection with the deceased. This is often achieved 
through sharing memories that contain personal details about the poster: 
“I remember in 8th grade, with Mrs. DeWerff's science class. We had to do 
measurements on a bicycle tire, and we couldn't figure it out for our own good. Haha. We 
measured it 3 different ways and just added them all up. Needless to say- we were wrong. 
Haha” (p. 128). 
 
Again here, the mourners of Williams and Rivers share memories, but they are 
memories or anecdotes where the mourner is central and the emotional impact the 
celebrity had on them is highlighted:  
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RW: “First met #RobinWilliams running along SF waterfront. He was sweaty, exhausted 
& filled with boyish bravado. Long run Robin Williams…” 
 
JR: “I don’t think there is any entertainer, any businesswoman, nor any Jewish-
grandmother-stand-in that will take the place of Joan Rivers. Joan taught me so much and 
gave me so much to be thankful for. But above all, I am most grateful for her showing me 
that no matter how dark things can be, the only way to get through life is to find a reason 
to laugh.” 
That mourning activity online is aimed at a continuing connection with the 
dead gives us insight into how users of new media perhaps perceive this spaces as a 
repository for identity and memory, a complex system of communication and 
representation that mediates a sort of immortality. I will take this yearning for 
continuing connection up further at the close of this chapter.  
My intention in using past scholarship on online mourning of non-celebrities 
is to show the similarities that exist in expressions of grief. Because losing a loved 
one is of course not emotionally, psychologically, or socially the same as the death of 
a celebrity, we might expect the manifestations of grief would look very different 
online. But there are parallels that exist and indicate an emotional experience that is at 
the very least related to the loss of a real-world social connection. Later I will explore 
what might lead to these similarities in mourning behavior and why the phenomenon 
of celebrity cybermourning is so prevalent, but first I want to tease out some of the 
ways that celebrity-specific mourning is unique.  
When a celebrity dies 
  The category of celebrity is complex. In its most common usage, it refers to a 
famous person. But the concept can also refer to a culture (Holmes & Redmond, 
2006); a commodity of promotional industries and technologies of circulation 
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(McLeod, 2001, Davis, 2013); a set of practices (Marwick & boyd, 2011a); and as a 
series of representations as well as a discursive effect (Turner, 2004).  
Braudy (1986), in his meditation on fame and renown, traces the historically 
changing definitions of selfhood, which he sees acutely represented in celebrities. For 
him, the “contemporary American self is torn between a quest for transcendence and 
a sense of existing only to the extent that it can stage its performances in public with 
the approval of an audience” (Carney, 1986). This tension appears in Internet studies 
where theories describing our lives online are often binary: constructed either as a 
series of strung-together symbolic interactions, or something else wholly more 
philosophical and transcendental. I previously used mourning for non-celebrities to 
build a framework to understand celebrity mourning, but further examination of 
celebrity online mourning with larger questions of digital subjectivity in mind could 
function as a lens to elucidate the everyday self in ways Braudy indicates.   
Traditionally, the mass media have played a central role in managing celebrity 
death and fan mourning. Death in the media is not taboo; it is instead a spectacle and 
a narrative force (Gibson, 2007a). The media have a vested interest in fabricating 
such spectacle, emphasizing the scale and commonality of mourners, because it 
perpetuates the very celebrity culture they uphold and profit from (Thomas, 2008). 
When mourning reaches a national scale, the media play a crucial role by promoting 
“a sense of social collectivism that legitimizes the existing social order and affirms 
common sacred values” (Pantti & Sumiala, 2009, p. 121).  
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Death’s prominence as a media narrative means that although we often 
practice denial and avoidance in our own lives (Becker, 1973), we are acculturated to 
it in media. Gossip media sometimes even publish photos of celebrity corpses. Foltyn 
(2008) argues that fascination with celebrity corpses is a way for people to familiarize 
themselves with death. Similar to the way Foucault (1975) theorized that dissection 
was management of the fear of death by extending control over the corpse, Foltyn 
reckons our interaction with celebrity corpses in the media amounts to a forensic 
investigation.  This way of acquainting oneself with a dead body, he writes, is a 
forensic investigation of the corpse.  
In a critique of Foltyn, Davies (2010) asserts that when a celebrity dies it is 
not their corpse that takes center stage, rather it is representations of their “living 
incarnation” that are the focus of media reporting. However I don’t find Davies in 
direct contrast with Foltyn’s construction since in both formulations news coverage 
makes death particularly visible (Walter, Littlewood & Pickering, 1995). In any case, 
the persistence of this more recognizable, non-corpse form achieves the 
characteristics of immortality. Davies writes, “This denial [of the face of death] 
resembles a process of technological taxidermy that embalms the star identity within 
a fixed persona, and encourages the repetition of this image beyond the grave” (p. 
140). For instance, Farrah Fawcett’s last months were marked by a visible decline 
while she battled cancer, yet the media most often chose pictures from her young 
modeling and acting career as visual representation of her life. The embalming 
metaphor is helpful in examining online celebrity mourning since the visual 
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representations and the media reproductions are almost always the “living 
incarnation,” usually at the height of the star’s career.  
Celebrity mourning most often calls to mind visuals of crowds gathered at 
meaningful sites in the days following a celebrity death, the Dakota apartment 
building in Manhattan, Graceland, or Buckingham Palace for example. Though on 
rare occasions these crowds were massive, for the most part grief for celebrities found 
very little collective outlet. If fans weren’t geographically close enough or physically 
able to get to these sites they primarily witnessed them on television. Just as the 
Internet has extended the possibilities for ordinary mourning and the potential outlets 
for grief, so too has social media transformed celebrity mourning.  
Because of the complex nature of celebrity, and the fraught, love-hate 
relationship with celebrity culture, the reactions when a famous person dies are 
equally complex and varied. It is worth admitting that when scholars, myself 
included, speak of celebrity mourning, and particularly when the mass media reports 
on it, we have the tendency to imagine the whole world is participating. Of course not 
everyone has equal reactions, and indeed a good many feel nothing approximating 
grief at all.  
This tension is borne out in the academic literature that examined the period 
following the death of Diana, Princess of Wales. One of the most researched bouts of 
celebrity public mourning, some scholars approached it as a monolithic, all 
consuming grief that gripped the nation (Roseneil, 2001, Gilbert et al., 1999, Davies, 
1999) These studies resonated with the popular perception put forth by the media that 
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stressed a unified community (Richards et al., 1999, Hay, 1999). This body of work 
amounted Diana’s bereavement to a sacred civic ritual accompanied by “a ‘liminal’ 
bonding period of ‘communitas’ which temporarily replaced social hierarchies with a 
popular experience of equality, ‘homogeneity and comradeship’ (Turner, 1969: 96, 
quoted in Thomas, 2008, 364).” 
But Graeme Turner (2014) argued that both the media and the academy were 
ill-equipped to sort out authentic mourning from the frenzy that followed Diana’s 
death. Other work has uncovered a far more nuanced response of conflicting and 
complicated sentiments within Diana’s ‘mourning’ (McGuigan, 2000; Turnock, 2000; 
Couldry, 2003). It excluded other ranges of reactions, including those who were sad 
but did not feel they could live up to the mourners shown in national media. But this 
outcome wasn’t unique to Diana. Collective memory is a complex political, social, 
and historical phenomenon wherein famous people are reduced to a one-dimensional, 
mass media narrative (Harju, 2015).  
One takeaway here is that celebrity mourning, like all aspects of celebrity, is 
highly mediated. We experience celebrity always through a filter: pictures, film, 
television, music, the news (including gossip and paparazzi driven outlets), and 
digital media. Even in-person, the experience of celebrity is mediated through the lens 
of ‘fame.’ “When fans mourn dead celebrities, they are symbolically negotiating 
authenticity, ownership, memory, and identity, all within the institutional processes of 
mass mediation" (Jensen, 2005, p. xvi). 
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So what does it mean when this process moves online to include digital and 
social media? All of the features of SNS—its	persistence, replicability, scalability, 
and its searchability (boyd, 2010)—that make it a sought out place for ordinary grief 
also mean it is ready-made for grief on the vastly larger scales we are talking about 
with celebrity mourning. Of course context matters, things like the suddenness of the 
death and how salacious the surrounding circumstances are, mean that not every 
celebrity passing reaches the level of the case studies in this work.  
The death of a celebrity has many characteristics that drive virality in online 
settings. When we are scrolling through our feeds, often it is emotional content that 
gets us to stop, hover, perhaps even click through. It is the kind of viral unicorn 
marketers and online content producers chase because it elicits instant emotional 
connection and instant clicks (Bennett, 2010); it drives not only information seeking 
but content creation as well. In fact, information seeking in the wake of Michael 
Jackson’s 2009 death was so frenetic that it crashed Google’s servers (Garde-Hansen, 
2010).  
This emotional connection is derided as superficial, but much of my data 
indicates that posters are experiencing grief, real grief, at the passing of celebrity. 
Tapping into the cultural Zeitgeist in these moments by sharing or posting, doesn’t 
devalue or prove superficiality, instead hundreds of thousands of posts, tweets, and 
discussion comments create a noticeable, meaningful moment in our social media 
environment—even if it is sandwiched on either side by political arguments and cat 
memes.  
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The feeling that this is a significant, collective moment is reflected in 
mourning posts:   
RW: “People have such beautiful things to say about #RobinWilliams *heartbreak emoji* 
it breaks my heart that he took his own life” 
 
JR: “I join with the millions of fans who loved joan in mourning her passing..my heartfelt 
condolences to melissa & cooper, may GOD grant you peace…we have lost a national 
treasure today, she will be sorely missed.” 
In the sense-making process that follows death, the Internet democratizes 
meaning-making in ways that traditionally the mass media were responsible for (Xu, 
2013). The interactions of SNS users can even precede traditional media framing to 
form a kind of ‘pre-collective memory’ (Garde-Hansen, 2010). This democratization 
is a result of many different voices stitching together texts like video clips, memes, 
gifs, photos, and quotes into a tapestry of narrative storytelling and communal 
grieving that start to shape the base of memorialization that future, more formal 
tributes will follow. These user-generated frames produced by the online mourning of 
celebrity are sites of collective memory that establish intricate, intertextual 
relationships with prior texts (Giaxoglou, 2014).  
However, scholars still question the degree to which this ‘collectiveness’ 
exists online or whether it is an a posteriori rendering influenced by mass media in 
similar ways as the Princess Diana mourning. Garde-Hansen (2010) finds that before 
a traditional media narrative is in place, activity online is quite disparate and only 
solidifies into recognizable mourning behavior once the news is set. In the case of 
Michael Jackson, she writes: 
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Shock, grief and then mourning are articulated at first but begin to 
mix with sick Jackson jokes that remember the allegations of 
paedophilia, queerness and the controversial black/diseased skin, 
which play with his musical archive in the light of the incoming 
news. Numerous arguments erupt between fans and non-fans that 
produce the celebrity as an archive of myths and memories of his 
music, videos, news stories and images. It is crucial to note the 
lack of coherence and consensus to these postings that speak in a 
variety of voices, modes, tones, styles and registers before the rules 
of traditional media have encoded a response” (p. 324).  
This sort of time sequenced activity might have been true in Jackson’s case when 
cybermourning wasn’t yet common, but I would argue that now the ‘coherence,’ as 
she describes it, is mostly present from the very beginning. This is not because a mass 
media narrative makes it so—though even these frames come about and spread faster 
with technological advances—but because the voices and tones are all taking up 
rather similar notes yet still enacting grief in individual ways. The negotiation over 
legacy still occurs, as do arguments, jokes, and dissent, but there is not a temporal 
order in which this happens, and there is boundary policing by the community that 
often hushes these voices to the degree that mourning is overwhelmingly collective 
from the very start for those participating.  
To wrap up the discussion on how celebrity mourning has been altered by 
social media, it is important to mention two recent studies, one of which, like my 
work, looked at the ensuing grief after Robin Williams’s death. In an analysis of posts 
on Legacy.com, Campbell and Smith (2015) found three themes emergent in fan 
cybermourning: loss, appreciation, and a new beginning. Their analysis resonates 
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with my own cases and these themes have been present in the data already shared in 
this chapter.  
More importantly they also find “a bottoms-up approach to collective memory 
that incorporates memories of ordinary individuals, which would be different than the 
top-down approach filtered through journalists whose obituaries and news stories 
about a celebrity’s death have helped guide collective memory” (p. 1). This partly 
explains why fans share their own memories and stories. This narrative, taken in total, 
has the power to produce a eulogy similar to one a journalist might write, albeit, as 
the authors note, from a different perspective.  
In each of the frames Campbell and Smith reported, cybermourners expressed 
a level of emotion and bonding that is generally found in significant personal 
relationships. Likewise Sanderson (2010) found that fans mourning Michael 
Jackson’s death manifested each of the five stages of Kuebler-Ross’s grief theory 
online, suggesting that mourning a parasocial relationship holds parallels to mourning 
an interpersonal social relationship. In suggesting that online sites offer spaces for 
grief resulting from the loss of a parasocial relationship with a celebrity, I am 
building on the work of Sanderson and Campbell. However by explicitly comparing 
ordinary online mourning data to celebrity online mourning data I am elucidating a 
connection mostly assumed in their work. In the next section I will describe how 
parasocial relationships could explain the type of grief we witness around celebrity 
death and how mourning can actually serve as a window to the existence of these 
sorts of connections.   
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Parasociality in the age of social media 
In a highly mediated, pervasive celebrity culture, most people form some kind 
of attachment to the artists, performers, athletes, and musicians whose talent and 
work shape our own lives and memories. While we may not know them personally, 
their work, or they themselves, can elicit deep emotional bonds. In communication 
and social psychology literatures this bond is most often described as a parasocial 
relationship. When these bonds are severed, it is possible to experience the same 
sense of grief that accompanies other forms of loss. Just as a parasocial relationship is 
different than a social relationship, the loss of a celebrity is of course distinct from the 
loss of a love one, but perhaps just because it isn’t felt as deeply or profoundly or 
painfully, doesn’t mean those emotions still aren’t present.   
The concept of parasociality was originally put forth by Donald Horton and 
Richard Wohl (1956) to explain the way that television and radio audiences 
experienced a seemingly face-to-face relationship, or pseudo-friendship, with media 
personalities. Although they were one-sided, and always mediated, these bonds 
resembled interpersonal social relationships. A personal connection was felt by the 
viewer, but Horton and Wohl (1956) described it as ‘intimacy at a distance.’ 
We have come to understand parasociality as “a set of feelings viewers 
develop toward media characters that allow viewers to think and feel toward 
characters as if they know and have a special connection with them” (Eyal & Cohen, 
2006, 504). These feelings can develop toward television characters, radio 
announcers, media personalities, fictional comic or book characters, and celebrities. 
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Some even suggest that parasocial feelings can extend to the social media presence of 
brands (Labrecque, 2014). Parasocial interactions (PSI) can develop to the point 
where consumers begin to view the other as a real friend (Stern, Russell, and Russell 
2007).  
In many early studies, this type of “relationship” (even bound by quotation 
marks to suggest its supposed or suspect nature) was looked at as a troubling coping 
mechanism used by the lonely or elderly to replace other social connections. But in 
media studies, this perspective at least moved the viewer from a passive role to an 
active participant, though still theorizing the relationship as ‘imaginary.’ Of course 
PSI is less reciprocal, and perhaps more mediated, than other relationships, but the 
term imaginary pathologizes the attachment and likens it to a child’s imaginary 
friend. In fact, researchers could not establish a link between loneliness and 
parasocial attachment (Rubin et al., 1985; Turner, 1993) and instead found that 
people who tested high on socialability scales were more likely to form parasocial 
attachments (Tsao, 1996).  
John Caughey (1984) also rejected the false dichotomy between ‘real’ and 
‘imaginary’ scholarship, noting that the literature ignores imaginary aspects of social 
relationships. For example, our friendships are sustained through interactions, some 
of which are interpersonal, but many of which happen in our heads.  
Caughey further asserts that media industries spend considerable effort 
forcing this sort of fan/celebrity PSI. And if mass media industries could foster such 
strong connections, it follows that social media can serve to heighten these, both from 
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media driven efforts and also through avenues sought out and created by fans 
themselves (Ballantine & Martin, 2005; Click, et al., 2013). With their own self-
promotion in mind, celebrities use new media to share personal information and 
communicate with fans (Marshall, 2010). On social media, celebrity is a practice that 
involves “ongoing maintenance of a fan base, performed intimacy, authenticity and 
access, and construction of a consumable persona” all while presenting a “seemingly 
authentic, intimate image of self while meeting fan expectations and maintaining 
important relationships” (Marwick & boyd, 2011a, 140).  
To evoke Goffman’s (1959) metaphor, a celebrity is successful when they 
provide the illusion of ‘backstage’ on social media. For Ellcessor (2012), social media 
is the perfect vehicle for celebrities to give fans perceived access to private, backstage 
behavior. She writes that “the association between the highly regulated star image 
created by traditional media and the seemingly authentic “real” identity built up 
through contemporary social media might change fans’ identification with 
celebrities” (p. 52).  
Marwick & boyd (2011a) assert that this promise of reciprocity on social 
media, within the confines of the asymmetrical status system between celebrities and 
fans, moves us past the usefulness of parasocial interaction. Just as I took issue with 
earlier constructions of PSI as imaginary and therefore phony, I object to Marwick & 
boyd’s assertion that social media voids these sorts of relationships.  
While it is true there is a possibility of interaction (however it should be noted 
that much of their study didn’t include any direct communication between celebrities 
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and social media users), in the fans mind this relationship still has the same trappings 
it did when scholars were examining television characters or celebrities pre-social 
media. But in the case of social media it is even more authentic and present. Further, 
though PSI was theorized as a largely unreciprocated relationship, it didn’t preclude 
it. It didn’t remove the possibility of a fan letter getting a response or meeting a 
celebrity at an event. If we can look reparatively (Sedgwick, 1997), and allow that 
these are imaginary constructions on the part of fans without pathologizing that 
relationship, then the intimacy needn’t be an illusion. It is still a meaningful, 
emotional bond, but a parasocial one, evolved by the affordances of social media.   
If we stay within the parasocial construction, I would then agree with 
Marwick & boyd (2011a) when they write, “While it is true that the practice of 
celebrity involves strategically managed self-disclosure, we should not be so quick to 
judge the closeness created by Twitter as false and second-best.” (p 147). Grief is an 
emotion born of affiliation and intimacy so the data in my case studies not only backs 
up the the digital intimacy (C. Thompson, 2008) created by social media but the 
existence of fan-celebrity parasocial connections.  
Parasocial interaction can also have powerful effects. Aside from parasociality 
offering an emotional, social bond for fans, it can also be prosocially beneficial 
(Caughey, 1984). There are many documented cases of strong identification by fans 
with a famous person leading to the adoption of prosocial behaviors. For example, 
those who felt a parasocial connection with Magic Johnson were more likely to 
promote HIV prevention practices (Brown & Basil, 1995). Likewise, Brown (2010) 
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found a correlation with people highly involved with television personality and 
zookeeper Steve Irwin and their support for wildlife conservation, which he attributes 
to PSI and fan identification.  
This beneficial side of PSI also manifests in mourning where fans take the 
occasion of the death of a beloved star to communicate about prosocial issues:  
RW: It realy goes to show that you never know what is going on inside someones head 
and heart. If you are struggling with anxiety, depression or suicidal thoughts, please, 
PLEASE ask for help. If you don’t think you can ask family or friends, call thisnumber: 
1-800-273-8255. We need to destigmatize mental illness and come together to prevent 
the worst outcome of it.  
 
PW: Paul you are my greatest inspiration. Not many people knew all the good you did, 
but I will never forget it. I made a donation to roww* in your honor and will keep up your 
good work. Rest in peace brother, until we see each other again.  
 
The first example is illustrative of a huge part of the mourning that went on around 
Williams. Because Williams’ struggles weren’t exceedingly public, the shock of 
suicide was profound. Many fans took the opportunity to speak out about the stigma 
surrounding mental illness and depression and to shine a light on suicide prevention. 
In the case of Paul Walker a user transforms their grief into a prosocial behavior by 
donating to Walker’s charity organization (*ROWW= Reach Out WorldWide). It is 
the identification and connection with a celebrity that not only yields the beneficial 
outcome of the relationship, but drives further sharing and prosocial outcomes. 
Parasocial loss  
If parasocial relationships are thought to be functionally equivalent to social 
relationships, people’s behavior should be functionally similar in both types of 
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relationships. However, Giles (2002) points out that over the past four-plus decades 
of research on parasocial interaction, researchers have yet to really take up the call 
issued by Horton & Wohl (1956) to “learn in detail how these parasocial interactions 
are integrated into the matrix of usual social activity” (p. 225). Examining online 
celebrity mourning is one way to detail parasocial connections as a marker of usual 
social activity, which would ostensibly include grieving the loss of a relationship. The 
similarities of online celebrity mourning to the mourning of ordinary people show 
that there is in fact functional similarity.  
Not only do the similarities in mourning establish the case for parasociality as 
legitimate, sometimes even the content of the posts themselves reflect this deep 
emotional connection and familiarity. Caughey (1984) finds the type of parasocial 
connection when fans display ‘intense admiration’ to be particularly significant. In 
these instances, they often use comparisons to real-world social relationships, 
speaking of the celebrity as “a ‘friend,’ ‘older sister,’ ‘father figure,’ ‘guide’ or 
‘mentor’” (p. 53). Below, posts grapple with the feelings of celebrity death as a 
personal, significant loss:  
RW: “*heartbreak emoji* I met you once in San Fran you ran into me by the marina, we 
laughed and I got to hug a father figure to me. You were so sweet and generous to me. A 
regular nobody. I am so sad you are gone. I feel like I lost a father. My father is a year 
older so it’s close to home. Thank you for being such a caring, thoughtful, lovely loving 
person. A true man. I think of you always in my heart.” 
 
JR: “Joan, its like I’ve lost my own mother. I love you so much and know you are making 
everyone in heaven laugh.”  
Here, mourning activity is revealing of the strong parasocial relatioinship between 
these fans and Williams and Rivers, likening the loss to that of their own parents. 
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This parallel between the celebrity and a parental figure suggests a deep emotional 
connection and authentic grief over the loss.  
Parasocial relationships can be intense and that intensity can increase when a 
fan’s favorite celebrity dies (Eyal & Cohen, 2006; Radford & Bloch, 2012a).  
RW: “WHY COULDNT YOU HANDLE YOUR PROBLEMS LIKE ME I 
ATTEMPTED SUICIDE BUT IM BETTER NOW WE COULDVE BEEN HAPPY 
TOGETHER” 
 
This is certainly a startlingly intense reaction and one that sits apart from many of the 
other posts of grief I came across in these cases. But it does reveal both the intensity 
and level of anger and distress a loss like this can cause. It also depicts the 
imaginative nature of parasocial relationships that lead fans to grieve not only the 
celebrity, but the lost possibility of future relationship.  
There is indeed an emotional and psychological component to the parasocial 
relationship that manifests in online celebrity cybermourning. Sanderson and Cheong 
(2010) term this ‘parasocially grieving,’ mourning the loss of a celebrity parasocial 
relationship. Even the loss of a beloved character after a television show is cancelled 
can generate similar emotions as the end of a social relationship in viewers with 
strong attachments (Cohen, 2004). Sometimes it actually takes death for some fans to 
appreciate the meaning of their parasocial connection to a celebrity. For example, 
Giles & Naylor (2000) found several fans who were left deeply confused after the 
death of Princess Diana because they had never appreciated the extent of their 
parasocial attachment. Below, a similar sentiment from a Facebook user that was 
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grappling with how a parasocial connection could have the same effect as the loss of 
someone close:  
RW: “I have never met him in person, i have never shook his hand, but why do i feel like 
i lost someone so important to me” 
Studying fan mourning gives us another way to understanding how social 
media is heightening the parasocial relationship. It feels both real and two-way, often 
even after death. This exploration also leads to questions about what parasociality 
between fans and celebrities is like posthumously—does the relationship continue? If 
so, how and to what end? 
Contemplating posthumous presence 
“The latest bereavement that this man had suffered was the loss of his brother, who 
had lived in the North-East. ‘What,’ he asked rhetorically, ‘was the difference 
between his being in the North-East and being dead? It’s just a question of 
communications.”  (Gorer, 1965, 65) 
If mourning behavior is an indication of an existing parasocial relationship, 
and the processing of the loss reflects the same emotion and ritual as other losses, 
then we can also look to mourning to investigate what the parasocial connection 
might mean posthumously. Many of the things that are involved in the construction of 
a parasocial connection happen asynchronously, involve some fantasy (though again, 
all relationships do), and might be influenced by several more actors and entities than 
just the celebrity themselves. Other factors like the mass media, promotional 
industries, and fan communities are constitutive in celebrity image-making, where the 
sum of these communicative practices is more vast than any individual part or actual 
human person.  
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So if many of these things have the potential to remain in place after a 
celebrities’ death, fans may find ways to sustain the parasocial connection, 
particularly using social media. In fact Hoerner (1999) found that parasocial 
connection could be cultivated through the design and presentation of information, 
not dependent on the presence of a mediated personality. A celebrity’s online 
presence, especially as it is constructed by several actors and entities, might not 
depend on the celebrities agency and therefore PSI could continue posthumously on 
social media. 
Another aspect of parasocial connection is seeking out proximity (Stever, 
2013). Fans seek out proximity in several ways during mourning. Visiting the spaces 
where they were present, either online or offline, listening to their music or watching 
their films, consuming other mediated artifacts, or even seeking out other fans to 
achieve this proximity. When fans look to these spaces to sustain connection, often 
still addressing the deceased directly, it is revealing of the ways they see posthumous 
digital identity as suffused with the presence of the deceased.  
Indeed online grief literature tells us that users seek out these SNS spaces as a 
way to maintain an enduring connection. I am proposing that what they are seeking 
out is the presence of the other. For instance, mourners use social media to be present 
for each other, they interact with the presence of the deceased, and they even 
emphasize narratives and storytelling to evoke the deceased’s presence in a spiritual 
sense. Many of the mourning practices described in this chapter are not only 
functioning in the ways outlined, but serve the dual purpose of evoking presence, a 
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way to make the deceased a still-engageable self. Presence can exist in varied ways, 
but centrally between mourners and the deceased and among mourners themselves, 
which I will take up in Chapter 3.  
I am not suggesting that fans think they are actually talking to the deceased 
celebrity, though some might, but that the emotional payoff, the social connection 
fostered, might be similar posthumously to what researchers have found in parasocial 
studies before death. Before I discuss the posthumous implications of presence for 
parasocial relationships, I will trace the main avenues in which presence has been 
used in scholarly discourse and additional ways I see the concept as useful for my 
work. I use this space to justify presence as a valuable theoretical intervention in 
thinking about posthumous parasociality in online media, virtual communities, and 
digital subjectivity, but throughout the subsequent chapters I will more specifically 
consider how presence functions.  
The Oxford English Dictionary (Presence, n.d.) defines presence as “the state 
or fact of existing, occurring, or being present in a place or thing,” and, interestingly 
enough for my purposes, offers the sentence “her presence still comforts me” as the 
first example of usage. The word derives from Latin and French praesen: prae 
meaning in front and sens, or being. This etymology incorporates both spatial and 
temporal connotations (Doona, Haggerty & Chase, 1997), which will also come to 
bear on both the practical and philosophical applications of the term.  
Particularly in the 90s and early 2000s presence was a popular topic among 
media and computer-based scholars, but they were looking at it in a very narrow way. 
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Media studies scholars were interested in ways that television, becoming more and 
more realistic, interrupted the reality-monitoring process and influenced viewer’s 
perceptions of ‘real-life’ (Shapiro & Lang, 1991; Ditton, 1997; Lombard & Ditton, 
1997a). Similarly, scholars were interested in the ways designers in technologies like 
simulation rides, teleconferencing and particularly virtual reality built an immersive 
experience for their users, an illusion that the mediated experience is not mediated 
(Sheridan, 1992; Slater, Usoh, & Steed, 1994). An implicit assumption of these 
approaches is that presence isn’t ‘real,’ which we will see is the opposite of the 
philosophical sensibility. Of particular concern was how to operationalize and 
empirically measure the degree of presence that users felt when engaging in these 
various immersive technologies (Satchell, 2006; Slater & Wilbur, 1997; Witmer & 
Singer, 1998).  
One noteworthy line of inquiry during this time was Reeves and Nass’s (1996) 
‘media equation.’ They contended that people often respond to media as they would 
to another person. Their study participants, responding to clues received by a 
medium, treated the inanimate ‘other’ politely and cooperatively. They even 
attributed personality characteristics like expertise and gender to the medium. They 
wrote that “Individuals’ interactions with computers, television, and new media are 
fundamentally social and natural, just like interactions in real life” (p. 5). When we 
consider what this could mean not only in the formation of parasocial relationships 
but in the ways these are preserved posthumously, we can see that not only could 
people be responding to a perceived social connection with a celebrity, but even the 
mediation itself could elicit emotional reactions. Thus, even if the celebrity were no 
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longer participating, their digital presence on various social media profiles and 
websites could lead to a feeling of presence via the media equation.  
Lombard & Ditton (1997b), following Husserl (who I discuss below), think of 
presence as nonmedition, but like Derrida consider that perception to be an illusion. 
They outline six ways presence is conceptualized in this type of study. Though I take 
exception with this theorization of presence, particularly what I see as the 
unnecessary emphasis on presence as unmediated, it is worthwhile to briefly visit 
these categories and the ways they could come to bear on looking at presence in 
online mourning.  
1. Presence as social richness: Stemming from organizational communication 
(Short, Williams & Chrisite, 1976) and media richness theory (Rice, 1992), 
presence here refers to the extent to which a medium is perceived as warm, 
sociable, and intimate when used to interact with other people. Both intimacy 
and immediacy are key. Participating in mourning communities could rely on 
this sort of environment and the feeling of social richness tied to being present 
for other mourners. 
2. Presence as realism: For both social realism and perceptual realism, this 
formulation of presence measures the degree a medium can produce 
seemingly accurate representations for the user.   
3. Presence as transportation: This category has three connected iterations of 
presence – “you are there,” where audiences are being transported into media 
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environment (time and place of the story), “it is here,” instead bringing objects 
and people from another place to the media user’s environment, and “we are 
together,” which refers to feeling together with participants in media (e.g. 
video chat). Incorporating the temporal and spatial aspects of presence in this 
conceptualization is meaningful because it emphasizes what this line of study 
could offer in understanding the ways that mourners understand and utilize 
time and space. They bring things into their ‘here and now’ (e.g. evoking 
stories, pictures or quotes from the deceased person; feeling the deceased 
persons presence) or feel spatially together through whatever medium or 
platform is utilized for mourning. This also brings to bear the way Berger and 
Luckmann (1967) see being together as a “massive and compelling” part of 
the ways we socially construct our worlds (pg. 28).   
4. Presence as immersion: The perceptual and psychological feelings of 
immersion, best described by virtual reality users.  
5. Presence as social actor within medium: This form of presence derives from 
parasocial interaction where a character or media personality is seen as a 
social actor in the user’s own life. This category directly addresses a bulk of 
what the preceding chapter has discussed in the ways that parasocial 
connection can drive a sense of presence.   
6. Presence as medium as social actor: Instead of a character portrayed on a 
medium being seen as present, this category refers to the reaction to the 
medium itself as present. For example, a computer programed to seem 
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“human.” In the popular imagination, the possibility of immortality via digital 
technologies is widely explored. Various services are available and being 
developed to allow for postmortem social media use or avatars of the deceased 
for continued interaction after death, which could relate to this expression of 
presence.  
Formulating presence as mediated, even if this is a questionable assertion, 
brings us to a deeper philosophical discussion and a debate over how a 
phenomenological orientation helps in understanding human existence. 
Phenomenology concerns itself mainly with the interpretation of everyday human 
experience in order to uncover the possibilities of everyday human existence. It 
encompasses a school of existentialist thinkers, like Sartre and Kierkegaard, who 
believed that philosophical thinking begins with the human subject, defined not just 
as a thinking person, but the acting, feeling, living human individual. From this 
epistemological orientation, Sartre (1956) wrote of presence as “an internal relation 
between the being which is present and the being to which it is present” and Marcel 
(1967) thought of presence as a reality that is not demonstrated, but discovered. For 
Marcel, it is in presence that a person affirms her own being.  
For Husserl (1901), the experience of presence is immersive in a different way 
than that of the media scholars previously mentioned. It is a self-consciousness that 
makes one so immediately present to oneself that she doesn’t need language or 
communication. Thus, presence is not a mediated experience. Thought of another 
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way, it is the self with complete self-knowledge, the self as fully self-aware. Presence 
encompasses both a point in time (now) and space (here).  
Also taking up the theorizing of presence, Martin Heidegger (1962) wrote of a 
self not realized in relation to itself, but affirmed in its consciousness of others. 
Heidegger introduces the term Dasein, or ‘being-there,’ a form of presence that is 
separate from everyday consciousness. Dasein is a way of being involved with and 
caring for the immediate world in which one lives, while always remaining aware of 
the contingent element of that involvement, of the priority of the world to the self, 
and of the evolving nature of the self itself. However, Heidegger, like Husserl, builds 
in an immersive aspect to presence because things like language, everyday curiosity, 
logical systems, and common beliefs obscure Dasein's nature from itself.  
Heidegger also argues that authentic presence can only come when the self is 
understood in relation to death. A part of Dasein is Being-toward-death, or 
incorporating one’s own death into the here and now in order to achieve a more 
authentic presence. More simply put, one’s identity is formed only after facing death, 
which most people never achieve. There are four criteria for Being-toward-death: 
First it is non-relational (it cannot be experienced through the death of others); it is 
certain; it is indefinite (one does not know when it is going to happen); and finally, it 
is not to be outstripped (it is of paramount importance). Freedom consists in the 
affirmation of the necessity of one's mortality, or Being-toward-death. It is when 
these criteria are achieved that one can become the person who one truly is.  
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The debate over presence, at least as it’s pertinent to my work, ends with 
Derrida’s (2011) critique of Husserl (and subsequently Heidegger) and his attempts at 
deconstructing the notions of presence and being. Like the users of virtual reality 
systems that experience presence as a perception of nonmediation, Derrida argues that 
‘knowing yourself’ in the immersive terms Husserl calls for is a similar illusion. His 
critique actually stems from his larger concern with the metaphysics of presence, a 
suspicion of the tendency for philosophers to emphasize the desire for (and possibility 
of) immediate access to meaning. Derrida’s deconstruction is an effort at exposing 
this metaphysical tendency, and instead asserting that presence as conceived by 
previous philosophers is impossible. Whatever extent to which you can be present to 
yourself, it is always mediated through language. Derrida also challenges Husserl’s 
formulation of singularity (the here and now). His analysis breaks down the notion 
that presence is a non-mediated experience because language (among other things 
that also act in similar barrier-like ways) is inexorable. 
Derrida argues that we cannot be present to ourselves because he is 
deconstructing presence using Husserl’s formulation as a starting point. However, if 
we allow that the conversation could exist outside this linear line of inquiry – that 
perhaps Husserl didn’t have it all correct, but presence is still conceptually important 
– we don’t need to abandon the concept as Derrida suggests. So presence then doesn’t 
necessarily involve a lack of mediation. Self-identification has to happen through 
some medium and becoming present to oneself necessarily relies on language, or an 
articulated dialectic. In other words, one can only answer the question “who am I” 
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verbally, through language. In this same way, just as we can be present to ourselves, 
we can be present to/with others.  
Using media theories from Barthes and Derrida, Samson (2009) argues that 
new media’s focus on the individual can be seen in the construction of a social 
network as the “essence” of one’s social being. He goes on to claim that social 
networking profiles become individual ‘ghosts’, unchanging but linked to physicality 
by actual data storage. Memorial sites offer a virtual space where the deceased can be 
‘personalized’ through narratives and memories that reconfigure identity, yet 
simultaneously connect to a larger group. In the film Ghost Dance, Derrida says, “I 
believe that ghosts are part of the future and that the modern technology of images 
like cinematography enhances the power of ghosts and their ability to haunt us.” 
Derrida believes ghosts are the memory of something that has never been present. 
Finally, though I have argued that presence still holds up in the philosophical 
sense, following ordinary language philosophers like Wittgenstein (1973), we can 
consider it simply worthwhile in the ways the term is used in everyday language. 
There are several meanings of presence and many ways it is used in ordinary 
language. For example, “The US army has maintained a military presence in South 
Korea since the end of the war” or “When Olivia enters a room her presence is 
undeniable.” In analyzing the ways in which online mourning exhibits markers of 
presence or offers a lens to look at issues of identity and presence, I consider each of 
the following useful to thinking through how online mourning can illuminate 
posthumous parasocial relationships: a state of existing, occurring or being present in 
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a place or thing; a person or thing that exists or is present in a place but is not seen; 
being present to an experience; being present to someone or for someone; or the 
presence of a deceased person.  
Moving back to the idea of presence in social media spaces, Walter (2008b, 
2011) traces the history of communication technologies that give the dead social 
presence. He argues that twenty-first century SNSs are expanding that presence even 
further. He notes on SNSs, unlike other forms of interpersonal communication like 
email and phone calls, there is not necessarily an expectation of reply. So addressing 
a deceased person online, like much of the data shows is frequently enacted, is not 
much different from addressing someone living (Ryan, 2008). Even the notions of 
presence and absence are blurred on SNSs where by virtue of people being always 
networked, the technologies essentially stand in for them and give the near-constant 
sense of presence (Licoppe & Smoreda, 2005). Gibson (2007) writes, “The Net is a 
metaphysical space that mimics our metaphysical experience of the dead as being 
neither here nor there but somehow everywhere yet nowhere in particular” (p. 417).   
In most Western culture, the ideal form of mourning is seen as a means of 
separation from the deceased so that the living can recover and continue to live their 
lives (Freud, 1917). But in Eastern culture, mourning is a means of maintaining 
connection, where conversations with the deceased continue (Stroebe, Gergen, 
Gergen and Stroebe, 1992).” This sensibility that focuses on an ongoing relationship 
and keeping the person in the present is more aligned with what is possible in digital 
settings, even in Western cultures not oriented toward this way of grieving.  
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Apropos to Western death rites, Ariés (1975) wrote about the illusion of a 
living person enacted in many funerals. “In reality they are not visiting a dead 
person...but an almost living one who thanks to embalming, is still present” (p. 102). 
This focus on wanting to continue to see the dead as living harkens back to Davies’s 
work claiming that the media and mourners select “living” images of deceased 
celebrities. This construction of celebrities as still-living entities through metaphorical 
embalming in online mourning practices suggests another way presence is achieved.  
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Chapter 3. Fan Mourning Communities  
Oh I was moved by your screen dream 
Celluloid pictures of living 
Your death could not kill our love for you 
… 
Here's looking at you kid 
At least not yet 
Your memory stays 
It lingers ever 
Will fade away never 
(Roxy Music, “2 H.B.”) 
 
Cases: Paul Walker & Leonard Nimoy 
 Actor Paul Walker got his start on soap operas but soon rose to prominence as 
a leading man in teen movies. His credits include She’s All That, Varsity Blues, and 
Into the Blue, though he never achieved critical success. He also founded a charity 
called Reach Out Worldwide to provide relief following natural disasters. However, 
Walker was best known for his portrayal of undercover cop turned street racer in The 
Fast and the Furious film franchise. Walker reprised his role in five of the seven 
films before his death. The string of films has fostered a massive fan following and 
earned $2.4 billion worldwide. The support of fans has lead to an eighth installment 
slated for 2017 and two additional sequels as well as spin-offs in the works after that.  
 In a tragic twist of fate, Walker died on November 30, 2013 in a high-speed 
car crash in Santa Clarita, California. Driving home from an event for Walker’s 
charity, friend Roger Rodas lost control and crashed his Porsche with Walker as a 
passenger. The stretch of road where the crash occurred is known for drifting, a 
driving style made famous by the Fast films. Though speed was suspected in the 
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crash, Walker’s daughter filed a lawsuit against Porsche claiming design defects 
responsible for Paul’s death.  
 Social media became a gathering site for fans of the franchise as well as his 
co-stars and fellow celebrities. Walker died during filming of Furious 7. After a 
hiatus, the film was completed using Walker’s brothers as stand-ins and CGI with 
blessings from Walker’s family and co-stars. The film was posthumously released 
and dedicated to Walker, along with its title track, "See You Again" by Wiz Khalifa. 
It was the fifth highest grossing film of all time. Co-star in the Fast films and best-
friend, Vin Diesel has had several high-profile moments of grieving including tributes 
to Walker at the Furious 7 premiere and during the 2016 People’s Choice Awards. 
Diesel named his daughter Paulina in honor of Walker and said, "[Walker] was in the 
[delivery] room...There's no other person that I was thinking about as I was cutting 
this umbilical cord. I just…knew he was there" (Serico, 2016).  
 Best known for his role as Spock, Leonard Nimoy was also a director, 
photographer, author, and singer during his 60 year career. A mainstay of the Star 
Trek franchise, Nimoy portrayed the mixed human-Vulcan character for the entirety 
of the original Star Trek television show and came out of retirement to reprise his role 
in the 2013 Star Trek film. Spock is the provenance of the most recognized Star Trek 
symbol: the Vulcan salute, which Nimoy invented, and the phrase “Live long and 
prosper.” After Star Trek, Nimoy appeared on the Mission Impossible television 
series, and did film, stage, and voice work. He died at home at the age of 83 of 
complications from COPD on February 27, 2015.  
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Mourning focused on Nimoy as a central part of the ‘Trekkie’ community and 
also on his own personal work fighting for equality. Fans emotions about the actor 
were entangled with their connection to the character and many mourning posts 
focused on Spock’s attributes like logical even-handedness, dignity, and 
inclusiveness. Players of Star Trek Online came together on the in-game planet of 
Vulcan to salute Nimoy and others took out a billboard in Atlanta in his memory.  
Celebrities, co-stars, and high profile figures in science were all a part of the 
posthumous tributes for Nimoy. Because William Shatner, Nimoy’s Trek co-star and 
real life best friend couldn’t attend the funeral, he led the Trekkie fan base in a live 
Twitter memorial (a parallel to the ways that Diesel has orchestrated fan mourning of 
Walker) where everyone shared memories and he answered fan questions about 
Nimoy. 
Mourning goes public, and social  
French historian Philippe Ariès (1981) describes the transition in Western 
cultures away from what he calls the “tame death model,” practiced from the eleventh 
to seventeenth centuries, wherein death was a social affair. During this pre-modern 
period, it was common for not only family, but also much of the community to be 
present at the deathbed and throughout the mourning period. Mourning served as a 
ritualized time to repair the imbalance caused by death and reaffirm the solidarity of 
the group. Moves toward individualism and medicalization marginalized death from 
the public consciousness, relegating it to lonely rooms and sterile hospitals to the 
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point that Ariès termed it “forbidden.” Community was no longer a part of dying, 
death or the subsequent mourning.  
Scholars in other fields have noticed similar trends. Observing World War I, 
anthropologist Geoffrey Gorer (1965) saw the colossal death toll overwhelm 
survivors to the point that they were unable to practice traditional grieving rituals. He 
described grief as something to be kept “under complete control by strength of will 
and character, so that it need be given no public expression” (p. 128). The emerging 
popularity of psychoanalysis cemented this transition of mourning from the social to 
the individual with Freud’s (1917) Mourning and Melancholia prescribing grief as a 
highly private and expedited experience.  
Emphasis on the individual removes measures of social support common in 
other cultures, makes death taboo, and leaves people uncertain of how to cope 
(Mellor & Shilling, 1993). This compartmentalization may be in part because people 
no longer have a shared religious vocabulary to rely on in talking about death or a 
belief system to guide grieving (Klastrup, 2015). Death no longer means an 
interruption to the continuity of society’s day-to-day life and so ritual and community 
traditions are not utilized to restore the group to normalcy (Ariès, 1981).  
Thus, a tension exists in popular understandings of death that still persists 
today: on one hand it is a trauma or personal sadness to be worked through privately, 
and on the other it is still a period requiring some public dealing with, usually in the 
form of funerals, shared condolences, and/or memorials. While Ariès may be right 
that death for the most part is a sequestered affair, there are times where the walls 
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around it come down and we experience private grief made public, or periods of 
purely public, collective grief. When we face tragedy at a societal level we must 
reckon with death’s enormous gravity. In this kind of collective grief the communal 
catharsis missing in ordinary death can be often be found.  
Moments of grief on a national or global scale generate the formation of 
personal and collective memory that are reliant upon paradigms of ceremonial 
participation, communal grief, and social memory (Garde-Hansen, 2010). Though we 
might not be intimately implicated public grief becomes unavoidable during a very 
high-profile death or an event that claims many lives, like 9/11. In these times the 
awareness of other mourners leads to recognition of new community (Kollar, 1989).  
Where does this awareness of other mourners come from during large-scale 
grief? Before online social networks, it was primarily via mass media technologies 
like television. In viewing scenes of collective grief like Princess Diana’s funeral, 
those at home could get a sense of not only the one million mourners lining the 
funeral procession route captured in the camera’s frame, but in a more self-conscious 
way were likely aware of, or at least imagined (Anderson, 2006), a massive amount 
of others just like them tuning in.  
And in fact, “an estimated 2.5 billion people watched the worldwide satellite 
transmission of the funeral to 200 countries in 44 languages…making it the most 
watched event in history” (Brown et al., 2003, 588). Mediated mourning such as this 
can facilitate the notion of an imagined bereaved community that stretches 
nationwide (Linenthal, 2001). The funeral happenings “were watched with such 
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emotional intensity and involvement that a collective (although not uniform) 
consciousness of emotion across the globe was brought into being. People knew that 
they were watching an event along with millions of other people and it was 
powerfully registered in people’s psyches” (Gibson, 2007, 2).  
Aside from these large-scale events, we also see death move into public view 
in the erecting of spontaneous or temporary shrines. Walter (2008) notes that this 
marks a new public mourning where displays of grief are once more emerging in 
shared space. When these unpredictable memorials happen in public space, a highway 
shoulder for instance, they buck the ways in which death is carefully managed so as 
to remain absent and invisible (Gibson, 2011). Mourning activity on social media 
networks can bring death into our consciousness in much the same way spontaneous 
shrines and memorials do. A post written in mourning can puncture an otherwise 
mundane news feed and disrupt the sequestering of death from public view. Further, 
grief shared in these public spaces can be more affecting since the bereaved (and 
possibly the deceased) is in your network of acquaintances. These memorialization 
habits often foster a sense of community, even if that community is formed by 
witnessing (like the television viewers of Princess Diana’s funeral) rather than 
participating. 
Virtual community & mourning  
Above, I referenced the scale of death in WWII overwhelming survivors not 
used to so many in their social lives dying. The Internet can have a similar effect in 
that it guarantees we face death on a relatively large scale. Social media technologies 
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can make these deaths feel immediate in a way that television and newspapers do not. 
Even if we didn’t know the person they are within our ‘network.’  
But social media doesn’t only bring with it more information, it brings 
platforms that by their architecture and affordances provide new and useful grieving 
spaces, whether on the scale of ordinary death or for larger collective moments of 
grief. Mediated mourning is a process where the once-communal ritual of mourning 
can potentially re-emerge. Again, there are other mediated mourning experiences, but 
digital technology exposes us to, and allows communication with other mourners 
(beyond those in our household or very close circle) and that changes the experience 
profoundly.  
Thus, grief is brought back from the American norm of private suffering to the 
public realm and community is re-introduced to the bereavement process. Online 
posts—of remembrance, condolence, emotion, even humor—call on the most ‘social’ 
part of social media. Users seek connection, whether with the deceased or other 
mourners, and evoke communities of mourning and support. As journalist Megan 
Garber (2016) wrote of Bowie’s death earlier this year: “#RIPDavidBowie was a 
hashtag, yes; it was also a funeral.”  
Before I delve more deeply into the mechanisms behind community mourning 
specifically, let me step back and briefly discuss some of the features of virtual 
community more generally that lend themselves to community formation in times of 
grief.  
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The organizing logic of SNSs is a networked society enabled by electronic 
and digital technology (Rainie & Wellman, 2014; Castells, 2010). As such, virtual 
networks are often thought of as fertile grounds for forming connections, or 
furthering those already established offline. The benefits and consequences of 
network affordances shape the engagement of participants who must negotiate things 
like invisible audiences, collapsed contexts, and the blurring of public and private 
spaces (boyd, 2010).  
Context collapse (Marwick & boyd, 2011b) presents a particular challenge to 
community formation. boyd (2010) writes, “Knowing one’s audience matters when 
trying to determine what is socially appropriate to say or what will be understood by 
those listening.  In other words, audience is critical to context.  Without information 
about audience, it is often difficult to determine how to behave, let alone to make 
adjustments based on assessing reactions” (p. 50). Whether overtly stated or 
implicitly learned, regulative and constitutive rules of communication are important 
to the functioning of any community.  Straying from these conventions has 
consequences that can range from raising eyebrows to even being pushed out of the 
group. Here, boyd’s point about audiences in networked publics complicates the 
equation because having large, diverse, mostly invisible audiences makes generating 
and maintaining communication rules or etiquette much more difficult.  
When it comes to communities formed during periods of grief, mourners may 
still face context collapse but they can rely on prescribed ritual communication to 
manage mourning interactions. The phrase “Rest in Peace” has become a default 
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condolence regardless of audience. It is stripped of most of its religious connotations 
and offered more in acknowledgement of the loss and support for other mourners, 
present or imagined. Many of the features of mourning behavior discussed in Chapter 
2 are found in various instances of mourning, indicating that even if the audience 
piece of the context is unclear, the rules for mourning online are becoming more 
elucidated. It could also be argued that when mourning occurs in already established 
fan community spaces, the users constituting the audience are assumed, or perhaps 
even known.   
The weak ties that create the conditions boyd describes are often also 
conducive to the democratizing effect Wu Song (2009) finds in communal virtual 
spaces. She writes, “While some variation exists among online groups, they generally 
remain quite porous institutions for not only does the phenomenological reality of 
cyber-space encourage ease of entry and exit, but the organizational reality of cyber-
components does as well.” (p. 67) This porousness is one feature that leads Wu Song 
to argue that online communities have the opportunity for more democratic practices 
than other types of groups. When it comes to celebrity mourning, online 
memorialization by thousands of users and fans has features of this non-hierarchical 
process (Xu, 2013).  
One of the benefits often touted of communities and friend groups offline is 
the social capital they provide. In a synthesis of several studies exploring the role of 
Facebook in generating or maintaining social capital, Ellison et al. (2010) find that 
Facebook allows individuals to make ephemeral connections persistent and it also 
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makes it easier to gain support from one’s social network and share these resources 
with others. Social capital needn’t only be understood on transactional grounds, but, 
like the authors point out, can also be a source of support and comfort.   
However, to close, it should be noted that the very use of the word 
‘community’ to describe online connections is contested. For example, Parks (2010) 
critiques the use of the term community in the context of social networking sites. 
Though larger social venues like Facebook offer social affordances like membership, 
personal expression and connection, Parks insists that labeling groups on these 
platforms ‘communal’ is an overreach because many fail to meet the most minimal 
requirements of the term. He writes, “For online settings such as social network sites, 
the most relevant of these requirements are engaging in shared rituals, social 
regulation, and collective action through patterned interaction and the creation of 
relational linkages among members that promote emotional bonds, a sense of 
belonging, and a sense of identification with the community” (p. 111).  
Perhaps Parks is right that the community metaphor is thrown around too 
liberally. However, he leaves little room for the possibility of community-esque 
activity from an otherwise non-community, or the possibility of a more traditional 
community coming into being and then dissipating quickly. In this latter formation, 
there might not be the patterned activity which relies on longer periods of time 
together, but still a sense of bonding and belonging, particularly in an emotionally-
charged period like mourning. Further, the repeated evoking of such ephemeral 
communities in times of collective grief could end up developing things like shared 
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ritual, just in a more dispersed manner. These instances might not meet the strict 
boundaries of community, but in the workings of social networking sites, moments of 
a shared experience or connection could offer the same benefits as traditional 
community.  
What do communities look like in the context of mourning? Just like there are 
communities of practice (Wenger, 1999), there might be what we call communities of 
mourning.  Online mourning takes on a different meaning and performs several 
different functions than mourning in the physical world.  The way in which online 
mourning differs in its service to these functions speaks to the ways that virtual 
community is actually created.  For instance, expressions of grief are highly 
prescribed and monitored by the community. Traditional displays of mourning used 
offline, like crying, are not possible in online settings so other community norms 
must be set.  
Mourning sites, like social networking profiles and online obituaries, also 
provide an outlet in which to commune with the dead publically, which is without 
equal offline. Posts directed to the deceased in a public setting like Facebook serve to 
build a sense of community and acknowledgement of shared feeling. Memorialization 
also occurs online with greater longevity than possible offline. Though the 
community may dissipate, these sites are often still available as a pilgrimage space 
over time. The site or profile remains as a digital record of the life and mourning. 
There is a well-established literature attending to various communities of 
mourning online, though it predominately addresses cases of ordinary mourning. 
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Particularly developed is research into the ways in which these communities of 
mourning or remembrance form and function. Micalizzi (2010) outlines the cyclical 
nature of online mourning communities, claiming that they have therapeutic effects 
similar to offline bereavement groups.  The cycle includes exploration of an already 
established community, introduction of a new member to the group, a period of ‘real’ 
participation, offering assistance to new members, and eventual exit from the 
community. She writes that Kübler-Ross’ worry about isolation is assuaged online 
because those who utilize online means of mourning often report it is to escape this 
isolation, as well as find a protective environment and an outlet to share personal 
experience. Several other scholars have also found psychological and emotional 
benefits stemming from participation in online communities during periods of 
bereavement (see, for example, Startwood et al., 2011; Roberts, 2004; Houwen et al., 
2010; Forman et al., 2012).       
Memorializing content on the web takes on unique forms of communal 
discourse (Hess, 2007; Carroll & Landry, 2010) and the connection between the 
discursive and the communal is significant. Visitors to online spaces of mourning, 
whether known to the deceased or not, participate in the construction of the visual and 
discursive text that not only memorializes the deceased but begins to supplant their 
digital identity and legacy. Bhattacharya (2010) claims that, particularly in cases of 
collective mourning, there is a “narrative imperative” whereby visitors feel compelled 
to add their own contribution to larger, ongoing discourse.  
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Although the Internet allows an amplification of grief and provides tools for 
organization of large groups in mourning (Hess, 2007), the mourning for a deceased 
person isn’t necessarily continuous and unified across the whole of the Internet or 
even a social network. Therefore, mourning communities might be thought of as 
existing in smaller or more confined ways. For example, Carroll & Landry (2010) 
focus on the way in which sub-communities often organize around profiles of the 
deceased, which serves as hub of communication, empowering individuals 
marginalized by more traditional forms of memorialization and introducing mourners 
who might not have offline relationships. Sub- or micro-communities can also form 
via a social media hashtag, in the comment thread of a Facebook post, or on a 
dedicated memorial page. In these instances, mourners may be strangers to each 
other, but perhaps even strangers to the deceased.  
Collective celebrity mourning online  
The presence of remote acquaintances and strangers commenting on memorial 
pages isn’t uncommon and points to the fact that it is exactly by doing this a 
community of grievers arises (Klastrup, 2015; Dobler, 2009). In this way, we might 
follow Harju’s (2014) call to understand online mourning as communities of weak 
ties, a typical form of communal belonging in other aspects of social media. Social 
media networks are mostly based on weak ties (Granovetter, 1973) as opposed to the 
strong ties we find in our more intimate relationships, such as family and close 
friends. Communities of mourning can even be bound solely by the platform that 
users seek out, forming small, quickly dissolving micro-communities. For instance, if 
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a user goes to Instagram to post a comment on the last picture the deceased put up, 
they are peripherally engaging with whatever larger mourning community might 
exist, but more immediately interacting and doing grief work with those that are also 
posting on the same Instagram picture.  
Are those not intimately connected to the death ‘tourists’ and not authentically 
mourning? Perhaps. Or it could be that affective communities can be built based on 
the ability to bear witness to instances of suffering as members of a global human 
citizenry—the recognition of a suffering ‘other’ by a witnessing ‘self’ (Gandhi, 2006 
as cited in Bhattacharya, 2010).  
While not looking directly at celebrity death, moments of collective grief can 
provide parallels for research (e.g. Foot et al., 2006). Bhattacharya’s (2010) analysis 
of online representations of 9/11 memorial sites argued that a spatial and temporal 
“telescoping” of the event was occurring by calling on global audiences to participate 
in the witnessing and mourning that occurred at Ground Zero. He found a Deluzian-
like, de-territorialized community of witnesses united by emotion; virtual places 
where private grief was transformed into communal mourning.  He argues that the 
constant circulation of ‘signs’ from the tragedy unites users in the virtual world to be 
an “emotionally responsive, affective community of witnesses” (p. 63).  Testimonials 
of personal experience create the narrative that builds this affective community. 
Bhattacharya reveals the cultural assumptions in prescribed behavior during 
collective mourning, which allows for very particular, acceptable expressions of 
shock and sympathy.  
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Thus, the community present in many types of online mourning doesn’t 
necessarily arise from the traditional measures that virtual community literature looks 
for, but through a shared feeling of loss, or a shared fandom, or a shared affect. I can 
draw on sports fandom as an analogy: When you attend a game of your favorite team 
you might go with a couple close friends (strong ties), but likely don’t know anyone 
else there. Yet by virtue of being in the same place participating in the same ritual 
you are connected (weak ties). Everyone is anonymous for the most part and likely 
doesn’t have direct communication with each other, but shared fandom drives a sense 
of community. There is a shared set of values (love of sport), communication rules 
(cheering, etc), aesthetics (clothes), and rituals (routines, superstitions) that combined 
create a shared affect. So you can say, “I am part of the Giants community,” yet like 
social media, it is a community predominately based on weak social ties. The same 
can be said for those grieving in online communities for people they don’t know, 
whether they are ordinary citizens or celebrities.  
The ways that communities of mourners for in the aftermath of an ordinary 
person’s death are instructive of the ways that this also can occur following the 
passing of a celebrity. In mourning a celebrity, a sense of community can also be 
evoked through more structured activity. For instance, MTV hosted a Facebook Live 
event to eulogize Prince where thousands tuned in and shared comments and 
questions in real time (Kameir, 2016). Whether fans are joining an organized time 
and space for mourning or experiencing collective mourning more generally, the 
feeling of together-ness is a common theme in posts.  
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RW: “Everyone on social media paying respects to Robin Williams just shows how 
amazing he was. There are so many people that miss him. I hope I have the chance to 
impact that many lives one day.”  
 
JR: “I think it will take a while to sink in that she’s gone. Just being here with other 
people who miss Joan too is such a comfort.” 
 
P: “hey fellow prince peeps. i’m here if y’all need to talk. we’ll get through this 
together.”  
In these posts users often describe the scale of grief they are witnessing on their social 
media feeds. In this way, users see themselves within a network of others having 
similar emotions and experiences. For Anderson (2006), “All communities larger than 
primordial villages of face-to-face contact (and perhaps even these) are imagined” (p. 
18). Even if the community that users feel with other mourners is based more on 
imagination and less on actual interaction, the posts indicate that there is comfort to 
be found through this practice and beneficial outcomes for the bereaved. The last post 
also displays an outright offer of support to other mourners, a common marker of 
social capital and community.  
The media perpetuate the idea that our collective ties to a celebrity are 
universal and social media trending algorithms make it seem like everyone is 
participating in the mourning, creating the sort of community of affect described 
earlier. However these moments of collective grief can also serve to establish 
boundaries between mourners and those that don’t or can’t participate in the social 
ritual. Journalist Sarah McCammon describes growing up in conservative Christian 
household and not being allowed to listen to Michael Jackson, David Bowie or Prince 
and how the overwhelming reaction to their deaths on social media made her feel like 
an outsider be
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part of.  “I recognized, cognitively, their importance. I felt sympathy for my friends 
who felt their loss. But mostly, I've felt isolated from all of you who share these ties, 
and regret for what I missed. These cultural figures don't just speak to us as 
individuals; they join us together as a community. They create touchstones — without 
which, it's easy to feel like an outsider.” Similarly, respondents in a survey of 
undergraduates after Bowie’s death indicated that they had feelings of cultural 
ineptness because there was such a frenzy on social media yet they were unfamiliar 
with Bowie’s work (Bassett & Coles, 2016).  
However, in my case studies the community evident in the mourning online 
even inspired non-fans to join: 
DB: “I can’t say I was a huge fan of Bowie, but seeing everyone so upset makes me miss 
him too. #RIPDavidBowie”  
 
P: “I didn’t really know Prince’s music but listning now and its so good!!!!!!!!! Thank 
you all for introducing me to someone so legendary. It sux hes gone *sad face emojis*”  
These mourners might not have been previous fans, but the death allows everyone to 
become part of social response.  
 Even though digital technologies enhance the communal aspects of celebrity 
mourning, it does not mean that the grieving is uniform in content, intensity or form. 
Journalist Caroline Framke (2016) writes, “Grieving en masse might intensify the 
initial reaction, but every single response to a public figure's death is an individual 
one. We all experience art from our own singular place.” Thus celebrity mourning 
finds community through a sort of ‘collective individualism’ (McCurdy, 2010). The 
multiplicitous sites available to users, as well as all of the tools to craft unique visual 
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and rhetorical mourning content, mean that there is a shared sensibility but with room 
for users to participate in unique ways. 
Fan communities & mourning  
Broadly speaking, celebrity mourning online has become accepted and 
normative. Where scholars previously explained Internet mourning as an outlet for 
disenfranchised grief (Andsager, 2005; Harju, 2015), I contend that social media 
generally is a place where anyone can go to feel a part of communal mourning for a 
deceased celebrity immediately following the death. However, there still is an 
argument to be made that where fandom might be more intense, and therefore 
scorned, virtual communities do aid in grieving. But many of these fan-dedicated 
spaces are already in existence, not created specifically for mourning. In other words, 
the fans experiencing intense enough grief over the loss of a celebrity likely already 
have outlets for their fandom online. And the rest of mourners who might still be 
working through the loss of a parasocial relationship but not experiencing the same 
intensity of feelings can work their grief out through standard social media channels. 
But there is another reason people might seek out more fan specific sites for 
mourning. Dedicated fans want to preserve the fan community’s integrity from what 
they see as grief tourism or ‘emotional rubbernecking’ (DeGroot, 2012). Unlike the 
acknowledgement above of vast communities of mourners that users feel collectively 
a part of, established fan communities seek out spaces to share grief where they feel 
others will appreciate their dedication and where they deem the grief for the deceased 
celebrity authentic.  
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Fans are generally understood as a group of people brought together socially 
through their shared appreciation of a pop culture entity (Jenkins, 2006; Baym, 2000). 
Fandom is not homogenous, nor does it operate within clearly delineated boundaries. 
Instead, through its varied performances it is like a continuum with some fans 
participating from the periphery and others enthusiastically incorporating fandom into 
their everyday lived experiences (Sandvoss, 2005). Fans are often thought of first and 
foremost as consumers of popular culture, however they also produce goods and 
content related to their fandom as well (Baym, 2000; Sandvoss, 2005).  
Because the very definition of fan relies on a socially shared love, community 
is almost a built-in feature of fandom. The expression and performance of fandom is 
often for and among others who share the same affinities. In exploring fan 
communities, Nancy Baym (2007) coined the phrase ‘networked collectivism’ to 
describe how loosely connected groups of associated individuals bind networks 
together. She writes:  
On the one hand, this means that groups can avail themselves of 
many mediated opportunities to share different sorts of materials 
including text, music, video, and photographs in real time and 
asynchronously. On the other hand, this creates many problems, 
particularly with coordination, coherence, and efficiency (i.e., the 
same materials must be distributed in multiple places, and 
sometimes there are many replicated efforts)” (n.p.).   
Traditionally, mass media has been instrumental in the construction of fandom (Dyer, 
2004). While they still are, social media opens up a lot of possibilities for fan 
convergence and participation. Digital media circumscribe how communities are 
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framed and understood and provide fans access to others who share their affinity for a 
particular celebrity (Williams, 2007). “Among the earliest creators, advocates, and 
users of the Internet were Star Trek and Grateful Dead fans eager to use their new 
system to discuss those topics communally” (Baym, 2007, n.p.). In fact, fans 
frequently socialize with fellow fans on the basis of shared parasocial feelings for a 
particular celebrity. The death of the celebrity that brought them together can 
facilitate further network and community building during mourning and “enables 
public expressions [of grief] to be interwoven into the fabric of everyday life” 
(Sanderson & Cheong, 2010, 337). Fans often refer to these existing communities in 
mourning situations:  
PW: “The Fast family is heartbroken. Paul, you were the best and all of us will miss you 
so much.” 
 
LN: “I’m at a loss for words.. Not really sure how to feel. For trekkies, this is like losing 
your grandfather in a way. #RIPLeonardNimoy” 
 
LN: “It is hard to lose a member of my family. Thanks for all leonard! I was your biggest 
Fan since i was 4 years old.” 
Mourners describe fan communities as families and the celebrities that they center 
around as family members. Fans of the Fast and the Furious franchise evoked this 
metaphor frequently in mourning posts because it was also a prominent theme in the 
films. The crew of illegal street racers the movie follows often emphasize family 
values, communal gatherings, and loyalty among members. Fans echo these values. 
And of course, the label Trekkie is an enduring fan marker for those most dedicated 
to Star Trek. The mourning community for Nimoy existed within this already well-
established fan collective. Posters also frequently referred to themselves by the “fan” 
label and sometimes included how long a person had been a fan.  
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 Fans are able to use fan-centric online mourning spaces to disclose their often 
intense feelings about the death, moving grief into the public sphere and using social 
media to close the distance with others having similar experiences in much the same 
way scholars found this occurring for ordinary mourners. In fact, fans mourning 
Michael Jackson recognized the ways social media could transform collective 
grieving as a ritual and sought out these sites expressly for their public nature 
(Sanderson & Cheong, 2010).  
Although I previously took issue with Andsager’s (2005) construction of 
disenfranchised grief, what she finds in the webshrines of her research is indicative of 
the same kinds of fan mourning communities present in my own research. Fans come 
to these spaces to sort through their feelings of betrayal, loss, and identification 
among others that can honor and respect the connection they felt with a celebrity. 
They often reverently describe the ways in which a celebrity acted as a catalyst to 
introduce other fans and a community into their social lives.  
DB: “So In 1974 I had moved to Maine from Pennsylvania. I had found a job but really 
didn't know many people. I was living in a crappy apartment in Auburn, ME. It was 
winter. One Friday night I went out to a bar and had a few beers. After midnight I went 
back to my place, got a buzz and put Ziggy Stardust on the turntable. I had a very good 
stereo system with JBL speakers. ( I still have those speakers ). I was cranking 
"Suffragette City" when I heard a pounding on the wall that separated my apartment from 
my neighbor's. I jumped up, turned down the volume, walked over to the wall and yelled 
"Sorry". A voice came calling back to me, "No man, turn it UP ! " Of course, I invited 
him and his friends over and we partied to Ziggy into the next morning. These folks have 
become lifelong friends, thanks to David Bowie.” 
 
PW: “This is a family you guys. Paul and Vin gave us a great gift and it changed my life. 
Now that Paul is gone we need to keep his memory alive.”  
In the first post, the narrative focuses on the unifying force of shared fandom. Though 
this was offline, it was shared as a post of tribute to the power Bowie had to evoke 
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community through his music. The second credits actors Paul Walker and Vin Diesel 
as being responsible for bringing The Fast and the Furious fan community into 
existence.  
Another important aspect of fan mourning communities is the sense of 
presence that they foster. Fans co-present in mourning can find support and 
reassurance and a feeling of “being there” for each other. Uimonen (2015) studied the 
global reaction to the death of Nelson Mandela and the way in which his televised 
funeral provided communal mourning opportunities:  
…digital visuality mediated a sense of global communitas, thus 
momentarily overcoming historical frictions between the global 
north and the global south, while expanding the fame of 
Madiba…In using the term digital visuality, I refer to a wide range 
of cultural forms and practices in which digital and visual media 
converge, from digital public screens and visual memory objects to 
mediated co-presence and virtual immortality. (p. 1) 
The screen here acts to meaningfully foster co-presence between 
geographically disparate mourners the same way a computer screen or mobile device 
could create a close-ness between mourners. For Uimonen the screen was the 
facilitator that brought those in mourning together, thus underlining the “capacity of 
the screen to serve as the site for collective enactment of public rituals…” (p. 3). 
Lombard and Ditton’s (1997a; 1997b) conceptualization of presence also focused on 
screen mediation. Celebrity mourning via social media is always mediated by screens, 
whether it is live streaming a funeral as in the case of Mandela or more asynchronous 
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fan posting, it still has the ability under the right conditions to nurture feelings of co-
presence.  
PW: “I’m so blessed to be here with you guys. Even tho we’re spread all over the world I 
know I can come here and find people that know what I am going through.”  
 
PW: “To everyone who is reading this right now imagine holding hands and join me in a 
prayer – Dear God, please bless Paul, may he rest in peace. Please watch over his sweet 
Meadow Rain and the rest of his family. Please share strength with his fans that loved 
him so much and are hurting right now. Amen. RIP PAUL *heart emoji, prayer hands 
emoji*” 
Fans describe not only the sense of community that is helpful in bereavement, but use 
language that indicates they feel together, spatially or otherwise, by sharing their grief 
online.   
 Two practices emerged as more unique and specific to fan communities than 
other mourning spaces: mourning the loss of a character and insider language. Fans of 
Walker and Nimoy often mention losing “two friends” and more frequently referred 
to the actors by their character names—Brian and Spock—than in other mourning 
contexts:  
PW: “I bet Brian has a sweet ride in heaven” 
 
PW: ““If one day the speed kills me, don't cry. Because I was smiling.” - Paul Walker. I 
just can’t believe Paul and Brian are both gone at once. RIP”  
 
LN: “No disrespect to all the great actors on Star Trek but S T would not have been great 
without Leonard Nimoy. He`s the only person who could have played Spock. I feel like I 
lost two friends today. Prayers for his family and friends.” 
 
LN: “It's like I've lost a dear friend twice. He was a part of my life since I ws 18. Keeping 
him and his family and friends in my thoughts and prayers.” 
 
It is possible that for these two fan communities fandom is tied up more with 
characters than the actor because it is the pop culture product that inspired community 
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formation (as opposed to say Prince’s fan club). The connection to the celebrity is 
also significant, but it is a by-product of devotion to the television or film series. Just 
like viewers experience distress when their favorite television shows are cancelled 
and they must ‘break-up’ with a beloved character (Cohen, 2004) the death of an 
actor also means an end to their character and similar grief at the loss. The Fast fan 
community mourned the loss of Walker but also experienced marked anxiety over 
what would happen to the character of Brian in the next film.  
Another common practice to demarcate community is the use of insider 
language as a discursive strategy to signal fandom. In the posts below fans 
incorporate jargon and terminology from the television or film series that others in the 
community would recognize but outsiders may not:   
PW: “its a reminder to live life a quarter mile at a time” 
 
LN: “i just phoned Vulcan. It 40 below and no one is home. llap safe journey to you good 
soul”   
 
LN: “Spock, you have the helm. RIP. OLNFC. LL&P. XX” 
 
LN: “He in the dark scope of space now.”  
 
LN: “not logical :( RT: Spock has left the bridge :( #RIPLeonardNimoy”  
The use of specialized language was more common among Trekkies than in the Fast 
fan community, perhaps because there is a greater body of work and lexicon to draw 
from. In the first post a Walker fan uses a common refrain from the films referring to 
the length of a drag race. The other posts all incorporate terminology popular in Star 
Trek and specifically related to Nimoy’s Spock character. “LLAP” stands for “live 
long and prosper,” while “OLNFC” refers to the “Official Leonard Nimoy Fan Club.” 
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It was more common in fan mourning for Nimoy to see references to space or other 
Star Trek settings as his final resting place instead of religious references to heaven.   
Finally, fans also show evidence of parasocial connections when sharing grief 
among other fans. These posts tended to be descriptive of the relationship:  
PW: “I know most people don’t understand what these films has given us, but losing Paul 
feels like I lost one of my closest bros. We grew up together and I thought we had so 
much more in store. Paul and Vin and the rest of the crew really knew what family was 
all about. I would give anything to see them together again.” 
 
LN: “I am deeply saddened by the news of the death of Mr Nimoy, I had never meet him 
personally but the impact his words whether scripted or not had a profound effect on my 
life, I am and always will be a fan, although he would never know, his role as spock in 
star trek helped me through some difficult times as a child emotionally and mentally and 
although it would seem sad and pathetic to others star trek and particularly his character 
gave me hope, taught me patients and respect and most of all friendship, I really wish I 
could have told him this in person.” 
 
In each of these posts, fans express deep and lasting emotional connections with the 
celebrity and their work. In the mourning for Walker fans were instructed heavily by 
Vin Diesel’s very public mourning, often referring to Paul as not only a best friend, 
but a brother. Fans also took up this language. A tribute sequence at the conclusion of 
Furious 7 and  Diesel’s modeling of grief sanctioned mourning among fans in a 
hyper-masculine community where they might otherwise be self-conscious of such 
emotion. Journalist Matt Thomas hypothesizes that part of what fans are actually 
grieving is the loss of a prominent example of an emotionally-driven male friendship, 
rare in our media environment. He writes, “…when we mourn Paul Walker, we are 
also mourning the end of Brian and Dom” (n.p.).   
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Impression management & boundary policing  
Mourning is in part about creating a memorialized narrative of the deceased’s 
life and controversy can complicate this practice. “One can identify or discern a 
narrative of the deceased’s life. This narrative is in part contested, as any public 
memory is, making the MySpace pages of the dead to some degree sites of 
competition among voices strategically or tactically claiming access to the past.” 
(Browne, 1993, quoted in Carroll & Landry, 2010). A fan community is an especially 
strong avenue toward building such a narrative because it often draws from a shared 
ethos and language and therefore the mourning content online is more cohesive.  
In the next chapter I discuss in more depth how mourning starts to shape 
posthumous image/legacy and the ways in which it is a contested process. Here I am 
interested in how that comes to bear when fans police the boundaries of mourning 
communities. The ways in which detracting voices are spurned suggests that fans are 
not only concerned about memorialization, but about cultivating a space for the 
community to come together in mourning free from disparaging interlopers.  
In the creation of posthumous life narratives, fan communities are especially 
outspoken about any infractions they see against the celebrity’s reputation, 
particularly if it has to do with controversy over their death. Sanderson found this 
impulse particularly strong among Jackson’s fans, “In collectively coping, not only 
were these participants unified in championing Jackson’s legacy, they also were 
aligned to protect Jackson against his detractors” (p. 337). The community formed 
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either before mourning, or through it, are quick to police posts they see as derisive or 
insulting.  
If a death comes under certain circumstances, Samson (2009) theorizes that a 
public-square is simulated wherein judging, persecuting, defending and condemning 
are seen as appropriate pieces of the mourning narrative. For instance, if a death 
occurs under allegations of homicide, online mourning sites are likely to label the 
accused a murderer and persecute them accordingly. In the case of Robin Williams, 
discussion threads often erupted between those condemning suicide as sinful and 
cowardly, and on the other side mental health advocates worried about the 
stigmatization such discourse encouraged. Fans were protective of Williams, his 
legacy, and the mourning community itself.  
Aside from the contentious nature of some of the posts about Robin 
Williams’s suicide, there was also fallout during the mourning for Joan Rivers and 
Prince. Rivers sparked controversy before her death with remarks about the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict and some who disagreed sought out mourning spaces to declare 
that she deserved to die because of her denouncement of Palestinian people. Though 
not as fiery, online mourning for Prince was dotted with users speculating about a 
possible drug addiction and untoward theories about his cause of death.  
In each case fans usually ignored the comment or scolded the poster for 
disrupting what was seen as a sacred space for grief work by other fans: 
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RW: “people wish him rest in peace because they want him to. love for him for what he 
has done for them. so please keep your nasty comments to yourself. you don’t hv any 
respect then you dont need to comment on peoples emotions” 
 
RW: “you guys need to shut up. I am a Christian but this is no place to get in a religious 
fight. The entire world is grieving for the loss of a wonderful man. And all you seem to 
do is make yourselves look terrible.” 
 
JR: “To the horrible people that are coming in here to say Joan deserves to rot in hell for 
a political opinion - leave. Your disrespect for people who are clearly in pain is 
disgusting. #byefelicia #ripjoan #rip #joanrivers”  
Here fans directed comments specifically at users that were seen as interrupting or 
insulting to the community’s purpose. In the second comment the poster enforces the 
boundaries of the community by expressly saying that it is not a place for debate, and 
implicitly saying it is a reserved area for those grieving a loss. Unless someone is in 
violation of the codified SNS ‘community standards’ (and sometimes not even then), 
there is little recourse for a mourning community to remove a disruptive commenter. 
Instead mourners, often spurred on by similar posts, tell the detractors to stop 
commenting or to leave the space. These posts are evidence that a sense of 
community and co-presence exists because it is this communal feeling that seems 
under threat by controversial comments.  
The questioning of ‘true’ fandom is another way in which the boundaries of 
fan mourning communities are delimited. Rhetoric in many of the mourning posts 
creates a sort of ‘us’ and ‘them’ between those who are ‘true’ fans and therefore seen 
as authentically grieving, and others who weren’t fans enough while the celebrity was 
still alive to be participating in the grief ritual now:  
JR: “Unfortunately more than half of her is not biodegradable and she can’t be cremated 
since burning plastic is bad for the environment…But RIP Joan Rivers.” 
Responses: 
“So true.” 
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“Lol, I’m sure she would agree with you” 
“That’s horribly funny. Joan would have loved it. Lmao.” 
“Oh come on that’s kind of tacky isn’t it” 
“Tacky?! We’re talking about Joan Rivers here! She was nothing but tacky and you 
would know that if you actually knew her.” 
“You all are not here to honor Joan, this is awful.” 
“Hate to break it to you, but she would have loved that comment. It’s a good joke.” 
 
DB: “I bet all these people saying they are Bowie fans couldn’t even name more than 
three of his songs. They don’t know what his real fans are going through now that he is 
gone.” 
The first post functions as a litmus test. A stark difference emerges in the responses 
between those that perceive the joke as off-color and therefore inappropriate for the 
venue (like the Robin Williams posts above) and those that see it as just the type of 
comedy Joan would herself perform and love. This latter set sees this understanding 
as proof that they are ‘truer’ fans. This is an example of the ownership impulses that 
are negotiated during mourning and the ways in which contested narratives emerge in 
the shaping of legacy. This type of post also often singled out other comments that the 
mourner didn’t feel met a kind of fan ‘threshold.’ Or they lamented generally, as in 
the second post above, that many using social media to grieve shouldn’t call 
themselves fans or were in a different category. In a few instances, posters used 
specific references—say to an obscure Prince recording—to confine the conversation 
to the most dedicated fans. This exclusivity was rare, but it seemed like the posts 
implied that if you could converse on this level, you were seen as worthy of inclusion 
in the fan mourning community.  
Marwick and Ellison (2012) describe the intense desire for impression 
management in mourning communities and the difficulties sometimes associated due 
to context collapse. “This points to the emergence of another paradox growing out of 
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the SNS mourning practices: friends and families might rightfully feel entitled to have 
the rights to control and express their grief “in peace”…while strangers might equally 
feel entitled to use at least the often public RIP pages as “go-to-spaces” where they 
can pay their respect and openly express their curiosity, perhaps not always in fact 
aware how their activity will affect those with intimate relations to the deceased.” 
While we can’t draw exact parallels between what a family experiences in this 
situation following the death of a loved one, the paradox Marwick and Ellison 
describe is explanatory of the difference in mourning between steadfast fans and 
those that might use mourning spaces for curiosity and speculation. For their devotion 
and efforts, fans feel entitled to control the mourning space and see a categorical 
difference between themselves and others:    
RW: “Thank you for liking my picture and you gave Robin Williams and his fans and 
family the respect. Some people were like who cares. Thank you for caring with so many 
other fans that loved him *crying emoji* all your posed [sic] just made my day! 
*heartbreak emoji* I’ve felt so bad ever since they said he killed himself and all pictures 
you post show the love that Robin loved he was a one of a kind man and thank you for 
doing this” 
 
PW: “So many idiots are acting like they are so upset and sad over Paul. Its so fake. Its 
not the same. We’re the ones that knew him.”  
The first post above comes from an Instagram account created posthumously to house 
fan-submitted photos and art featuring Robin Williams. The poster is addressing the 
host of the site and delineating the fan community present on the page from those 
who don’t understand the grief of fans. An important distinction of community is that 
it must sit separate or within a larger population. It is sometimes this separateness that 
draws a community closer together and fosters identification within the community. 
The posts aimed at impression management signify not only the passiveness fans feel 
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over a beloved celebrities legacy, but signal too community bonding and work. The 
custodial way boundaries are maintained between fans and others establishes a 
separateness that further draws the mourning community together.  
Trolling among fan mourning communities  
A more acute form of disruption also takes place in fan mourning 
communities. Griefing, or trolling – the intentional posting of inflammatory or off-
topic content in an effort to evoke emotional response from other visitors – is quite 
common on social media memorial pages, particularly highly publicized deaths. 
There is a difference between people speculating as to whether Prince overdosed or 
saying it was wrong for Williams to kill himself and the trolls that purposefully 
targeted mourners to cause further pain. This phenomenon is not isolated to mourning 
of course, but Internet trolls are often drawn to strong community or highly charged 
emotional situations where their tactics might garner the strongest reactions. These of 
course are two markers of fan/celebrity mourning.  The presence of griefers, 
considered repugnant by most, inevitably feeds back into the media hype and satisfies 
part of the troller’s goal.   
Phillips (2011) impressively brings together two years of interviews and 
participant observation to map the development of ‘RIP trolling’  – the posting of 
abusive comments and images on pages dedicated to the deceased – and the role 
Facebook and other sites have in the development and subsequent backlash against 
this behavior. The same digital technology that can enact healing spaces for mourners 
can make them vulnerable to these attacks. Bhattacharya (2010) writes, “Instances of 
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human suffering, located as they are within the specific physical, territorial and 
cultural context of he individual who suffers, are made available for consumption to a 
wider, globally dispersed audience through acts of mass-mediated representation” (p. 
63).  Likewise, Phillips, drawing on disaster humor work by Elliott Oring, concludes 
that whether inadvertent or intentional, Facebook memorial page trolling expresses a 
critique of a “tragedy-obsessed global media” that “fetishizes, sensationalizes and 
commoditizes tragedy.” 
Though documenting appalling anti-social behavior by trolls, including posts 
that got one of her informants jailed, Phillips (2011) also teases out a justification for 
the griefers behavior beyond the typical flaming explanations. Her informants claim 
that their griefing is often directed not at those perceived to be in “authentic” grief, 
but “grief tourists” – those who have no-real-life connection to the deceased and 
according to the trolls could not be actually mourning. One self-identifed troll in her 
study said, “This isn’t grief. This is boredom and a pathological need for attention 
masquerading as grief” (n.p.).  
Inauthentic grief is a charge often leveled at those mourning celebrities by 
cultural critics and journalists. And while there is a distinction made within fan 
mourning communities between “true” fans and those not experiencing “real” grief at 
the loss, trolls don’t seem to adhere to this boundary. There were several instances in 
my data where gatecrashers went beyond mocking the celebrity and possibly 
threatening their reputation to attacking the mourners themselves.   
RW: “You all should commit suicide just like him.” 
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P: “LOOK AT YOU FREAKS!!! ALL FUCKING SAD OVER THE DEATH OF 
ANOTHER FREAK!!!!! GET A FUCKING LIFE!@!@!@%$&%& LOLOLOL!!!!” 
The trolling was mainly directed fans that were using social media to mourn a 
celebrity and particularly targeted the parasocial nature of the grief. Posts made 
specific mention how fans did not know the celebrity and were therefore deluded and 
pathetic in their grief. Though the language and visuals posted by trolls on these sites 
were harsher, they echoed many of the same sentiments of the mainstream media in 
articles criticizing celebrity mourning, which I will examine in more detail in Chapter 
5.  
But it wasn’t just fans that had never met the celebrity that were the target of 
Internet trolls. Perhaps because of the perceived superficiality of celebrity, even 
family wasn’t off limits. Zelda Williams, Robin’s daughter, was the subject of intense 
grief trolling following his death. She shut down her Twitter and Instagram accounts 
after claiming that the trolls were overwhelming them with hateful, disturbing 
messages—many blaming her for her father’s death—and Photoshopped images of 
her father’s dead body. The harassment was so brutal that it prompted Twitter to 
review its anti-bullying policies (Gross, 2014). Before signing off, Zelda wrote:  
RW: “He was always warm, even in his darkest moments. While Ill never, ever 
understand how he could be loved so deeply and not find it in his heart to stay, there’s 
minor comfort in knowing our grief and loss, in some small way is shared with millions. 
It doesn’t help the pain, but at least its a burden countless others now know we carry, and 
so many have offered to help lighten the load. Thank you for that. To those he touched 
who are sending kind words, know that one of his favorite things in the world was to 
make you laugh. As for those who are sending negativity, know that some small, giggling 
part of him is sending a flock of pigeons to your house to poop on your car. Right after 
youve washed it. After all, he loved to laugh too.” 
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Like the fans that imagined how Joan would have continued to mock herself after her 
death, Zelda imagines her dad’s comedic response to the trolling.  
Communitas  
In any ritual, grieving for instance, there is a period of liminality that occurs 
during the middle stages (van Gennep, 1906). It is a period of ambiguity where ritual 
participants are negotiating the transition from their pre-ritual status and uncertainty 
reigns (Turner, 1969). This uncertainty comes from the breakdown of hierarchies and 
other social structures necessary for the ritual to take place, and also creates a loose 
community where all participants are equal in sharing a common experience. Turner 
(1969) termed this sharing of liminality ‘communitas,’ but pointed out that its 
intensity made it unsustainable. Eventually liminality dissolves and the ritual is 
completed.  
This is purposefully not a longitudinal study, but liminality can exist even in 
the very short term of celebrity mourning. Xu (2013) writes, “In any community, the 
loss of one or more members cuts a deep wound in the collectivity’s body. Survivors 
need healing rituals to express their sorrow, reaffirm the community’s importance, 
and strengthen its social ties.” While micro-communities on social media disappear 
rapidly, other sites, like fan clubs, may last longer to aid those more seriously 
attached to the celebrity continue coping. In either case though, the ritual enacted 
online creates an even playing field that brings people together in shared experience, 
or communitas.  
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Uimonen (2015) finds that in mourning a high profile figure like Mandela 
digital visuality summons a global communitas, far more vast and dispersed than in 
traditional anthropological theory, which links people “around the world in a 
temporary web of human relatedness” (p. 4). In such instances, like Turner writes, the 
social order can temporarily be suspended and “‘spontaneous communitas’ are 
formed, sharing a sense of communion, and when the ‘underling becomes the 
uppermost,’ thus revealing the ‘powers of the weak.’” (Uimonen, 2015, 4). In the case 
of mourning Mandela the upturned social order is born of collective mourning 
overcoming global inequality and injustice. But we could also think about how 
liminality functions in democratizing mourning on social media and how this leads to 
communitas. Further, it speaks to the ways in which social media usurps more 
traditional media power structures in mediating memory and legacy through 
mourning.  
Communities of mourning are sometimes ephemeral, invoked for specific 
purposes and only enduring during this state of liminality. Naturally, the more 
shocking or sudden or highly publicized a death is, the quicker a community builds 
around the designated site. Though communities may be invoked spontaneously or 
quickly, they can dissipate just as swiftly, sustaining themselves only so long as 
members are drawing meaning from the mourning practices. Traditional measures of 
web-based community, at least as they apply to persistence, may not apply to 
communities of mourning. The ritualized nature of mourning itself implies transience, 
or time constrained activity. In serving specific mourning functions, transitional, de-
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spatialized and often asynchronous online communities form. Yet these communities 
endure only so long as they perform these functions.  
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Chapter 4. The Cannibals: Mourning as Consumption 
Look up here, I’m in heaven 
I’ve got scars that can’t be seen 
I’ve got drama, can’t be stolen 
Everybody knows me now 
(David Bowie, “Lazarus”) 
 
I never grew out of Bowie. He was never past. Always present. 
(Suzanne Moore, The Guardian)  
 
Cases: David Bowie & Prince 
British musician David Bowie was one of the most continually reinventing 
musical and theatrical personas of the twentieth century. His singing, songwriting, 
and acting career spanned more than five decades. His breakout song “Space Oddity” 
was followed up by a legendary turn as alter-ego Ziggy Stardust. The androgynous 
character embodied the flamboyance of 1970’s glam rock and made the 
accompanying album, The Rise and Fall of Ziggy Stardust and the Spiders from 
Mars, a huge hit. Bowie’s visionary characters and performances remixed culture, 
and genre and constantly challenged expectations of gender, sexuality, and identity. 
Bowie earned immense popular and critical success with singles like “Changes,” 
“Fame,” “Under Pressure,” and “Let’s Dance.”  
 After a private 18-month illness, Bowie succumbed to pancreatic cancer on 
January 10, 2016. He died two days after his 69th birthday and the release of his last 
recorded album, Blackstar. The album earned Bowie a posthumous #1 spot on the 
Billboard charts, a prize he had never achieved to that point (Sisario, 2016a).  
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More so than in other cases, street shrines materialized around the world - a 
mural of Bowie as his Aladdin Sane character in his birthplace of Brixton, another 
mural in south London, his apartment in New York, and in Berlin where he was often 
credited with a role in the fall of the Berlin Wall. These street shrines often appeared 
in online posts and became an additional way for fans to connect or assert their 
fandom. Lady Gaga performed a medley of nine Bowie songs during the 58th 
Grammy Awards.  
Similar to the other cases, social media was the place for fellow celebrities 
and musicians, as well as world leaders and religious figures, to pay tribute. Bowie-
related social media data was tracked in real time by Twitter UK (2016), which 
reported over 4 million tweets sent in the 24-hour period after his death. Traffic 
peaked at around 20,000 tweets-per-minute. (TwitterUK, 2016). The highest volume 
of retweets were from Bowie’s official account announcing the death (90k retweets), 
rapper Kayne West’s tweet, “David Bowie was one of my most important 
inspirations, so fearless, so creative, he gave us magic for a lifetime” (41k retweets), 
and pop star Louis Tomlinson’s tweet, “RIP David Bowie. A music Legend!” (45k 
retweets). An interactive visualization of the volume by minute of TwitterUK’s data 
can be found at http://reverb.guru/view/400261405514331774. 
Born in Minneapolis as Prince Rogers Nelson, Prince was known as much for 
his wide-ranging vocals and multi-instrumental talent as his extravagant 
performances and flamboyant image. Like Bowie, Prince not only challenged gender, 
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sexual and racial stereotypes, but also defied musical genre categorization, blending 
and moving between soul, funk, R&B, rock, pop, and gospel. A Hall of Fame 
inductee and one of the highest selling artists in history (also like Bowie), Prince was 
best known for albums like Prince, Dirty Mind, Controversy, 1999, and Purple Rain.  
An advocate for gender equality in the music industry, he employed all-female 
backing bands and mentored female musicians. He stayed closely connected to his 
hometown of Minneapolis, often hosting small performances and parties at his 
Paisley Park Estate open to the public. As a Jehovah's Witness, the parties famously 
were alcohol, drug, and cell-phone free (Prince was acutely sensitive about ownership 
rights and against distributive technologies that flouted copyright infringement). 
Because of the bounds of his faith, Prince did not promote any of his charitable 
undertakings, but they were revealed posthumously to be considerable.  
 At 57 years old, Prince died in his home at Paisley Park on April 21, 2016. 
The coroner ruled it an accidental overdose of the drug fentanyl, which he had been 
prescribed to manage pain. It was reported that his doctors had plans in place to help 
him with opioid addiction after several close calls and a hospitalization only a week 
earlier.  
 Prince tributes were abundant. Buildings, monuments, and other public venues 
were lit in purple. Both the US Senate and President Obama, along with hundreds of 
other celebrities and musicians, released statements in the press and on social media 
about Prince’s achievements and impact. Makeshift memorials sprung up at Paisley 
Park and outside the Prince Street subway station in New York City. Spike Lee 
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hosted a block party outside his home in Brooklyn where thousands of fans gathered. 
Broadway casts of Hamilton and The Color Purple sang tributes to him to close their 
shows. MTV and VH1 halted programming to stream marathons of his videos and 
movies and radio stations across the country did the same with his music. Within the 
first five hours of reports of his death, Facebook clocked 61 million Prince-related 
interactions by 25 million users and “Prince” was the top trending term on Twitter 
(Tennery, 2016).  
Mourning as posthumous image-making  
 When we speak of celebrity identity we’re really talking about an assemblage 
of mediated forms and personas. Celebrity by its very nature, by its existence and 
dependence on the public gaze, is a co-constitutive entity. As Daniel Boorstin (1992) 
famously wrote, “The celebrity is a person known for his well-knownness” (p. 324). 
As much as celebrities might attempt to manufacture and manipulate image and 
reputation for public consumption, it is also how the public consumes, uses, and 
projects back these images that symbolically constructs ‘celebrity’.  
The relationship, on both sides, exists through a filter and surrounded by 
commercial industries, promotional intermediaries, and mass media. Marwick and 
boyd (2011a) write, “Very famous people constantly navigate complex identity 
performances. The ostensible disconnect between a famous person’s public persona 
and ‘authentic’ self is fueled by tabloid magazines, paparazzi photos, and gossip 
columns that purport to reveal what a particular starlet is ‘really’ like” (p. 144). 
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Online, for the sheer volume of a celebrity’s digital footprint, this identity or 
image becomes even more multifaceted and convoluted. For every website, mobile 
app, or social media post a celebrity (or, perhaps, their PR team) might compose, 
there are thousands of tweets, memes, gifs, photos, blogs, vlogs, new stories, videos, 
and fan writing and art that contribute to this notion of identity. This co-constitutive 
nature also means there is a negotiation that goes on over authenticity and 
ownership—Who is actually ‘behind’ the image? Who knows the celebrity best? Who 
gets to decide meaning?  
This assumption of ownership is significant. Jodi Dean (2002), in her 
consideration of publicity and celebrity’s role in technolculture, writes: 
In celebrity, publicity is reflexivized, turned back on itself such 
that not only is something seen, but makes itself seen—accessible 
to, information for—others. But who exactly are these others? 
Technoculture posits them as everyone, as the all-inclusive public 
of all of us, all of us who are universally included in the domain of 
rights, all of us who have a right to know. Everyone knows a 
celebrity. (p. 122) 
If in life a celebrity is available to everyone, is the same true in death? Perhaps this 
‘right’ Dean refers to is one reason that everyone now feels socially sanctioned to 
participate in celebrity mourning. But the process of posthumous image-making, the 
negotiation of legacy, is a more contested process where fans project a fiercer sense 
of ownership and responsibility.  
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Much of this transpires in the memorializing that goes on during mourning. 
Memorials are an integral part of death ritual and serve to mark the passing of a life 
(Doss, 2008). But memorialization is also a way to maintain connection to the 
deceased, to have a site of ongoing remembrance where the dead is not past, but 
present. Memorialization online can include carefully constructed venues like virtual 
cemeteries (Roberts, 2004), tribute videos on YouTube (Harju, 2015), and websites 
(Finlay & Krueger, 2011), or it can take more informal, less cohesive avenues like 
Twitter hashtags or discussion threads. 
Traditional practices of spontaneous memorial making are remixed and 
remediated online (Bolter & Grusin, 2000). Many of the customary artifacts of 
memorial—photos, candles, flowers, poems, etc.—are represented by digital proxies 
in virtual settings. Even photos and video of real-world shrines are frequently shared 
online. Digital technology opens up the range of tools of representation so users can 
craft elaborate, multimedia, shareable tributes, influenced by mediated memory while 
also shaping it (van Dijck, 2007). 
Memorialization in the age of new media also means that there are a lot more 
voices that can easily add to the narrative, democratizing the way collective memory 
is shaped (Xu, 2013). Though this is not to say that the privilege of political or social 
capital that shapes these processes offline is erased online. Even in the deaths of 
ordinary people, memory and memorialization must be negotiated. In the case of 
celebrities, all of the factors that complicate identity formation in life translate to a 
sometimes cacophonous and emotional memorial ritual in death.  
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Joli Jensen (2005) gets at the contested nature of posthumous meaning-
making during the mourning of a celebrity. In commenting on George Kamberelis 
and Greg Demitriadis’s study of Tupac’s death she writes:  
“The desire of fans, journalists, and critics to locate the “real” 
person inside the celebrity image can be seen as a desire to “see 
through” the starmaking machinery, but also as a desire to lay 
claim to their own version of the meaning of a particular figure’s 
life. In this way, family, fans, journalists, critics, and scholars are 
all in the same business of defining a legacy, even if they usually 
work at cross-purposes. Families seek to fix a particular public 
image, while fans seek to define the celebrity in ways (as with 
Tupac) that honor what they see in them, while journalists both 
comment on this interpretive process and see to get underneath and 
behind it, while critics seek to deepen and complexify, or 
supercede, these different portrayals, while scholars seek to 
analyze and explain them. But notice how in each case, we are 
laying claim to our own interpretation of what the celebrity’s life 
and death can and should tell us.” P.xix  
These competing narratives overlap and overlay each other in online 
discourse, but in examining mostly fan-generated mourning activity, I too am 
privileging certain posthumous interpretations over others. Even in writing the case 
studies for each chapter, I had to select pieces of each celebrity’s career and omit 
others. This is similar to the process of posthumous image-making via mourning. It is 
an immediate essentializing.  
For instance, in sharing a clip of Prince in Purple Rain a user might be calling 
up a moment of their own memory, infused with emotion and nostalgia for what that 
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time in their life was like, or what that song or character meant, what it gave them or 
taught them, and what the imagery has become in the intervening time. But the act is 
also calling up an entire piece of cultural, collective memory: of how Prince fit into 
the larger popular culture scene and historical moment, of what that meant politically 
and socially. And the layers of mediation that such commercialized artifacts undergo 
can complicate both individual and collective memory. But in sharing it after his 
death, in this period of mourning, users are creating a sort of secondary mediated 
memory; declaring what work Prince should be remembered by and what the 
meaning of his life will be distilled to.   
In thinking through the legacy-building process, Steve Jones (2005) considers 
the truism in the music industry that celebrities are “better off dead” as their fame 
posthumously often reaches mythic proportions. This process has a lot to do with they 
ways in which fans make sense of the loss and the legacy while negotiating their own 
memories and ownership impulses. Jones writes about how possession functions in 
this complex, and always mediated, negotiation:  
While it is certainly the case that the audience and performer are 
both involved in the symbolic construction of celebrity, it is not the 
case that such symbolic activity requires both audience and 
performer to be present physically or synchronously. To a great 
extent, the performer’s presence, once mediated, provides 
sufficient material with which ongoing construction of celebrity 
can proceed. Consequently, in the realm of the symbolic 
construction of celebrity, the performer’s “real” presence is only 
necessary insofar as the performer may provide additional grist 
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(mediated or otherwise) to add to the potential pool of symbolic 
material already in the mill.” (pg. 5).  
His formulation of possession here suggests the ways in which mediation produces or 
restricts presence. A fan’s experience of presence with a celebrity, who often is not 
interacting directly, may actually be revealing of the sense of presence other types of 
mourners feel with online the deceased. It also is explanative of the ways in the 
intertextuality of mourning (Giaxoglou, 2014) can conjure celebrity presence 
because, as Jones notes, the asynchronous experience may not in fact be that different 
for fans after a celebrity dies.  
In much the same way, Andsager (2005) shows that in celebrity 
memorializing by fans a transfer of ownership or possession is realized. She writes, 
“Reconstruction of the celebrity allows fans to be more intimate with the celebrity 
than they could ever be in life because they are now in control of his or her image” (p. 
27). The outlets for fan mourning made possible by the affordances of social media 
suggest the possibility of an even heightened connection, or parasocial relationship, 
posthumously.  
One function of mourning that enables this intimacy is the construction of a 
biography that not only remembers the deceased, but can be integrated into the 
ongoing lives of mourners (Walters, 1996). Visitors who leave stories on memorial 
sites can help frame death stories (Hume & Bressers, 2010). This biography, or life 
narrative, is an important discursive practice in mourning. Storytelling, even if the 
story is focused mainly on the mourner (as is often the case of celebrity mourning), 
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starts to build a narrative of cohesive remembrance. Memory is discursively 
constructed after death in, and by the very acts of, remembrance (Jarvis, 2011).  
 In Chapter 2 I looked at the ways in which biographical narratives were 
present in mourning as a mode of impression management, but it can also be an 
avenue toward constructing collective memory: 
DB: “When he came up to me to shake my hand, despite myself, I started crying and said 
to him the only words I could manage: "Mr. Bowie, this is such an important moment for 
me. I love you so much" His face changed in an instant and he said "Oh, don't cry!" and 
he put his arms around me in a bear hug. He hugged me like that, while I sobbed like an 
idiot, long enough for it to actually register that this was David Bowie hugging me! And 
when he finally let me go, he took my hand in both of his and bent down just a bit to look 
me directly in the eyes and stayed there until he was sure I had truly had that moment. He 
let me tell him how much he'd meant in my life. He was humble. He was kind. He was 
the very epitome of grace and class. 
DB: In the mid 1970s a group of us traveled from Richmond to the Norfolk Scope to see 
Bowie in his tour promoting Station to Station. After the show we all headed to the 
Holiday Inn lounge which was next to the Scope. The lounge band was playing disco and 
everybody was dancing of course. After about 45 minutes in walks Mr. Bowie with some 
band members and they get onstage and start jamming. It was the coolest thing to be 
dancing while David Bowie is singing 10 feet from you. I'll never forget it. Thank you 
Mr. Bowie. 
P: Until I moved to Minneapolis, I didn’t know how accessible Prince was. He was the 
mysterious D.J. in the corner. He rode his bike down the street. And he opened up his 
Paisley Park parties to regular people. I never got to see him jam there. It always seemed 
like a possibility. His last party was last Saturday. It just seemed like he would be with us 
for years to come. 
These posts tend to be longer and follow a narrative arc given their purpose. 
They often both mythologize and normalize the artist. They are personal, yet they 
also nod to group belonging or situate themselves in larger historical or cultural 
moments. Individual memory really only exists in the context of group memory so it 
is always shaped and refracted through the consciousness of the group (Halbwachs, 
1992). Posts such as these often inspired others to share similar stories in the same 
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thread, say a Facebook comment thread under a photo or news story, and a collective 
narrative would form focused on attributes like the artists’ humbleness, kindness, or 
generosity.  
 What does it mean that this posthumous image-making via narrative 
discourses is happening online? José van Dijck (2007) calls these mediated personal 
cultural memories, which can come to be embedded in collective identity and 
memory, a connection particularly salient in celebrity mourning. She defines 
mediated memory in the following passage: 
Media technologies and objects, far from being eternal instruments 
for “holding” versions of the past, help constitute a sense of past–
both in terms of our private lives and of history at large. Memory 
and media have both been referred to metaphorically as reservoirs, 
holding our past experiences and knowledge for future use. But 
neither memories nor media are passive go-betweens: their 
mediation intrinsically shapes the way we build up and retain a 
sense of individuality and community, of identity and history. 
Therefore I introduce the concept of mediated memories not only 
to account for the intricate connection between personal collections 
and collectivity but also to help theorize the mutual shaping of 
memory and media.” (p. 2)  
Where collective memory was once the province of the affluent (Fowler & 
Bielsa, 2007), propagated by the mass media (Edy, 1999) it is now a participatory 
endeavor. This social, political and cultural process affects the ways memories and 
memorialization are both formed during the mourning period, but also how individual 
and collective memories are mined for content during that time.  
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 Sometimes these stories are told discursively, but in collective memory and 
posthumous image-making they can also be enacted through consumption. Memory 
objects online are often commercially-based products—an audio track, a music video, 
a taped performance, a film or television clip, an advertising campaign, or magazine 
photo. These products play a similar role to fan storytelling, and in fact they are often 
integrated into the same posts or conversations.  
Mourning as consumption  
With the rise of mass manufacturing, workers were not only seen for their 
production value, but for the profit that could be derived from when they consumed 
those products. The modern advertising industry was born to drive the desires and 
demands of such workers, resulting in an ever-expanding culture of consumption 
(Ewen, 1976). Consumer culture theory looks at the ways that consumers, the 
marketplace and cultural meaning are co-constitutive (Holt, 2002). It is “conceived as 
a social arrangement in which the relations between lived culture and social 
resources, between meaningful ways of life and the symbolic and material resources 
on which they depend, are mediated through markets” (Arnould et al., 2006, 605). 
Just as all lived social and cultural resources are mediated through markets, so too is 
death.  
In one of the most famous works on the commercialization of death, Jessica 
Mitford (2000) humorously and pointedly critiques the American funeral industry, 
which rivals that of Ancient Egypt in its technical processes, contribution to the 
economy, and use of death specialists. The commercialization of death is a product of 
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American capitalism. The industry saw an opportunity and through marketing and 
rhetoric, especially successful online, engineered a campaign to monetize a once non-
commodity driven period. In Mitford’s account, extravagant (mostly unnecessary) 
costs are levied on families in the midst of grief and death rites are denied those who 
cannot afford them. Death is accompanied by embalming and funeral rites costs, 
cemetery property purchases, and donation based gifts all of which translates to an 
industry bringing in hundreds of millions of dollars a year.  
 But it is not only offline bodies and funerals where commercialization takes 
hold. When a teenage YouTube star’s funeral is live-streamed on Facebook and 
Periscope with nearly 90,000 viewers (Brown, 2015), we are witnessing death 
monetized in new ways. And when mourners share their grief online they are doing 
so through a series of corporately-held media. No matter the nature of the digital 
media or social networking platform, it is maintained and managed by a corporation 
(Lagerkvist, 2013) that is responsible for monetizing their site and turning a profit. 
Thus, the architecture of SNSs provide affordances to users, but also spur them to 
continually produce content, clicks and shares (van Dijck, 2013). The same 
imperative that drove early capitalists to see workers as consumers sees Internet users 
as consumers. So consumption is built into the core of the mediated nature of online 
mourning.  
The moment in which we experience impactful cultural news, good or bad, is 
built into our memory of the event. So much so that it becomes a talking point: 
“Where were you when X happened?” And it is not only where, but how, we hear the 
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news that shapes the memory. If you ask that question to many people about Bowie or 
Prince, they might tell you that they found out online. The Internet is our bearer of 
bad news. So before mourning is even undertaken, consumption is at the base of 
celebrity mourning:  
BW: Waking up and seeing the news of Bowie on my feeds. Can I go back to bed and 
pretend it didnt happen? Damn, what a loss. God speed, spaceman.  
 
P: OMG i just logged on facebook and found out prince died!! this is crazy!! i’m so sad! 
*three sad emojis* does anyone know what happened? how did he die?!?!? #RIP 
#RIPPRINCE 
This experience isn’t novel to online settings. Newspapers, radio, and television 
carried news of celebrity deaths, and of course still do, and we consumed them in 
much the same way. However, here we can see it making its way into the grief 
narrative.  
Often after someone finds out about a celebrity death they want to find out 
more about them, or be reminded of their life and work. This information seeking 
behavior via digital technology can also be seen as consumption-based. “Before the 
growth of the Internet, the primary quantitative measures of contemporary popularity 
included bestselling book and music charts, box office sales, and television and radio 
ratings. The digital age now gathers vast quantities of data on consumption not 
previously available…” (West.andrew.g & Milowent, 2013) 
In looking at their own data, Wikipedia analysts found that page views 
experienced the largest spike in traffic in instances of celebrity death (West.andrew.g 
& Milowent, 2013). The day after she died, Whitney Houston’s page had 425 hits per 
second, the highest peak traffic Wikipedia recorded in over two years. Figure 1 below 
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shows the most viewed pages on Wikipedia in a one-hour period from 2010-2013.  
 
Figure 1. Wikipedia traffic by page 
The analysts wrote, “The best way to reach the highest levels of Wikipedia popularity 
are to be a celebrity who (a) dies, or (b) plays the Super Bowl halftime show.” 
 While the above practices can be considered consumer-based because they go 
on and through corporately controlled Internet platforms, the central ways in which 
consumption manifests during mourning are through the engagements fans have with 
the commercially produced products an artist or entertainer was associated with 
during their career. Fandom itself is enmeshed within consumer culture (Sandvoss, 
2005; Kozinets, 2001) and within this framework viewed as ‘sacred consumption’ 
(Belk et al., 1989; Bonsu & Belk 2003).  
 The death of a celebrity often increases this sacralization of celebrity-related 
products (Belk et al. 1989; Radford & Bloch, 2012a). On the same day as Steve 
Irwin’s death, eBay was auctioning off t-shirts, mugs, and other Irwin-related 
merchandise and mere days after his memorial service production of a DVD of the 
event was underway (Gibson, 2007). Vendors are common at memorial sites for 
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celebrities. Fans who gathered at Paisley Park reported people selling t-shirts, 
candles, and roses.  
These sorts of artifacts have symbolic value in the ways they are circulated 
during mourning and can come to have ritualistic appeal as well. In a study of the 
Apple community after the death of Steve Jobs, Harju (2015) writes, “The mourning 
practices show signs of ritualistic engagement with objects. Fans engage with their 
Apple products ritualistically, but also, after the death, with the commemorative 
videos and other productions. In their repeated visits they are overcome with emotion, 
yet that is part of what they are seeking” (p. 141).  
 Sacred consumption during mourning and even long after death can often 
mean the continued commercial viability of celebrity. There are even firms that 
specialize in the brand management of dead celebrities (Lewis, 2002). Michael 
Jackson frequently tops Forbes celebrity earnings list since his death, beating out top 
living earners like Madonna (Pomerantz, 2013). This continued consumption could 
indicate the desire for the proximity as a continuation of parasociality (Stever, 2013). 
Purchasing, say, memorabilia, or tickets to tribute shows, or re-released albums are 
ways for fans to continue to feel present with a celebrity.  
 One of the most common intersections of celebrity cybermourning and 
consumer culture is when fans share their favorite piece of the celebrities work, 
particularly musicians. Often in the form of a YouTube clip or a SoundCloud track, 
mourners choose a song that meant the most to them or that they feel was the most 
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representative of the artist’s career and share it on their social media feeds. However, 
mourning for Prince was notable because fans couldn’t adhere to this custom.   
 Prince was famously outspoken about his distaste for traditional channels of 
music distribution. He embraced distributive technologies only as long as he could 
maintain total control over his work. His lawyers doggedly defended his copyright on 
sites like YouTube and at one point he revoked access to his music from every 
streaming service. At the time of his death only TIDAL, the Jay-Z led streaming 
platform, had rights to his catalog. When it could be called up from the distant 
reaches of the Web, music and video eventually did become a part of mourning. But 
in the meantime, distinct from many of the other cases in this research, photos and 
stories were the currency. And without YouTube and streaming availability? Prince’s 
music sales skyrocketed 42,000 percent from the previous three days according to 
Nielsen data. A 2001 compilation album reached No. 1 on the Billboard charts 
followed by 1984’s Purple Rain at No. 2 (Sisario, 2016b).  
 Bowie, on the other hand, was a pioneer of digital music distribution. He was 
the first major artist to release a song exclusively online and in 1998 he launched his 
own service provider, Bowienet, giving subscribers Internet access, email addresses, 
and exclusive access to music and visual materials (Shah, 2016). Mourning for Bowie 
thus was a much more multi-media experience. SNS sites filled with his music 
videos, concert footage, award show performances, and film clips—Bowie’s identity 
performance in death was as varied as it was in life.  
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Again, consumption can not only point toward what artifacts fans most 
identify with, but in sharing on social media, they add to the collective memory. In 
Bowie’s case, as can be seen in Figure 2 below, these were his songs “Heroes,” “Let’s 
Dance,” and “Life on Mars” (Bui et al., 2016). Interestingly, “Heroes” was not 
especially critically or commercially successful when it was released, but it 
particularly resonated with online mourners. The day the news of Bowie’s death 
broke, Spotify saw streaming levels 2,700% from what it considers normal 
(Yanofsky, 2016) and Bowie’s songs were over 27 times more popular than usual 
(Bui et al., 2016).  
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Figure 2. Streaming of Bowie songs on Spotify, January 9-10* 
 
*Graph charts the plays per hour. Plays are expressed as a percentage of the maximum hourly plays for the leading 
song. 
 
For many celebrities, especially if death is sudden, their last work takes on 
special meaning for fans. This was evident in the devotion to Furious 7 by Paul 
Walker’s fans. Bowie released his last album, Blackstar, two days before his death. 
He wrote and recorded it during his illness, which he knew to be terminal. On news of 
his death fans saw this album as a goodbye message, and the valedictory of his career. 
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Sales, which had only reached a couple of thousand in its opening days, soared to 
64,000 on January 11 alone, with about 70% as digital downloads (Sisario, 2016a). 
It’s not unusual for record sales to spike after a celebrity death, this is part of the 
sacred consumption mentioned earlier, but digital technology amplifies this, both in 
ease of access and share-ability.  
 Much of the literature on marketing and consumer-based mourning activity 
focuses on objects (e.g. eBay auctions and memorabilia), which is significant in 
thinking about posthumous parasocial relationships and what sort of emotional 
connection people are making with, and getting out of, these material goods. “While 
celebrities themselves are often quite distant, their artifacts can be easily possessed 
and cherished and the consumption of celebrity-related products allows the proximate 
possession of a celebrity (Rojek, 2001)” (Radford & Bloch, 2012b, 138). The 
ownership impulses fans feel over celebrities and posthumous reputation can be 
enacted through focus on fan objects during mourning. It is possession of the 
celebrity themselves, even after death, via the proxy of material goods that are 
associated with them.  
But we can also think about consumption during mourning in other ways. For 
instance, as links to commercial products or texts that don’t involve direct purchasing. 
Fans repeatedly consume the same text, which is an indicator of emotional investment 
(Sandvoss, 2005). Quoting a favorite Bowie lyric is a consumption-based practice, 
engaging with an artifact of the music industry traded on copyright, promotional 
culture, and profit. In mourning, fans consume these texts, but also share, remix, and 
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remake them, alternating between producer and consumer (Booth, 2010). Not only 
does the data reflect that streaming and downloading significantly increase during 
mourning, fans explicitly make reference to consuming media in their posts:   
RW: “Just watching Good Morning Vietnam. Damn he was amazing. RIP to one of the 
greats. #RobinWilliams” 
 
DB: “ABSOLUTELY CRUSHED. I’ll be in bed all day listening to space oddity and 
wishing this was just a bad dream. #ripbowie”  
 
P: “Round three of Purple Rain on VH1, I just can’t stop watching! It feels like he is still 
here and everything is ok. #purplerain #ripprince #rip #gonebutnotforgotten” 
 
These posts make no mention of purchasing the media texts, but by proclaiming that 
they are watching them, fans are relying on consumption as a tool to aid in grief. 
They socially mark that the mourning is happening while also memorializing the 
celebrity by calling out specific work they see as instrumental to their image. It can 
even act as a dog whistle to other fans, showing you are ‘in the know’ based on what 
album or film is chosen. Additionally, as seen in the last post, fans describe the 
feeling that a celebrity is still alive, present to the mourner, through their archived 
performances. The consumption of a celebrity-based artifact perpetuates the 
emotional connection to both the celebrity and the media text itself.  
 Others clearly engage in outright consumption but notably share the economic 
transaction within the mourning framework:  
DB: “Just downloaded Bowie’s new album. What a goodbye. Can’t believe this will be 
the last one. #RIPDavidBowie #Blackstar”  
 
This user bought the album after Bowie’s death and sees it as a sendoff ritual. An 
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album purchase isn’t always made public, but here sharing the purchase on social 
networks is a method of engagement in the ritual.  
Stretch strict definitions of consumption a bit further, and we can consider 
celebrities as brands. A human brand refers to any well-known persona who is the 
subject of marketing efforts (Rindova, et al., 2006). Celebrities are professionally 
managed in brand-like ways (Thomson, 2006), symbolically stand in for other 
meanings, and traded as commodities. As human brands, celebrities can elicit 
emotional attachment from consumers and so in mourning their image can have 
sacred, yet economically-based, value.  
Brands in general are complicated entities, standing in for complex social, 
cultural, political, and historical meanings. Adding a human to the mix doesn’t 
simplify matters. This is especially true for Bowie and Prince who made contradiction 
and unpredictability their signature—which many brand managers would call counter 
to prevailing brand wisdom. However, in mourning, fans did pick up on themes that, 
taken together, point to ‘core brand’ themes. For Bowie it was posts about space, 
stars, astronauts, and aliens, calling up many of his lyrics and characters with those 
themes:  
DB: “The stars look very different today. I hope you are among them.” 
 
DB: “You always did live outside the stratosphere. #Bowie”  
 
Meaningful quotes from movies and songs often find their way into mourning 
content. These form a shared language and tradition among mourners. Particular 
quotes catch on, are shared in a high number of posts, and even incorporated into 
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memes. They are often one of the celebrities’ most prominent roles or known lyrics, 
but symbolically speak to the loss or sadness of mourners:  
RW: “Genie you are free.” 
 
RW: “Don’t say goodbye, because goodbye means going away, and going away means 
forgetting. #hook #RobinWilliams” 
 
DB: I don’t know where I’m going from here, but I promise it won’t be boring – David 
Bowie, 1947-2016. RIP.  
 
P: “Dearly beloved, we are gathered here today to get through this thing called life. *five 
heart emojis* #GoodnightSweetPrince”  
The first is a reference to Williams voicing the character of Genie in Aladdin. The 
metaphor of the Genie trapped in the lamp is used to describe Williams’s struggle 
with depression and addiction. The second is a quote from his role as Peter Pan in 
Hook. Bowie’s interview quote was widely circulated along with fan’s imagined 
version of what kind of spectacular afterlife he deserved. The last post was by far the 
most widely shared Prince lyric. Not only is it pulled from a popular song, it serves 
particularly well the mourning ritual by invoking a sense of community and having 
strong religious undertones. The line is delivered in preacher-esque verse and Prince 
has said the song, “Lets Go Crazy,” is a metaphor for finding God and resisting the 
Devil.  
 Because fandom is steeped in consumption, fan communities like those in 
Chapter 3 have well-documented practices of consumption and particular fan objects. 
These fan communities can be thought of as ‘subcultures of consumption,’ they “self-
select on the basis of a shared commitment to a particular product class, brand, or 
consumption activity” (McAlexander, 1995, 43). In fact, Kozinets (2001) calls Star 
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Trek one of the great consumption phenomena of our time and the most successful 
and lucrative cult phenomenon in television history. He writes that subcultures of 
consumption “provide influential meanings and practices that structure consumers’ 
identities, actions, and relationships” (p. 67).  
 Consumption-based mourning manifests in similar ways in these communities 
though fans make allusions to in-group meanings and textual points of reference:   
LN: “I think the Big Bang Theory with Leonard Nimoy as the Spock doll is on my watch 
list for tonight #RIPLeonardNimoy” 
 
LN: “Trekkies, its time for a marathon. #StarTrek #OriginalSeries #RIPLeonardNimoy 
#RIPSpock” 
 
PW: do u all cry everytime you watch the end of Furious7??? god it gets me everytime 
#itsnevergoodbye #forpaul #missyoupaul 
 
 
Mourning via consumption is also a way to evoke the presence of the celebrity 
as living. The videos of famous performances, like Prince singing “Purple Rain” in a 
storm during the 2007 Super Bowl halftime, bring to mind the celebrity at their most 
vibrant. Death and dying are absent in memorials because their emphasis is on lived 
life rather than the discontinuation of it (Doss, 2008). In a portion of her book on 
embalming, Mitford quotes mortician J. Sheridan Mayer from his book Restorative 
Art,  “Our customs require the presentation of our dead in the semblance of 
normality…unmarred by the ravages of illness, disease or mutilation” (p. 47). The 
focus on the living celebrity via social media is a metaphorical embalming—or 
perhaps a resurrection—Ziggy Stardust unmarred by the cancer that took Bowie. 
Mourning activity, focused the commercial artifacts people seek out of the celebrity 
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at their most vital, healthy, and living, keeps the celebrity ‘alive’ and the connection 
for mourners viable (Davies, 2010). Baudrillard (1994) writes, “Never again will the 
real have the chance to produce itself—such is the vital function of the model in a 
system of death, or rather of anticipated resurrection, that no longer gives the event 
of death a chance” (p. 2, emphasis mine).   
Mourning as Identity Performance  
The ways we claim selfhood online often circulate through commercial and 
promotional influences just like they do offline. The ‘self’ online is “an ever-evolving 
cycle through which individual identity is presented, compared, adjusted, or defended 
against a constellation of social, cultural, economic, or political realities” 
(Papacharissi, 2010, p. 304). Belk (2013) calls the nature of the self as it relates to 
consumption in a digital environment ‘the extended self.’ We form attachments to 
online artifacts like social media profiles and avatars and the ways in which we 
acquire, organize, and share these is mostly a deliberate presentation (Goffman, 
1959). 
Users acquire these virtually-based objects for many of the same reasons fans 
use consumption offline: for status, attractiveness, identity expression, and to mark 
in-group status. The content sharing and commerce we engage in online forms an 
abundant source of information on who we are and our interaction with others. And 
the interactions recursively add to our digital identity, even after death.  “When others 
respond with a comment or re-tweet, they’re adding value to your collection. As more 
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photos, movies, and e-mail messages are created, the entire collection becomes a 
fuller reflection of you” (Carroll & Romano, 2011, 3). 
The material objects we buy and the commercial products we associate with 
form a significant part of our identity and identity performance. “In this [identity] 
work, consumers are conceived of as producers of identity projects that they 
undertake using the material and symbolic resources offered by the marketplace” 
(Arnould et al., 2005, 605). When objects of fandom are appropriated they are modes 
of self-reflection—fans see themselves reflected in such commercial objects—that 
also become significant in constructing life narratives (Sandvoss, 2005).  
But fandom itself is a sort of metaphorical cannibalism; it is the consumption 
of another person by integrating their identity into our own. For many fans the 
relationship to a celebrity is a component in their definition of self (Marshall, 2010). 
In declaring yourself a Prince fan by mourning him online you are associating his 
image with your own and assimilated the meanings that go along with it into your 
public identity. Sometimes fans consume, or subsume, so much of a celebrity’s 
identity in mourning that what is left posthumously is predominately their version of 
the celebrity. “The object of fandom is experienced not in relation to the self, but as 
part of the self, despite constituting an external object” (Sandvoss, 2005, 96). A loss 
then, feels deeply personal:  
RW: “RIP my friend, a part of my childhood has just been erased” 
 
P: “You were an education. My obsession with music and the guitar all started watching 
you play. That part of me feels so far away now that you are gone. RIP Prince Rogers 
Nelson, I bet heaven sounds sweet right now.”     
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If fandom is viewed as an extension of the self, or the celebrity and their associated 
fan objects are tied up deeply with a sense of self, the loss death brings can seem 
particularly acute. It is not just the loss of a parasocial connection, but forfeiture of a 
piece of fan identity requiring a renegotiation or re-understanding post-death.  
Radford & Bloch (2012b) find that fans mourning a celebrity online use two 
processes rooted in consumption to cope with grief and revise their identity in light of 
the loss: introjection and incorporation. These manifestations of grief also contribute 
to the mythology or posthumous image-making of the celebrity discussed earlier. 
Introjection refers to an attempt to maintain the connection during mourning through 
communal reflection on shared experience that mythologizes the lost celebrity. The 
desire for related commercial goods is an effort to “conserve a piece of the recently 
deceased, and incorporate them into their new self-identity narrative” (p. 151). 
Incorporation is a separate but related process where consumers attempt to 
compensate for a perceived loss of self through the acquisition of material goods, 
seeing the goods as a means to keep the deceased alive. Here, Radford and Bloch 
describe another way fans look to consumption to maintain a connection with the 
presence of a celebrity, but one that is also especially related to navigating identity.  
Each of the ways discussed throughout this work that users share grief over 
the loss of a celebrity are identity-marking. The nuances of the posts and content does 
distinct identity work, but for the most part they point toward identification as a fan 
and identification as a part of a fan or mourning community. Finlay and Krueger 
(2011) see online mourning content as “a dynamic public presentation of an evolving 
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self—engaged in an ongoing conversation with the…community and the larger world 
that enables the completion of loss and restoration-oriented tasks” (p. 39).  
Fans identify with certain objects and use them in mourning, but identifying 
with such objects also operates the dual function of identifying that person as a fan. 
Harju (2015) writes: 
Memorialisation is a process of signification. The performance 
gives rise to the new identity of the deceased, reflection of fan 
identity and ideology. Memorials act as a connective bridge that 
ensures continuation of both the relationship and the meanings 
drawn from it. In that way, memorials and remembering are 
sustaining activities and not least in terms of identity. (p. 132)  
And so mourning celebrities is identity work. When we consider posts that are 
both written in mourning and refer to a commercial product or object (which in the 
broadest sense of celebrity is all of them), there are significant intersections between 
grief as identity work, fandom as identity work, and consumption as a coping tool.  
Why does consumption or the identification with products work this way in 
grief? At its root, grieving a celebrity is the social identification with that celebrity in 
a public setting. Commercial products are one avenue toward this identification 
process, but we can see the ways that celebrity intertwines with selfhood construction 
in other posts like the sharing of personal stories. When fans eulogize a celebrity 
collectively they are engaging in tribalism—assuming the identity tag of ‘fan’ and 
recognizing their counterparts in other mourners. Courbet & Courbet (2014) found 
that after Michael Jackson’s death, online grieving enabled fans a social identity. 
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Further, the sharing of information increased self esteem, solidified a sense of self 
post-death, and connected with other people through this identity work. In online 
mourning, fans often are explicit in the ways that the celebrity influenced their 
identity:  
P: “When I was younger, I was on holiday in Italy with my parents and my dad played 
me “Let’s Go Crazy.” The way I thought about and listened to music changed forever. I 
remember my dad looking at me smiling at my awe; it was as if he was giving me that 
record as words of advice and assurance.” 
 
DB: “David Bowie offered a way out of a hostile family and an ugly suburb. What he 
said to me was, "You're not alone." You could reinvent yourself and be anything you 
wanted. And I did. He completely changed my life.” 
The celebrity or their work sits centrally in these descriptions of pivotal moments of 
identity formation. So not only is publically mourning with other fans a coping 
mechanism for this temporary loss of self, but also, again, a purposeful declaration of 
‘fan’ identity.  
The two cases in this chapter are particularly salient when it comes to 
understanding how fans articulate the importance of the celebrity to their own 
identity. Both artists were chameleons, constantly reinventing, manipulating and 
stretching the bounds and expectations of all of the things we often consider 
foundational to identity: gender, class, sexuality, race, and more. The amount of fans 
mourning Bowie and Prince that spoke of their influence on their own definitions of 
self was striking.  
DB & P: “It's so fitting that Prince often covered Bowie in recent months, including 
during his very last performance. Many have mentioned their names in the same breath 
today, and it makes sense because the death of each of these fantastic artists strikes a 
similar chord of loss. As a queer andro kid who adored both, they showed us how fucking 
cool it is to be weird.” 
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DB: “David Bowie showed this queer kid from Baton Rouge that gender outlaws are 
cool. Androgyny=rock&roll, not a reason to kill myself  #bowieRIP” 
 
DB: “As a young little queer boy struggling to fit in  #DavidBowie showed me that "just 
fitting in" wasn't the only option. He was an inspiration.” 
 
P: “It was Prince’s early sound that got me, as a black woman, to play rock guitar. Not 
only was his music the soundtrack of my early adulthood but it also gave me inspiration 
to be whomever I wanted without worrying about opinions. To be creative in spite of the 
naysayers. He was the first person I really felt personified the attitude of “do you.” And it 
was liberating.” 
Mourners sometimes chose one particular iteration or character or stage of the 
musicians life that they especially identified with, but more often it was the shifting, 
unbound identity play that was honored.  
The mourning period after a celebrity’s death isn’t just a moment of public 
identity performance for fans, it has also become an important period of visibility for 
still-living celebrities in the construction of their own fame through public 
expressions of grief. The media script on celebrity death is now infused not only with 
the typical panegyrics, but consistently includes tweets, Instagram posts, and online 
tributes from other celebrities.  
Marwick and boyd (2011) note how social media can foster the appearance of 
relationships between celebrities in ways that more traditional mass media could not. 
It is part of the deliberate manipulation of ‘backstage’ reveals:  
Twitter allows the public visibility of casual friendships between 
famous people, which both creates a sense of insiderness for fan 
observers and requires celebrities to navigate carefully. Celebrities 
must constantly shift between performing their stage persona, 
concealing or revealing personal information, and creating 
intimacy and authentic self-presentation for the benefit of their 
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fans. At times, it becomes difficult to discern what is performance 
and what is ‘real’; this is precisely the kind of juxtaposition that 
fans love. (p. 151)   
Social media then is not only a space where celebrities can enact connections in life, 
but they can also perform many of the same mourning rituals that fans do in death. 
For each of the cases in this work, hundreds of other celebrities used their social 
media feeds to share feelings of disbelief and sadness; to join fan communities in 
collective grief; and to tell stories either about a lost friend or the influence of the 
deceased on their own work or identity. The performance of friendship that Marwick 
and boyd describe can be even more murky posthumously because when a celebrity  
emphasizes how close they were to the deceased celebrity, there is no longer a second 
person to verify this connection. So perhaps it was truly a friendship or perhaps it is 
about image and the transference of fame by association at a time when the 
deceased’s currency is skyrocketing.  
 Just like the mourning by ordinary people of celebrities, there are two reads 
we can take when it comes to celebrities mourning other celebrities. The first is the 
skeptical one above, understanding it as publicity-oriented behavior embedded in a 
relentless promotional culture that turns even death into an opportunistic moment for 
fame acquisition. It is certainly true that corporate marketers have attempted to cash 
in on celebrity death. For instance, after Prince’s death, a tweet from the Cheerios 
official account showed the words “Rest in Peace,” with a Cheerio standing in to dot 
the “i” against a purple background. It was captioned #prince and immediately drew 
the ire of fans, leading the company to rescind the tweet.  
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Claiming that a celebrity communicating on social media is only there to 
assert their own fame—especially through their proximity to the deceased celebrity or 
to show they are aligned with fans by tapping into collective grief—is akin to the 
policing of grief. The second read is that many of these celebrities have lost a co-star, 
friend, mentor, or inspiration and are authentically sharing grief in the same way fans 
are, using social media as a cathartic way to express sadness and find a community of 
others who feel the same. In fact, we can pick out many of the same attributes and 
behavior in celebrity posts that were extant in ordinary posts.  
There were posts that expressed shock, pain, and the loss of meaning that can 
accompany death:   
DB: “Absolutely devastated by the death of Bowie. Cannot process this. At this point, the 
world makes no sense. RIP David. You were a genius.” (Paul Feig, director) 
 
P: “I can't fucking breathe right now” (Questlove, DJ/musician)  
Others focused on sharing personal memories and stories. These narratives contribute 
to legacy building in ways that are privileged over the stories of ordinary mourners. 
Often they were picked up and reported in news coverage, enforcing the authority of 
these accounts over others.   
RW: “Heartbroken. Thanks chief – for your friendship and for what you gave the world. 
Robin had a ton of love in him. He personally did so much for so many people. He made 
Matt and my dreams come true. What do you owe a guy who does that? Everything. May 
you find peace my friend. #RobinWilliams (Ben Affleck, actor) 
 
RW: “When I was 18 I got a job as an intern at Comic Relief just to be near him. A 
genius and a truly kind man who made the world a better place.” (Judd Apatow, 
writer/director) 
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Connections to the actors’ and artists’ commercial products was also a theme in 
celebrity social media content. Several stars incorporated quotes and lyrics in the 
same way fans do:  
RW: “O Captain! My Captain! Rise up and hear the bells. Rise up, for you the flag is 
flung, for you the bugle trills.” (Anna Kendrick, actor) 
 
DB: “If I had words to describe this feeling it wouldn't matter, David Bowie would have 
had better ones. Turn and face the strange. RIP” (Rachelle Lefevre, actor) 
 
P: “"Dearly beloved. We are gathered here today 2 get through this thing called Life..."-
Prince” (Lin Manuel Miranda, writer/actor)  
And finally, though parasocial relationships are normally assumed to be only between 
fans and celebrities, the tweet below from Miley Cyrus shows that strong feelings can 
also develop between celebrities regardless of their shared history. And the loss of 
such a ‘felt’ connection can be significant:  
RW: “I can’t take the Robin Williams news. I’ve never cried over someone I’ve never 
met but I can’t stop *crying face emojis*” (Miley Cyrus, singer) 
 
Anything we share on SNS platforms can be understood as an act based in 
consumer culture since the sites themselves are designed to drive content sharing and 
in turn monetize this activity. However, the mourning that appears on these sites also 
takes on other dimensions of consumption-based activity. Fans seek out material or 
media objects as ways to maintain a connection with a deceased celebrity or feelings 
of co-presence. They further mention or share these texts within mourning-driven 
posts as a way to self-identity as a fan. This self-identification can go deeper, using 
the online mourning ritual as a reparative time to cope with the loss of self in relation 
to the celebrity. Margaret Gibson says, “We can see ourselves mourning with others 
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now in ways we couldn't in the past. Social media creates a form of intimacy and a 
sense of ownership…There's this sense that there is literally a proximity to our own 
personal lives that creates this direct hit to our self" (quoted in Stark, 2016, emphasis 
mine).  Grief for a celebrity made social or public is inherently an identity 
performance, whether done by a regular SNS user or a fellow celebrity.  
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Chapter 5. Conclusion 
I get so lonely when she's not there 
I... 
You're just another face that I know from the TV show 
I have known you for so very long I feel you like a friend 
Can't you do anything for me, can I touch you for a while 
Can I meet you another day and we can fly away 
(Genesis, “Turn It On Again”) 
 
An encounter with art can be transformative. Perhaps you can recall a film, 
piece of music, painting, or text that touched on something deep and emotional and 
perhaps even altered your mindset about your identity or the world around you. This 
experience is profound and often the stars of that work become intertwined in our 
memories and feelings of that moment. Or perhaps it was the celebrity themself—
their very presence—that opened possibilities and potentials. And when these stars 
burn out, we not only lose a (pseudo)friend, we grieve our past memories and lost 
future. Of Bowie’s passing, scholar Jean Burgess (2016) writes:  
…there is nothing more real than this massively emotional media 
event. Bowie’s death is about the story of art, culture and music in 
the twentieth century and beyond — in that history, Bowie is a 
significant figure in his own right; but in his passing he stands in 
for a bunch of other things as well. He’s a metonym, a lightning 
rod — or even a reliquary, if you prefer. The cultural practices of 
this moment are about telling the stories of the bodies and 
identities of real people who grew up with Bowie’s fierce and 
astonishing presence in their media world and his music in their 
heads, just as much as they’re about recalling and remaking the 
story of Bowie himself. 
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This dissertation sought to establish the connection between online mourning 
for ordinary people and the mourning that occurs following the death of a celebrity. 
The similarities suggest that when people grieve someone famous they are 
experiencing analogous feelings of loss. Mourning activity also reveals the ways in 
which fans use social media to preserve this parasocial connection, even 
posthumously. In each chapter I have sought to show that this posthumous 
parasociality can be thought of as seeking out the ongoing presence of the celebrity, 
particularly through social media. This could be through addressing the celebrity in 
similar ways as before death, like tweets directed at their Twitter handle or posts on 
their Instagram account. It happens when mourning communities cope together with 
the loss and maintain the same bonds of fandom that brought their group together 
around the still-living celebrity, using mourning to be present for each other and to 
evoke the celebrities presence as well. Or it could be the ways in which fans consume 
celebrity artifacts publically as both an identity marker and a way to find proximity to 
the deceased celebrity.  
Victor Turner (1987) defines a ritual as “a stereotyped sequence of activities 
involving gestures, words, and objects, performed in a sequestered place, and 
designed to influence preternatural entities or forces on behalf of the actors' goals and 
interests” (p. 488). Over the course of writing this dissertation, I witnessed ritualized 
mourning in not only the case studies included here, but also many other instances of 
online celebrity mourning. Pop culture fans have lamented that 2016 alone has been a 
particularly tough year so far; it has seen not only the deaths of Bowie and Prince, but 
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Muhammad Ali, Glenn Frey, Alan Rickman, Gary Marshall, another member of the 
Star Trek crew 27-year old Anton Yelchin, among many others.  
Since ritual is made up of ‘stereotypical activities’ that are culturally bound it 
has to find some commonality in practice in order for it to function as such. In other 
words, people have to know the rules. It seems that it has been just recently that the 
transfer of grief to social media settings in the context of celebrity death has 
coalesced as a fan ritual with shared boundaries, language, aesthetics, etc. The 
popular imagination about grief online has even lead to an off-Broadway play, 
“Fawnbook,” a social commentary on the emptiness and irony of social media grief 
with a script is derived from actual social media posts surrounding tragic events 
(Rendell, 2015).  
But where do online users learn that ‘this is how we mourn celebrities 
online’? Certainly, one answer lies in the ways we utilize digital technology in 
grieving for ordinary people, which are then adopted and adapted for moments of 
celebrity grieving.  
But institutional mourning can also inspire social learning (Bandura & 
Walters, 1963). By this I mean the participation by large and meaningful cultural 
and/or public institutions in the mourning ritual that signals it is appropriate and 
good: for instance, other celebrities holding block parties and prayer circles; public 
buildings illuminating their facades in symbolic tribute; and politicians (even the 
President) issuing statements of mourning.  
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There is also a good amount of discourse surrounding the practice that goes on 
in the media after these deaths. The media shapes and frames the processes and 
discourse of mourning, mediatizing death and commemoration (Couldry, 2008). The 
media have a particular penchant for reporting on death since it is particularly 
disruptive and therefore newsworthy (Hanusch, 2010). This is especially true with 
celebrities, and even more so when the death is dramatic or salacious. This was the 
circumstance with almost all of the case studies in this work: Robin Williams’s 
suicide, Joan Rivers’s medical malpractice, Paul Walker’s car crash, and Prince’s 
suspected overdose. Beyond tuning in to these stories for the Schadenfreude, Walter 
et al. (1995) think that we are attuned to the grief of others because it provides us with 
normative guidelines on how to deal with our own grief in public settings.  
After high-profile deaths, the media machine kicks into overdrive producing 
multimedia tributes and eulogies comprised of both journalists’ writing but also 
content skimmed from fans and other celebrities on social media. This reflexivity of 
social media mourning and mass media reporting normalizes not only the grief itself, 
but also the forms and functions it takes online. In her study of parasociality on 
Facebook RIP pages started after the deaths of teenagers that received high media 
visibility, Klastrup (2015) notes the reciprocal nature of media and online mourning 
as a reflection and driver of legitimacy in which the media sampling content from the 
RIP pages moves the pages into the public domain. Similarly, Marwick and Ellison 
(2012) find a correlation between media exposure and traffic on memorial pages.  
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 In the course of collecting data I noticed repeated discourses following the 
death of a celebrity. If Field and Walter (2003) are right, and it is the mass media that 
have inherited religion’s mantle as the authority and interpreter of death, then social 
media users may not only look to the grieving practices of other users, but could also 
be influenced by media narratives. 
Popular media reporting on the topic falls into three camps: First, there is the 
more straightforward news in direct aftermath of a celebrity death. These stories 
mainly report on the death, eulogize the celebrity and report the online mourning as a 
social media event, particularly when it involves other celebrities and is therefore 
more newsworthy. The second category embodies ‘grief policing’—acting as an 
authority on the ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ ways to enact grief online (often the wrong ways 
include sharing any grief at all) they lambast mourners as self-indulgent and 
narcissistic, needlessly filling social media feeds with their crocodile tears. The last 
are reactions to the sizeable number of pieces that deride grieving social media users.  
These trend pieces, about ‘new’ online practices, defend the practice as legitimate and 
meaningful.  
I end looking at these three camps because, just as the media are thought of as 
both mirrors and makers of our culture, these three media discourses mirror the 
mourning behavior I found in my data, but perhaps also dialogially drive it. I found 
that mourners fit similar categories: those just reporting and reacting to the news, 
those really grieving, and those who sought to disrupt that process because they 
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disagree with it or to troll mourning fans. Below I will briefly illustrate each of the 
three kinds of media coverage.  
What is this online mourning stuff?  
 If Andsager (2005) was right that true grief over celebrity was disenfranchised 
when she wrote, then I believe I have shown its transition to normative online 
behavior in the ensuing decade. So as a relatively new practice, at least in online 
spaces, the media often comment on it on the occasion of celebrity deaths. Aside from 
just reporting the news of the death and beginning to eulogize the celebrity, 
journalists take note of both fan and celebrity mourning occurring on social media. A 
Slate article that included social media mourning proclaimed, “The Music World 
Reacts to the Passing of Prince, and the Outpouring of Love Is Real” (Harris & 
Hassler, 2016). New York Times write, Jonathan Mahler (2014), wonders what 
inspires all these people to post?  
“It’s part Kilroy [referring to the American colloquialism and 
graffiti cartoon popularized during WWII]—this happened to me, I 
was there—and part collective mourning…Enough celebrities have 
died unexpectedly, tragically, in recent years that we’ve become 
accustomed to this new ritual”  
Mahler’s article is also a roundup of posts by other celebrities mourning 
Williams online. As mentioned in Chapter 4, posthumous tributes are a time of 
visibility for other celebrities and, though a cynical read, an opportunity for their own 
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brand-building by association with the star-power of the celebrity that died. The 
media may also encourage further outpouring by focusing their coverage of the death 
on these tributes from other famous people. Another headline read, “Robin Williams 
Dead, Celeberities Mourn on Social Media” (Lansky, 2014) and a Buzzfeed article 
containing over 100 Twitter and Instagram posts from celebrities after Prince’s 
passing read, “This is How Celebrities Reacted to Prince’s Death” (Etkin, 2016).  
Finally, since much of our lives and celebrity culture is lived and enacted 
online, the media also look to mine the digital identity of celebrities in similar ways 
that they do after the deaths of ordinary people who died tragically. Often a last tweet, 
Facebook status, or Instagram post is framed as a person’s last words – whether they 
were intentionally or not. For example, a Today Show headline read, “Robin Williams 
leaves touching look at life, legacy on Instagram” (Duerson, 2014).  
This online mourning stuff is pathetic – knock it off!  
In his book, Brain Droppings, comedian George Carlin (1997) wrote, “I dread 
the deaths of certain super-celebrities. Not because I care about them, but because of 
all the shit I have to endure on television when one of them dies. All those tributes 
and retrospectives. And the bigger the personality, the worse it is.” Like Carlin, a 
significant contingent of the media find the grief shared online pathetic, 
embarrassing, and annoying. These articles chastise that “Our public grieving over 
dead celebrities has reached insufferable levels” (Proud, 2016) and call mourning fans 
“opportunistic hearse-chasers” who are “sob signaling” using “empty platitudes from 
people who have nothing meaningful to say about the celebrity” (Burchill, 2016). 
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British newspaper columnist Camilla Long encapsulated many of the anxieties that 
show up in this type of coverage, tweeting in the midst of Bowie mourning	(Waring, 
2016):  
“So many people “crying” or “in bits” over Bowie. FUCK YOU. You are not ten – you 
are an adult. Man the fuck up and say something interesting.”  
 
And in a follow-up tweet:   
“It is so deeply insincere watching all of this, that’s all. I think grief should be private”  
Fans were quick to retaliate: 
“Most of your tweets are insincere. Most of your writing is insincere. So I don’t see why 
you particularly care.” 
 
“Probably avoid social media at times like these then, when people find relief and 
togetherness by mourning together.”  
 One of the main narratives is that the debate over online celebrity grief is 
nonsensical because what we are talking about isn’t grief at all. These writers argue 
that only those with close, personal connections can experience grief and what the 
public is feeling is fleeting sadness, made worse by their gauche penchant for sharing 
and performing it. Lawson (2016) writes, “Their mourning is more a form of 
nostalgia for their own spent youth than personal concern for the musicians they had 
never actually met, still less for those performers’ bereaved families.” My research of 
course argues otherwise. The language and emotions shared online indicate that fans 
can develop strong, lasting bonds with celebrities and grieve this loss in parallel ways 
to other losses. And while this might pass quickly for some, though it should be noted 
that it is prolonged for others, it doesn’t erase the root emotion. 
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 Aside from the illegitimacy of the emotion, there is also a profound 
discomfort with it being shared in public spaces:   
To cry over Bowie is normal; to make a spectacle of it is ugly, and 
looks a lot like an expression of superior emotional sensitivity, a 
boast. This is the opposite of grief, which crushes people rather 
than pumping them up peacock-style so that they show off their 
emotions to strangers. (O’Neill, 2016) 
In Chapter 3 I charted some of the ways digital technology has moved grief from 
private spaces to public forums. Given the prolonged period in which death and grief 
were made invisible, many cultures have an aversion to this emotion (Becker, 1973). 
The anxiety over the ‘publicness’ of celebrity grief and the accusation that it is wrong 
or improper could stem from this. This anxiety was particularly acute among articles 
in British publications, where culturally most over-shows of emotion are considered 
distasteful. For example, Friedman (2016) writes:  
Have we made an unspoken pact? When a death is newsworthy, 
we must grieve collectively now…We should grant ourselves 
permission to stay out of the public mourning ritual…There is also 
comfort in silence…such expressions of unbearable pain are 
probably best kept within the tight circle of those who knew her 
best, rather than sent to everyone who happens to subscribe to [the 
late piano player Victoria Wood’s] Twitter feed.  
Still other media discourses around this topic claim that social media does not 
make public what was once private grieving, instead it amplifies American cultural 
failings around death, “namely platitudes that help those on the periphery of a tragedy 
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rationalize what has happened, but obscure the uncomfortable, messy reality of loss” 
(Wilmot, 2016). This contempt for such superficial posts sees them as empty and 
meaningless to most reading them, and possibly dangerous and damaging to anyone 
actually grieving the death. However, celebrity is a complex concept and category 
and calling fan behavior inherently superficial is reductive.  
This online mourning stuff is real – lay off!  
Much of the disdain aimed at online mourners is an attempt to manage what is 
perceived as uncomfortable public expressions of emotion by forcing them into 
prescribed boundaries (Faye, 2016). Megan Garber (2016) of the Atlantic calls this 
“grief policing.” British journalist Suzanne Moore (2016) adds, “There is a constant 
refrain of discomfort about public mourning from the zombified bourgeoisie who are 
fearful of crowds. Fearful of feelings.”  
 Many in the media have taken up to defend celebrity mourners and grieving 
on social media in general. They argue that the grief fans experience is serious and 
rational, and those that mock it are cynical and patronizing:  
I know what grief feels like, thanks very much. And I grieve for David Bowie. 
It’s not a competition. It’s not just about “music”. Or my lost youth. My youth 
went the day I gave birth at 26 and I understood that everything was about the 
next generation. And Bowie was always about what could be. A rift has 
opened between those who know and those who don’t…For some, a hole has 
been ripped in the universe and we are lost, and we will be for a good while 
yet. We are afraid. For he was so damn smart and yet formed in the laboratory 
of creative social mobility, which we fear is also gone now. If we cannot 
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reconstruct it, we just don’t know where the new visionaries will be grown. 
(Moore, 2016) 
 Many journalists in this camp argue that social media doesn’t amplify bad 
mourning habits, but change the way we memorialize celebrities for the better. In line 
with cultural anthropology and psychology literatures, Roth (2016), notes that 
mourning is a process of reconfiguring one’s internal world to accommodate a sudden 
absence and the same must be done after the death of a significant artist. The 
mourning work we see on social media don’t necessarily “add up to an obituary, but 
there were plenty of obituaries. Social media filled in the space around the 
obituaries.”  
 Meghan Garber (2016) perhaps makes the most pointed commentary on what 
she sees as an important and new mourning outlet:  
The outcry of love and sadness after the news of Bowie’s death—
that heavy sense that the world had been permanently dented—
was, on top of everything else, evidence of the new way of 
mourning. Taking to the Internet to share and cry and commiserate 
is now part of how we cope with a loss. It is what we do. But it is 
also, just as importantly, what is done…#RIPDavidBowie was a 
hashtag, yes; it was also a funeral. [emphasis mine] 
Garber captures the duality in why I have looked to both the social media data 
and the media discourses. It is the way that a ritual such as this takes hold. Fans 
emotional about a loss seek out spaces to share and find community, and in that 
collectivity see others doing the same.  
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Conclusion 
Online mourning gives us a lens into understanding fan/celebrity relationships 
and how these might be sustained during the processes of mourning and 
memorialization. The ways in which people mourn online are also revealing of virtual 
community functions and digital identity construction and performance. This work 
opens new spaces for the ways in which we understand social media’s influence on 
celebrity culture and celebrity image making as well as fandom.  
It also leaves several questions open for future inquiry. Because I could only 
speculate, a future study could test the correlation between parasociality and grief, 
more definitively linking my notion that those engaged in a parasocial relationship are 
likely to grieve that relationship and look for ways to sustain it. As I said while 
introducing my methodology, there are several vital research questions about how 
racial and gender identity intersect with online mourning.  
Additionally there was a significant amount of visual data my study could not 
capture. A future visual analysis of the photos, videos and other non-textual pieces of 
media could reveal what signifiers mourners chose to represent their grief and how 
these visuals could be another conduit for presence-making. In an analysis of 
collective mourning for Nelson Mandela, Uimonen (2015) writes “The photographs 
were not only representations of Mandela, but they allowed for his ‘‘resurrection,’’ 
thus exemplifying the ‘‘uncanny’’ ability of photography to mediate between the 
living and the dead. Photographs of Mandela mediated a sense of visual presence, 
while conveying the transcendental qualities of a historical subject who was now 
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transformed into a historical object” (p. 8). Finally, I would like to think further 
through the theoretical implications of presence in matters of posthumous identity, 
embodiment, and the cyberimmortality of celebrity.  
Heidegger theorized that Daesin, or true presence, can only be achieved when 
an actor is being-toward-death. The thought of truly embracing mortality in the ways 
he directs might seem macabre and antithetical to our culture. But Heidegger wasn’t 
talking about dwelling on death every moment. Instead he prescribed accepting and 
internalizing it when necessary in order to be more present to the rest of life’s 
happenings. Meghan O’Rourke (2014) captures this ongoing negotiation, “Dylan 
Byers of Politico is right when he complains that on Facebook one minute it’s 
Williams, and the next, say, it’s the posting of a delicious new taco recipe. But that’s 
life. Grief is one side of the coin, and pleasure—even the banal pleasures of everyday 
life—is the other.” 
Social media and the explosion of our network, including celebrities, 
guarantees we are faced with death on a quite regular basis. Perhaps celebrities 
provide us a mourning middle ground where we can practice our public, communal 
grief in a managed setting—still authentic, still valid, yet mediated by fame and social 
networks.  
Journalists and academics can debate the legitimacy, cohesiveness or 
functions of online mourning; meanwhile fans are ironing out the ritual for 
themselves. Time marches on, more celebrities will die, and fans will continue to 
navigate what it means to grieve these losses online.  
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